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THE TRADE DEFICIT: HOW MUCH OF A PROBLEM?
WHAT REMEDY?

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1977

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIcS

OF THE JOINT ECONOMO CoMmrrrAE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., in room 210,

Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Henry S. Reuss (cochairman of

the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Representatives feuss and Hamilton; and Senator Roth.

Also present: Louis C. Krauthoff II, assistant director; Thomas F.

Dernburg, Sarah Jackson, John R. Karlik, Katie MacArthur, and

William Morgan, professional staff members; Mark Borchelt, ad-

ministrative assistant; and Stephen J. Entin, George D. Krumbhaar,

Jr., and Mark R. Policinski, minority professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE REUSS, COCHAIRMAN

Representative REUSS. The Subcommittee on International Eco-

nomics will be in order for a hearing to consider the question of "The

Trade Deficit: How Much of a Problem? What Remedy?" During

the first 8 months of this year, our country ran a trade deficit at an

amnual rate of more than $26 billion in contrast to the $9 billion

actual 1976 deficit.
-The Secretary of the Treasury has said that this year's deficit may

be as large as $30 billion. The purpose of our hearing is to determine

the seriousness of the problem and what, if anything, should be done

to reduce the trade deficit. Our announcement of these hearings listed

nine questions detailing the issues that seemed relevant to the prob-

lem.
What is the outlook for the U.S. trade balance in 1978 and 1979?

Does the trade deficit reflect a deterioration of this country's ability

to compete in world markets for manufactured goods?
What is the impact of the trade deficit on output in the United

States and on domestic employment?
To what extent does the deficit result from rigidities in the sup-

posedly freely floating exchange rate system?
What impact is the continuing deficit likely to have on OPEC and

other foreign nations' investment in the United States ?
Are the substantial capital inflows the United States has attracted

from abroad in recent years a blessing-in that these funds have

helped the United States to pay for rapidly growing oil imports-

(1)
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or a burden-in that capital inflows have sustained the value of thedollar in exchange markets and impaired the competitiveness ofU.S. export industries?
To what extent would dollar depreciation reduce the deficit?Does the large and growing size of the deficit undermine theability of the United States to- -exercise international economicleadership ? e i economiWhat, if anything, should this country do to reduce the tradedeficit?
We have an active morning laid-out-for us with an outstandingpanel of private witnesses testifying an~d being questioned from nowuntil 11, and then a 'grout of spoke'sm&n from'the administration.Our witnesses are Mr. John Lichtblau, executive director of thePetroleum Industry Research Foundation, a widely recognized experton energy economics;. Mr. Robert L. Slighton, vice president for inter-national economic forecasting, Chase Manhattan Bank, formerly as-sociated with the Treasury, the Economic Research Division. We willalso hear on this panel from Prof. Benjamin J. Cohen, professor ofeconomics, Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University;and Mr. Lawrence Krause, senior fellow, Brookings- Institution.Gentlemen, please proceed in any way you'wish.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. SLIGHTON, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC FORECASTING, CHASE MANHATTAN
BANK, N.A.

Mr. SLIGHTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am very pleased totestify, and I hope my remarks will be of assistance to the sub-committee.
I am an officer of the Chase Manhattan Bank, but my appearancehere' today is as a private witness. My conclusions are my own andnot those of the bank or bank management.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am Robert L.Slighton, vice president for international economic forecasting, ofthe Chlase Manhattan Bank. I' am pleased to have this opportunityto testify on the subject of the causes and consequences of the U.S.-trade deficit, and I hope my remarks will be of some assistance tothe subcommittee in its present inquiry.
My testimony today will be directed to three questions. First, whyhas the U.S.-trade account shifted from surplus to deficit? Second,what changes can be expected in the U.S.-trade account over the next2 years? And third, given the potential economic consequences of theU.S.-trade deficit, what policy initiatives appear appropriate?

WHY HAS THE TRADE BALANCE SHIFED?,

The deterioration of the U.S.-trade account in 1976 and 1977reflects a normal growth of U.S. imports given the rate of expansionof the U.S. economy in conjunction with a major slowdown in thegrowth of U.S. exports. The fact that the shift in the U.S.-tradedeficit does not reflect an unusual spurt of imports is the first point.I want to -make in commenting on the causes of that turnaround.The relationship between the growth of imports and growth of in-



.,come during the current recovery is not significantly higher than
'-during earlier periods. U

The second point I want to make is that the strong U.S. demand
for imports is only partly a matter of increased demand for foreign
oil. Imports of mineral fuels increased $71/2 billion in 1976 and are
likely to increase by $10 billion in 1977. Other imports increased
eover $17 billion in 1976 and will probably increase by $15 billion in
1977. The trade balance 'at an annual rate has deteriorated by about
"$37 billion since 1975, $20 billion of the deterioration occurring this
year. It would have shifted by something like $19 billion even if the
walue of oil imports had remained constant.

The third point I want to make with respect to the causes of the
turnaround in the trade account is that there is no single explanation
-for the slowdown in the growth of U.S. exports. In part it reflects
.an improvement over the past several years in the balance between
world food production and consumption. More important is the rela-
-tively low level of investment around the world, for capital goods
:account for more than half of U.S. nonagricultural exports. U.S.
"exports of machinery' and transport equipment have shown virtually
'-no increase this year in value terms. In terms of tolume, this category
,of exports is actually decreasing in 1977. The slowdown in exports
of capital goods is particularly marked in the case of trade with the
*LI)C's. This year, exports of machinery and transport equipment
appear stagnant even to the oil-exporting countries.

The slowdown in U.S. exports of capital goods raises two ques-
tions that I cannot answer satisfactorily. First, does this slowdown
'simply reflect low levels of foreign investment or does it also reflect
a decreased price competitiveness of U.S.-capital goods? Second,:to
the extent this slowdown is a cyclical phenomenon-that is, reflecting
low levels of investment abroad-can we expect a cyclical upturn in
demand in the near future?

With respect to the first of these questions, it has recently been
argued that the 6 percent increase in the trade-weighted relative
price of U.S.-manufactured goods adjusted for exchange rate changes
since March 1973 indicates a decline in the competitiveness of U.S;
exports. Perhaps. Perhaps not. It is interesting to note that "expert"
opinion, for whatever that is worth, was that the dollar was sub-
stantially "undervalued" in March 1973. Perhaps this'change in rela-
tive prices simply reflects a correction of that undervaluation.- In any

*event, the trade-weighted relative price of U.S.-manufactured exports
adjusted for exchange rate changes has shown virtually no net change
since the autumn of 1975-the period in which the trade account has
moved from surplus to deficit.

The second qjuestion relating to the slowdown in U.S. exports of
capital goods is whether this represents a cyclical phenomenon that
will be reversed in the foreseeable future. I would like to discuss this
in the context of the more general question of what changes can be
expected in the U.S.-trade account in 1978 and 1979.

HAS THE TRADE DEFICIT 'PEAKED '

Predictions of trade balances are notoriously inaccurate, and I have
no reason to believe that I have any unique insights as to these mat-
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ters. Nevertheless, I do think there is reasonable justification forconcluding that the deficit has not peaked-that some increase in thetrade deficit will occur in i978 and that a decline in the deficit can-not be expected before 1979 at the earliest.
Those who conclude that the deficit has already peaked-or at leasthas reached a plateau-base their argument on a reversal of the trendtoward increasing oil imports arising from the coming onstream ofAlaskan oil production. It is true that oil is a bright spot. The volumeof oil imports may well decrease in 1978. Depending on the weather,the size of the Federal stockpiling program, and the vagaries ofdomestic production and consumption, this decline could amount tosomething in the order of 500,000 barrels per day, a reduction ofabout 51/2 percent. Such a projection may be too optimistic, but atworst the volume of oil imports is not likely to increase by a sinificant amount next year.
Oil prices are more difficult to forecast. Barring a switch in OPECpricing formulas resulting from a major depreciation of the dollar,I assume the dollar price of imported oil and oil products will remainroughly stable over the first half of 1978 and then increase somethinglike 7 percent in July. If this price scenario proves to be realistic, thevalue of U.S.-oil imports will not shoiv much change in 1978.The outlook for the rest of the trade balance is considerably lesspromising, however. The key factor here is relative growth rates. Therate of growth of the U.S. economy was one-third higher than the restof the OECD in 1976 and appears likely to be 60 percent larger in1977. Next year, assuming a 4 to 41/2 percent growth rate in the UnitedStates, the growth differential relative to the rest of the OECD willbe at least as high as in 1976. The growth differential between theUnited States and the other industrialized economies has probablypeaked, but it is highly likely to persist at least through 1978.The prospects for a reversal of the deterioration of the U.S.-tradebalance with the nonoil LDC's are considerably brighter, however.Some improvement in investment rates and growth rates for thisgroup of countries in the aggregate seems probable, and the U.S.-import bill for certain LDC exports, coffee in particular, will reflectlower prices.

Putting all these factors together, it seems very likely that theU.S.-trade deficit will be larger in 1978 than in 1977. An argumentfor a stable or declining deficit would presume either unwarrantedlyoptimistic assumptions about economic growth abroad or unwar-rantedly pessimistic assumptions about U.S. growth. How much thedeficit is likely to increase is quite umcertain, however. The MorganGuaranty Trust Co., in its publication "World Financial Markets,"recently hazarded the guess that the U.S.-trade balance would de-teriorate $5 billion in 1978 but that this shift would be largely offsetby a $3 billion increase in the surplus on services. That estimate is,of course, highly speculative, but I see no compelling reason toargue with it.
I do not have a trade deficit scenario for 1979 that I find partic-ularly convincing. A narrowing or reversal of the growth differentialbetween the United States and the other industrialized countries ispossible. If so, the U.S.-trade deficit would decrease in 1979. Several



comfmehts need to be made in this -connection, -however. Most of 'the

industtialized econromnies are findin'g the process 'of adjustment 'to

highl'r reneflg.-y pt'ices extremely difficult, and maiiy have been -unable

to follow an -adjistfielnt path other than the Path of forced adj'uft-

men t through -growth restraint. Investment in these economies, and

hence UJS. 'exports -of capital goods, mbay well remain sluggish for

some time.
There are other reasons to be concernhed about fiftuTre U.S. export

performance. Barriers 'to .growth 'of agricultural imports by the in-

dustrialized ecorfomies show few!sighs of being r'laxed. US. foreign
direct investment in mahufacturiffhgappears to be slowing down And
the technology gap between the United States bard the rest of the

world is probably continuin'g 'to narrow.
The third question I wan't to discuss is the critikal'one of wha't

should be done, but before I 'offer my conclusions as to just what

actions are appropriate, I would like to make a series of points con-

cerning the economic consequences of the trade'deficit and the likely

effects of various measures that might be taken to reduce that deficit.

The first point I want to make is that there is no strict relationship

between a change in the trade deficit and domestic output and em-

ployhent. It is true enough that 'other things being equal, U.S. -output

and employment would increase if net 'exports were to increase. It

does not follow, however, that an increase in net exports would lead

to an increase in domestic output and employment. Whether this

would be the case depends on how the increase in niet exports were

achieved.
AMy second point is that I find no convincing evidence that the

recent slowdown in U.S. exports and strength of imports into the

United States reflect a deterioration in the price competitiveness of

U.S. products. Further, to achieve a significant reduction in the

U.S.-trade deficit solely through a change in relative prices would

require a depreciation of the dollar -of sufficient magnitude to have a

noticeable impact on the rate of domestic inflation. That is assuming

that such a depreciation could be sustained over time, an assumption

that I find dubious. The commodity structure of U.S. exports and

imports is such that the balance of trade does not appear to be

strongly price sensitive in the long run. In the short tun, a deprecia-

tion of the dollar would probably result in a temporary deterioration
of the trhade account.

The third point I would like to make is that the failure of the

dollar t'o depreciate in the face of the rapid 'turn-around ion the U.S.

current account is the result of a foreign demand for dollat-denomi-
natled assets th'at is primarily motivated by portfolio considerations.
Ri'gidities in the supposedly freely floating exchange rate system

arising from official intervention in 'exchange markets are not an

im-portant cause of the strength of 'the dolhlr. Except in the Ubited

Kingdom, I suspect most official intervention over thfe past year that

has had the explicit objective of influencing the average level 'off the

exchange rate has served to prevent the appreciation o' tlee dollat,

not the dollar's depreciation. Japan is another pls-ibl 'exception,

although in this case the net official influehce over exchingbn rates
would have been exercised primarily through controls ovef capital

movement rather than through explicit market intervention.
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The final preliminary point I would like to make is that stabilityof the effective exchange rate in the face of large current accountdeficits is not a problem requiring an exchange rate policy solutionif the cause of that stability is a capital inflow that can be expected!to remain reasonably stable over time; The appropriate exchangesrate is the rate that clears the market for dollars, not the rate thatbalances the current account. The potential strength of capital inflows.into the United States is' such that a continuing current account deficitcan be financed with little if any depreciation in the trade-weightedexchange value of the dollar and a relatively modest depreciation ofthe bilateral rates between the dollar and the deutsche mark-bloccurrencies and the yen. This is possible but not inevitable, and hereinlies a major potential problem created by a large U.S.-trade deficit.That is the problem of exchange instability.
The most worrisome aspect of the trade deficit in my opinion is notthe likelihood that it will generate a further depreciation of the dollarbut the possibility that the uncertainties associated with its financewill make the dollar prices of the mark and the yen relatively moresunstable. This possibility is worrisome on two accounts. It is un-desirable in and of itself. It discourages trade and foreign directinvestment and encourages protectionist sentiment abroad. And it is'worrisome in that governments may react to increased rate variabilityby substituting administrative judgments for market judgments in amuch more thoroughgoing manner than heretofore.What then should be done? Of greatest immediate significancewould be the continued public affirmation by U.S. policymakers of'our commitment to a strong U.S. dollar. Where it is determined thatforeign policy actions have been undertaken with the explicit objec-tive of preventing exchange rate adjustment, the U.S. responseshould be framed with due regard for the hypersensitivity of exchange'markets to U.S. pronouncements.

A second, and more constructive policy step would be the develop-ment of an effective U.S.-energy program that is designed to workon both the supply and demand sides of the energy problem. Theargument here is well known. I would only like to add the commentthat failure to adopt a strong energy policy would introduce afurther element of uncertainty and hence variability in foreign ex-change markets.
A third necessary step is to enlarge the supply of official inter-national credit. The process of adjusting to the increase in energyprices is long and painful. An increased supply of public interna-tional credit that is conditioned to the adoption of appropriate'domestic policies would significantly reduce the likelihood that this:adjustment will take the form of beggarthy-neighbor policies thatwould depress the growth of the world economy. The proposed sup-plementary lending facility within the IMF is a step in the rightdirection, but it is not sufficient by itself.What else? We can continue to press for more expansionarypolicies in those countries with strong external payments positions,but this policy has had limited success up to now and does not appearlikely to prove more effective in the future. A further course ofaction that has been recommended is to work for selective rate
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adjustmentetin par iculr an appreciation of the yen relative to the
. dollar. 'This: would be an unfortunate policy if pursued in public.
I am not particularly confident whether it could be pursued quietly.
I am not sure I have an answer to that question, but I do have a few
tentative remarks.

A. significant appreciation of the yen would very likely lead to a,
* relatively quick slowdown in the growth of total Japanese exports.
* I doubt, however, that Japanese exports to the United. States would
be much affected in the short run, since relatively few of our imports
from Japan are commodities where.Japanese comparative advantage
is marginal;

The Japanles6 trade surplus may be partly the result of an inap-
proprihte exchange rate, but- the. more fundamental problem is the
system of quota restrictions and internal marketing arrangements
that make foieign penetration of Japanese markets very difficult. A

;long-run solution requires an attack on this system, and the obser-
vation that the Japanese would find it very difficult to loosen import
restrictions is hardly a sufficient' argument for not pressing forward.

'In these circumstances, rather than pressing for an explicit bi-
lateral exchange rate adjustment, it seems to be more appropriate

*to press for at least a partial dismantling of the complex web of
controls maintained over capital movements to and from Japan. We
suspect that these controls have worked to depress the value of the
yen. Now is a good time to find out if these suspicions are correct.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Slighton follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. SLIGHTON

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee. I am Robert L. Slighton, Vice
President for International Economic Forecasting of the Chase Manhattan Bank.
I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify on the subject of the causes
and consequences of the U.S. trade deficit, and I hope my remarks will be of
some assistance to the Subcommittee in its present enquiry.

My testimony today will be directed to three questions. First, why has the
U.S. trade account shifted from surplus to deficit? Second, what changes can
be expected in the U.S. trade.account over the next two years? And third,
given the potential economic consequiences of the U.S. trade deficit, what policy
initiatives appear appropriate?

WHY HAS THE TRADE BALANCE SHInrED?

The deterioration of the U.S. trade account in 1976 and 1977 reflects a normal
growth of U.S. imports given the rate of expansion of the U.S. economy in

conjunction with a major slowdown in the growth of U.S. exports. The 'fact that

the shift in the U.S. trade deficit does not reflect an unusual spurt of imports
is the first point I want to make in commenting on the causes of that turn-
around. In spite of the well publicized incursions of imports into the domestic
markets for. color television, steel, clothing.and shoes, there is no evidence that
imports are growing at an abnormally rapid rate given the growth of domestic
demand. The relationship between the growth of imports and growth of income

during the current recovery. is not. significantly higher than during earlier

.periods. . .
The second point I want to make is that the strong U.S. demand for imports

Is only.partly a. matter of increased demand for foreign pil. Imports of mineral
fuels Increased $7Y2 billion In 1976:and are.likely to increase by $10 billion in
1977. Other imiports increased over $17 billion. In 1976 and will probably increase
by $15 billion in 1977. The trade balance as an annual rate has deteriorated by
about $37, biuion since 1975, $20 billion of the deterioration occurring this year.
'It would have shifted by something like $19 billion even if the value of oit
imports had remained constant.
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'The third point I want to make with respect to the causes of the turnaround-in the trade account is that there Is no single explanation for the slowdown in
the growth of U.S. exports. In part It reflects an improvement over the pastseveral years in the balance between world food production and consumption.
More important is the relatively low level of investment around the world, for
capital goods account for more than half of U.S. non-agricultural exports. U.S.
exports of machinery and transport equipment have shown virtually no increase
this year in value terms. In terms of volume, this category of exports isactually decreasing in 1977. The slowdown in exports of capital goods isparticularly marked In the case of trade with the LDCs. This year, exports ofmachinery and transport equipment appear stagnant even to the oil-exportingcountries.

The slowdown in U.S. exports of capital goods raises two questions that Icannot answer satisfactorily. First, does this slowdown simply reflect low levelsof foreign investment or does it also reflect a decreased price competitiveness
of U.S. capital goods? Second, to the extent this slowdown is a cyclicalphenomenon-that is, reflecting low levels of investment abroad-can we expecta cyclical upturn in demand In the near future?

With respect to the first of these questions, it has recently been argued that
the 6% increase in the trade-weighted relative price of U.S. manufactured goodsadjusted for exchange rate changes since March 1973 indicates a decline in thecompetitiveness of U.S. exports. Perhaps. Perhaps not. It is Interesting to notethat "expert" opinion, for whatever that Is worth, was that the dollar was
substantially "undervalued" in March 1973. Perhaps this change in relativeprices simply reflects a correction of that undervaluation. In any event, thetrade-weighted relative price of U.S. manufactured exports adjusted for ex-change rate changes has shown virtually no net change since the autumn of1975-the period in which the trade account has moved from surplus to deficit.

I am inclined to believe that prices are part of the explanation why U.S.exports of capital goods have become sluggish in recent years, but the explana-
tion lies not with changes in relative prices but absolute price levels. That is,there has been something of a switch from U.S. to foreign suppliers of capital
equipment not because U.S. goods have become relatively more expensive butbecause they often are top-of-the-line items that are expensive in absolute terms.
I think this is particularly evident in the slowdown of exports to the oil-.exporting countries. Given the increasingly sober judgment exercised in both
the OPEC countries and the non-oil LDCs as to the technological sophistication
,required of their capital goods imports, U.S. exports have probably suffered.

The second question relating to the slowdown in U.S. exports of capital goodsti whether this represents a cyclical phenomenon that will be reversed in theforeseeable future. I would like to discuss this in the context of the moregeneral question of what changes can be expected in the U.S. trade account in
1978 and 1979.

HAS THE TRADE DEFICIT PEAKED?

Predictions of trade balances are notoriously inaccurate, and I have no
reason to believe that I have any unique insights as to these matters. Never-theless, I do think there is reasonable justification for concluding that thedeficit has not peaked-that some increase in the trade deficit will occur in
1978 and that a decline in the deficit cannot be expected before 1979 at the
earliest.

Those who conclude that the deficit has already peaked-or at least has
reached a plateau-base their argument on a reversal of the trend towardincreasing oil imports arising from the coming onstream of Alaskan oil
production. It is true that oil is a bright spot. The volume of oil imports maywell decrease in 1978. Depending on the weather, the size of the federal
stockpiling program, and the vagaries of domestic production and consumption,
this decline could amount to something in the order of 500,000 barrels per day,
a reduction' of about 51%2%. Such a projection may be too optimistic, but atworst the volume of oil imports is not likely to increase by a significant amount
next year.

Oil prices are more difficult to forecast. Barring a switch in OPEC pricing
formulae resulting from a major depreciation of the dollar, I assume the dollar
price of imported oil and oil products will remain roughly stable over the firsthalf of 1978 and then increase something like 7% in July. If this price scenario
proves to be realistic, the value of U.S. oil Imports will not show much change
in 1978.
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The outlook for the rest of the trade balance is considerably less promising,
however. The key factor here is relative growth rates. The rate of growth of
the U.S. economy was one-third higher than the rest of the OECD in 1976
and appears likely to be 60% larger in 1977. Next year, assuming a 4-4V2%
growth rate in the U.S., the growth differential relative to the rest of the

OECD will be at least as high as in 1976. The growth differential between the
U.S. and the other industrialized economies has probably peaked, but it is

highly likely to persist at least through 1978.
The prospects for a reversal of the deterioration of the U.S. trade balance.

with the non-oil LDCs are considerably brighter. Some improvement in
investment rates and growth rates for this group of countries in the aggregate
seems probable, and the U.S. import bill for certain LDC exports, coffee in.
particular, will reflect lower prices.

Putting all these factors together, it seems highly likely that the U.S. trade
deficit will be larger in 1978 than in 1977. An argument for a stable or declining.
deficit would presume either unwarrantedly optimistic assumptions about.
economic growth abroad or unwarrantedly pessimistic assumptions about U.S.
growth. How much the deficit is likely to increase is quite uncertain, however..
The Morgan Guaranty Trust Company, in its publication World Financial'
Markets, recently hazarded the guess that the U.S. trade balance wvould,
deteriorate $5 billion in 1978 but that this shift would be largely offset by a'
$3 billion increase in the surplus on services. That estimate is, of course,.
highly speculative, but I see no compelling reason to argue with it.

I do not have a trade-deficit scenario for 1979 that I find particularly con-
vincing. A narrowing or reversal of the growth differential between the U.S-
and the other industrialized countries is not improbable. If so, the U.S. trade
deficit would decrease in 1979. Several comments need to be made in this
connection, however. Most of the industrialized economies are finding the
process of adjustment to higher energy prices extremely difficult, and many
have been unable to follow an adjustment path other than the path of forced
adjustment through growth restraint. Investment in these economies, and hence
U.S. exports of capital goods, may well remain sluggish for some time.

There are other reasons to be concerned about future U.S. export per-
formance. Barriers to growth of agricultural imports by the industrialized
economies show few signs of being relaxed. U.S. foreign direct investment in
manufacturing appears to be slowing down. And the technology gap between
the U.S. and the rest of the world is probably continuing to narrow.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?

If the trade deficit and current account deficit develop as I have suggested
they will, do we have a problem? The answer Is clearly yes. Given that we
have a problem, are there policy initiatives that should be taken? The answer
again is yes. I would like to stress at the outset, however, that perhaps the
most important potential problem arising out of a large U.S. trade deficit is
that: it increases the likelihood that strong protectionist measures Will be
adopted in this country and abroad. Policy action is required, but a reversal
of the U.S. commitment to freer trade and freedom of international capital
movements is not an appropriate solution.

Before I offer my conclusions as to just what actions are appropriate, I
would like to make a series of points concerning the economic consequences of
the trade deficit and the likely effects of various measures that might be taken-
to reduce that deficit. The first point I want to make is that there is no strict
relationship between a change in the trade deficit and domestic output and
employment. It is true enough that other things being equal, U.S. output and!
employment would increase if net exports were to increase. It does not follow,.
however, that an increase in net exports would lead to an increase in domestic
output and employment. Whether this would be the case depends on how the
increase in net exports were achieved.

TMy second point is that I find no convincing evidence that the recent
slowdown in U.S. exports and strength of imports into the U.S. reflect a
deterioration in the price competitiveness of U.S. products. Further, to achieve
a significant reduction in the U.S. trade deficit solely through a change im
relative prices would require a depreciation of the dollar of sufficient magnitude
to have a noticeable impact on the rate of domestic inflation. That is assuming
that such a depreciation could be sustained over time, an assumption that I
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find dubious. The commodity structure of U.S. exports and imports is such thatthe balance of trade does not appear to be strongly price sensitive in the longrun. In the short run, a depreciation of the dollar would probably result in atemporary deterioration of the trade account.
The third point I would like to make is that the failure of the dollar todepreciate in the face of the rapid turnaround in the U.S. current account isthe result of a foreign demand for dollar-denominated assets that is primarilymotivated by portfolio considerations. Rigidities in the supposedly freelyfloating exchange rate system arising from official intervention in exchangemarkets are not an important cause of the strength of the dollar. Except inthe United Kingdom, I suspect most official intervention over the 'past yearthat has had the explicit objective of influencing the average level of theexchange rate has served to prevent the appreciation of the dollar, not thedollar's depreciation. Japan is another possible exception, although in this casethe net official influence over exchange rates would have been exercisedprimarily through controls over capital movement rather than through explicitmarket intervention.
The final preliminary point I would like to make is that stability of theeffective exchange rate in the face of large current account deficits is not aproblem requiring an exchange-rate policy solution if the cause of that stabilityis a capital inflow that can be expected to remain reasonably stable over time.The appropriate exchange rate is the rate that clears the market for dollars,not the rate that balances the current account. The potential strength ofcapital inflows into the U.S. is such that a continuing current account deficitcan be financed with little if any depreciation in the trade-weighted exchangevalue of the dollar and a relatively modest depreciation of the bilateral ratesbetween the dollar and the DM-bloc currencies and the yen. This is possiblebut not inevitable, and herein lies a major potential problem created by alarge U.S. trade deficit. That is the problem of exchange instability.The most worrisome aspect of the trade deficit in my opinion is not thelikelihood that it will generate a further depreciation of the dollar but thepossibility that the uncertainties associated with its finance will make thedollar prices of the mark and the yen relatively more unstable. This possibilityis worrisome on two accounts. It is undesirable in and of itself. It discouragestrade and foreign direct investment and encourages protectionist sentimentabroad. And it is worrisome in that governments may react to increased ratevariability by substituting administrative judgments for market judgmentsin a much more thoroughgoing manner than heretofore. The argument thatgreater efforts should be made to smooth shortrun variations in dollar exchangerates, particularly by the U.S., has a great deal of inherent appeal. But thereis a danger that a policy of "leaning against the wind" will harden into apolicy of maintaining an exchange rate target.

What then should be done? Of greatest immediate significance would be thecontinued public affirmation by U.S. policymakers of our commitment to astrong U.S. dollar. Where it is determined that foreign policy actions havebeen undertaken with the explicit objective of preventing exchange rateadjustment, the U.S. response should be framed with due regard for thehyper-sensitivity of exchange markets to U.S. pronouncements.A second, and more constructive policy step would be the development of aneffective U.S. energy program that is designed to work on both the supply anddemand sides of the energy problem. The argument here is well known. Iwould only like to add the comment that failure to adopt a strong energypolicy would introduce a further element of uncertainty and hence variabilityin foreign exchange markets.
A third necessary step is to enlarge the supply of official international credit.The process of adjusting to the increase in energy prices is long and painful.An increased supply of public international credit that is conditioned to theadoption of appropriate domestic policies would significantly reduce thelikelihood that this adjustment will take the form of beggar-thy-neighborpolicies that would depress the growth of the world economy. The proposedsupplementary lending facility within the IMF is a step in the right direction,but it is not a sufficient response.
What else? We can continue to press for more expansionary policies in thosecountries with strong external payments positions, but this policy has hadlimited success up to now and does not appear likely to prove more effective inthe future. A further course of action that has been recommended is to workfor selective rate adjustment-in particular an appreciation of the yen relative
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,to the dollar. I have already commented on the unfortunate consequences of
pursuing such a policy in public. What I have left unsaid is whether such a
step would be desirable if it could be pursued quietly. I am not at all sure
that I have an answer to that question.

A significant appreciation of the yen would very likely lead to a relatively
quick slowdown in the growth of total Japanese exports. I doubt, however, that
Japanese exports to the United States would be much affected in the short run,
since relatively few of our imports from Japan are commodities where
Japanese comparative advantage is marginal.

The Japanese trade surplus may be partly the result of an inappropriate
.excliange rate, but the more fundamental problem is the system of quota
restrictions and internal marketing arrangements that make foreign penetration
-of Japanese markets very difficult. A long-run solution requires an attack on
this system, and the observation that the Japanese would find it very difficult
:to loosen import restrictions is hardly a sufficient argument for not pressing
forward.

In these circumstances, rather than pressing for an explicit bilateral exchange
.rate adjustment, it seems to me more appropriate to press for at least a
partial dismantling of the complex web of controls maintained over capital
movements to and from Japan. We suspect that these controls have worked
-to (lepress the value of the yen. Now is a good time to find out if these
suspicions are correct.

Representative REuSS. Thank you very much, Mr. Slighton.
Mr. Lichtblau, would you proceed? We will hear from all the wit-

,nesses before we inquire.

,STATEMENT OF JOHN H. LICHTBELAU, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY RESEARCH FOUNDATION, INC.

Mr. LTCHTBLAU. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for inviting;
,me to today's hearings. Following your request, I will address myself
primarily to the present and future role of oil imports in our trade,
balance.

As our trade balance has been moving from last year's substantial
surplus into this year's substantial deficit much attention has been
given to the rapidly rising volume and' cost of our oil imports. A
figure of $45 billion is being officially quoted as the likely cost of
,our oil imports this year. The figure would seem to apply to the
landed-c.i.f.-cost of oil imports. The f.o.b. value-the definition
-used in our balance of payments statistics-will of course be some-
what lower, probably $42-$42.5 billion for the year; in 1976'our im-
port costs were about $32 billion-as shown in the table. About two-:
-thirds of the value increase will be due to higher volume, the re-
mainder to higher prices and increased imports of higher, value
products such as heating oil in the first quarter.

[The table referred to follows:]

F.O.B. VALUE OF U.S. PETROLEUM IMPORTS

Volume Change percent from
Total value (thousands. previous year

(millions of of barrels
dollars) per day) Value yolume

1972 - -4, 798 4, 726. 8 .....---..--
'1973 -7, 765 6, 320.6 62 34
J974--------------------- 24:668 6:112.5 218 3)l
1975 -25; 197 5, 989. 4 '2 2)
1976 - 32, 226 7, 229.4 28 21
1977 estimated -42, 200 8,700 31 20

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, FT-900 Series.
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Mr. LICHTBLAU. The projected $10 billion increase in our oil import
cost this year has naturally given rise to the question of whether we
can "afford" oil imports of this magnitude. The answer from some
members of the administration as well as some other analysts has
been an emphatic no, with the magnitude of the quoted figure pre-
sumed to be sufficient evidence by itself- that our- oil imports must be
curbed. Yet, I believe the question of what level of oil imports we
can afford, and any meaningful answer to it, is much more complex
than that. A large amount or even a large increase from a large
amount, taken by itself, does not tell us anything about what we
can or cannot afford.

Our oil import problem has been identified as a security problemand a potential resource problem. Having to depend for 46 percent
of our oil requirements on foreign sources, with a very high con-
centration on one area, entails certain political risks. It also makes
us indirectly subject to the individual resource policies of the major
oil suppliers which in the future may differ from our interests. In
addition, in the view of most petroleum geologists, physical resource
constraints are likely to appear before the end of the next decade if
the United States and the rest of the world should continue to increase
their oil requirements at the long-term pre-1973 rate of about 7
percent annually or even at this and last year's average rate of 5 to5i/_ percent.

These factors provide the rationale for our policy to curb the
growth in oil imports. If they did not exist, if the known oil reservesaround the world were substantially larger than they are and much
more evenly distributed, geographically and politically, would oil
imports still represent a problem at this time because of their cost?
I believe the indications are to the contrary: The value of oil imports
has risen. by nearly 600 percent between 1972 and 1976, yet in all but
one of these years our trade balance of goods and services was
positive. Our current account balance was positive in only one of thelast 3 years; but it was also, negative in each of the 6 years prior to
1973 when oil prices were relatively low and oil accounted for lessthan 6 percent of total imports compared to about 20 percent lastyear. Furthermore, the deficits after 1973 were, on the whole, no
larger than those before.

Thus, at least through 1976 the staggering increase in the value of
oil imports has not impaired our ability to pay for them, as evidenced
by the overall balances in our foreign transactions. In large part the
reason lies in the fact that the OPEC oil price increases affected both
sides of the ledger. For instance, U.S. merchandise exports to OPEC
members rose from $3.6 billion in 1973 to $12.6 billion in 1976, as thefollowing table shows.

[The table refer-red to follows:]

U.S. Merchandise Exports to OPEC Members Billions1973 -- _3. 6
1974--------------------------------6. 7
1975--------------------------------10. 7
1977 estimated --------------------------- 14. 7

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Mr. LICHTBLAU. In addition to these exports, our service exports
and military exports to OPEC members;. particularly those in the
Middle East, have also increased very sharply. All these increases
are of course the direct result of the rise in OPEC oil prices. So
is, the increase in our petroleum exports from $500. million in 1973
to $1 billion in 1976.

There are still other less measurable but no less real balance of
payments offsets to the cost of U.S. oil imports. Thus, OPEC's total
merchandise imports rose from $20 billion to $67 billion between
1973., and 19r6. Last year, the United States supplied directly less
than 20 percent of this total. But the foreign affiliates of U.S. firms
participated on a significant scale in the rest and their remittances
of earnings and dividends to the United States improved corre-
spondingly. U.S. exports to a number of non-OPEC nations were also
higher because of these nation's exports to OPEC. Similarly, U.S.
bank earnings abroad have been favorably affected by access to
Op:EC' surplus funds for the purpose of foreign lending. All these
factors. and probably some, others, such as part of the U.S. foreign
oil industry's repatriated income-$4. 3 billion last year-must be
taken into, account in. determining the total' impact of the cost of
foreign. petroleum on our balance of payments.

This. year our trade balance of goods and services is likely to show
a $8-$9 billion deficit, and our current account may be $18 billion in
the red, according to a recent administration estimate. Obviously, if
oil imports' had risen much less this year than the projected $10
billion, both these deficts' would be correspondingly smaller. However,
in part the high level of oil imports reflects exceptional weather con-
ditions this year: the unusually cold wiinter with its higher heating
requirements and the drought in the West requiring the, substitution
of oil-fired power generation for water power in many, utilities.

But whatever the reason for this year's' deficit, so far, it is not of
such magnitude that it cannot continue for a limited period without
harming the U.S. economic strength abroad. Thus,, the essential
question is,. what will be the cost of future oil imports and how will
it affect our trade balance?

These, are two separate and, at least, partly, independent aspects
to this question-the future volume' of oil imports and its future
price. Let us look at each of these.

The administration's national energy plan-NEP-released last
April, projects a decline in oil imports from last year's level of about
7.3 million barrels per day to less than 6 million barrels per day by
1985., There is now general agreement among most experts that this
level will not beh reached or even approached by the target year.
Studies by the Library of Congress, the General Accounting' Office,
the Congressional Budget Office as well as by private companies and
researclhers, have all come to. this conclusion. The two principal
reasons are the inability to convert as large a share of U.S. industry
to coal as the NEP foresees and the assumption that a substantial
reduction in the total energy growth rate during the next 8 years
can. be accomplished without any significant negative impact on the
GNP growth rate.

However, failure to achieve the NEP target does not mean that
oil imports will keep growing at historic rates. A combination of

25-S52-78-2
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actions proposed in the NEP, existing legislation designed to con-serve oil, the effect of the substantial price increases on demand and,presumably, some additional incentives for new domestic energy pro-duction can be expected to curb the growth in oil imports substan-tially between now and 1985. In fact, we will see the first evidenceof this next year when our oil imports will either remain stable orslightly decline. But it would be unrealistic to assume that any policyacceptable to the administration, the Congress and the public canbring about an actual decline in oil imports between now and 1985.Our studies indicate that an optimistic but, hopefully, not un-realistic projection might be an oil import level of 9.5 million barrelper day by 1985. This would be equivalent to an annual increase of1.1 percent in value.
Now let us consider future world oil prices. After the quantumjumps of 1973 the marker price for OPEC oil-Saudi Arabian lightcrude-has increased from $9.32 per barrel in early 1974 to 12.70 perbarrel in July 1977. For the 4-year period from the beginning of1974 to the end of 1977 this is equal to an annual growth rate of8 percent.
OPEC's leading spokesmen have repeatedly declared that theirprice policy, following the 1973 revolution, was to maintain the realpurchasing power of oil in terms of OPEC's import requirements.Thus, the 8-percent average annual increase over the past 4 yearsmay be assumed to reflect world inflation in dollar terms during thatperiod. Since the rate of inflation has clearly been declining since19 7 6-although the weakening of the dollar has offset part of it forOPEC members-annual price increases somewhat below 8 percentwould meet OPEC's stated objective.
Now let us consider the likely future growth trend in total U.S.merchandise imports and exports. Over the last 10 years-1966-76-imports have risen at an annual rate of 15.4 percent in current dollars.The rate may have been somewhat distorted by the jump in oil importcosts in 1974 and the high level of world inflation in the period1973-75. However, even in the 10-year period 1962-72, when priceinflation was much more moderate, the annual average growth ratein U.S. imports was nearly 12 percent. Thus, an increase in our totalmerchandise imports of about 10 percent annually in current dollarsover the next 8 years would not seem unreasonable. The same wouldbe true of the growth in merchandise exports which have risen by14.3 percent annually in the last 10 years and by 9 percent in theperiod 1962-72 in current dollars.
If we now combine our growth rate in the volume of oil importswith an oil price increase in current dollars equivalent to likelyworld inflation rates and compare it with our future growth in totalU.S. imports and exports, we can see that the value of oil imports.would probably grow at a somewhat slower rate than that of totalU.S. merchandise imports. Similarly, the share of U.S. exports re-quired to pay for our oil imports would probably decline somewhat.Whether our OPEC price assumptions are realistic is of courseopen to question. OPEC may wish to change its current price policywhen the production of several of its members will have reached thecapacity level or will start declining, so that higher oil revenues can
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only be obtained through higher unit prices. Alternately, a continued.
high growth rate in world oil demand might cause mark6t' forces to

push the price up more than OPEC would do on its own. Neither of

these scenarios is likely to occur for at least the next 5 years. But if

and when either of them does, the share of oil imports in our foreign
trade accounts could conceivably rise substantially.

In closing, I would like to turn very briefly to our potential foreign

trade in one other energy source. natural gas.
Last year our natural gas imports, mostly from Canada, amounted

to 954 billion cubic feet or $1.7 billion. In the future the importation
of this commodity, by pipeline and by tanker, can be expected to
rise substantially. We project that by 1985 the United States will

import about 2.5 trillion cubic feet of gas at a cost of $8.5-$9 billion
-in 1985 dollars. This amount has to be added to arrive at our future
total energy import cost. Most of it will not come from the Middle
East, the source of the bulk of our future oil imports, but from

such countries as Mexico, Canada, Algeria, Nigeria, and Indonesia.
Thus, these imports offer some diversification of energy supplies to

the United States, although in each case the gas exporting country

will probably also export oil to the United States.
Additional gas imports will of course increase the cost of energy

imports and weigh negatively on the U.S. balance of trade. However,
the gas exporters are in general countries with ambitious economic

development programs and high populations, and which will require

substantial imports of goods and services and will likely force these

countries to run deficits in their current. account balance of payments.

Thus although our gas imports from these countries will grow, so

will our exports to them;
Representative REUSS. Thank you, Mr. Lichtblau.
Mr. Krause.

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE B. KRAUSE, SENIOR FELLOW,

THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION 1

Mr. KRAUSE. I wish to thank the committee for inviting me to

testify on the subject of the U.S.-trade deficit. It is a significant'

problem that deserves congressional attention.
Through the first 8 months of 1977, the U.S.-trade balance deterior-

ated by $15.3 billion compared to 1976, and a total deterioration of

about $23 billion for the year is likely. After taking into account

some improvement in services, the deterioration of the current account

could still reach $20 billion. The prospects for 1978 suggest no further.

deterioration, but also very little improvement. What will happen

bevond next year cannot be foreseen since it will depend in part on

policy actions yet to be .taken.
Thle deterioration of the current account.of the balance of payments.

is of concern for three reasons': (1) the conduct of U.S. foreign eco-

nomic policy is constrained; (2) the domestic political economy is

distorted; and (3) real growth of the economy is reduced. It is very

hard for. the administration and the Congress to provide world

1 The views are those of the author and should not be attributed to other staff members,

officers, or trustees of the Brookings Institution. -
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leadership or even meet our international responsibilities when ourcurrent account is weakening. Moreover, the political climate createdby the large trade deficit encourages domestic producers to blame allof their troubles on imports when in fact much of their difficulty-arises from other factors such as pollution or other regulations, exces-sive wage increases, or simply poor management. Protectionismthrives in such an atmosphere and it is understandable that the Con-gress would have difficulty in separating exaggerations and distortions.from legitimate complaints. Finally the $20 billion increase in thecurrent account deficit reduces the money income of the United Statesby an equivalent amount. Even ignoring any multiplier effects andassuming only half of the monetary loss reduces real activity, ourgrowth rate is being reduced by 0.5 percent and in current circum-stances this is the difference between a stagnant unemployment rateand one that would have continued to decline, albeit quite slowly.A number of factors can be cited as explanations; some temporal,.some cyclical and some structural or longer lasting. It is impossible togive a careful empirical evaluation of each factor-that can only bedone with hindsight-but my guess is that each of them accounts forabout one-third of the deterioration. The temporal factor of greatestimportance relates to the increased volume of petroleum importswhich occurred in response to the cold winter, the desire to increasecrude oil inventories, and the need to bridge the gap between nowand the time when the Alaskan oil reaches the lower 48 States. Itis likely that the value of U.S. petroleum imports will rise by $10billion this year. However, this can be expected to be offset in partby higher exports to and greater earnings from oil-producing coun-tries so that the net deterioration is about $7 billion.
The cyclical factor arises from the fact that so far this year otherindustrial countries have been growing below their trend rates ofgrowth as evidenced by their rising unemployment rates while wehave been growing above ours. This leads to unusually high U.S.imports and unusually low exports. Furthermore certain developingcountries-principally Mexico and Brazil-have been restrainingtheir imports to correct imbalances. Since they are important cus-tomers of the United States their actions also worsen the U.S.-tradedeficit.
The structural factor concerns the loss of competitiveness of Amer-ican manufactures over the last couple of years. This is caused bothby adverse price movements-corrected for exchange rate changes-and by the rapid industrialization of certain developing countrieswhich enables them to expand their share of world trade. Somerough evidence of this is seen in the fact that the imports of theother six large industrial countries have been rising by 15.6 percentin 1977 while U.S. total exDorts have been increasing at a rate ofonly 5.7 percent, with manufactures only slighly better at 6.9 percent.Taking manufactures alone, if U.S. exports had been rising by the"expected" 15.6 percent rather than the actual 6.9 percent, the valueof our exports would be about $7 or $8 billion higher for the yearthus eliminating about one-third of the deterioration. This leavesabout one-third. of the deterioration to be explained by the cyclicalfactor referred to earlier.
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One might well ask the question, "How is it possible to lose com-

petitiveness under a floating exchange rate system?" The answer is

that; even if the floating exchange rate system were working to theo-

retical perfection, the exchange rate must clear three markets simul-

taneously: The market for goods and services; the market for long

term assets; and the short term or money market. Competitiveness-

as the term is commonly used-refers only to the market for goods

and services. While there is evidence that in the long run competitive

shifts are prevented, in the short run imbalances in the other two

markets can move the exchange rate. Thus during a period like the

present when short term interest rates are rising in the United

States, but falling in other major industrial countries, the dollar will

be unusually strong. Since a divergent trend in short-term interest

rates cannot continue for very long, the situation is self-correcting.

The same kind of analysis can be applied to the market for long-term

assets if factors shift the relative attractiveness of assets in different

countries, although the time required to reach a new portfolio balance

is longer. Thus even a well-working floating exchange rate system

corrects deviations of competitiveness, but only in the long run.

The system is however prevented from working as well as it might

or should by the actions of various governments. Governments have

not been letting the exchange market clear by itself, but instead have

been intervening and on balance have been buying a substantial

quantity of dollars which has kept the dollar exchange rate artificially

high. Among the major industrial countries in 1976, Japan, Germany,

and Switzerland were the most active in buying currency to prevent

a rise in their exchange rates. This year-through July-Great Bri-

tain, Italy, and to a much lesser extent Japan have acted in a similar

way.
F]urthermore, 123 other countries still peg their currencies to those

of major countries-or their equivalent-as was done under the old

Bretton Woods system. If these countries on balance rimn overall

balance-of-payment surpluses-and they have-then the currencies to

which they peg can become over-valued. Since most of them peg

directly or indirectly to the dollar, their actions tend to keep the

value of the dollar artificially high.
Some of the countries who peg to the dollar are the oil exporters

whose actions should be viewed in a different light. The oil exporters

have a structural surplus in their balance of payments which cannot

be corrected by changes in the value of their own currencies. What

has happened is that the oil exporters have had a greater preference

for dollar denominated assets than either the U.S. share in the world
economy or the ability and the desire of U.S. financial institutions

to recycle funds to other countries. Thus the dollar is raised in value
relative to other major currencies. If this was the only factor that

was operating, then the problem would not be very great. The slight
burden involved would be properly carried by the United States as
we are best able to do it during this difficult period of adjustment.
However, this is not the only factor involved. The industrial countries
and the nonoil developing countries are also accumulating dollars
which has made the overvaluation of the dollar even more serious.
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.CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

What then should be done abdutlthe deterioration in the U.S.current account of the balance of payments? In the long run sustain-ing a sound U.S. domiestic economy is the best solution. The fact that.private investment in plant and equipment in tradable goods indus-tries in the Uhited States is rising while it is stagnating in otheradvanced countries is a major sign that the adjustment mechanism
is at work.

Of equal imnportance is a strong and effective energy policy. Thereis no action that the Congress might take that would be more helpfulin correcting our own and the world's imbalance than to pass thePresident's energy package. I strongly urge the Congress to act.accordingly and to even strengthen it if possible.
A third action'would be to urge other countries to stimulate theirown economies and increase domestic absorption of resources. Ger-many and Japan are usually mentioned as candidates, but I wouldalso add the U.K., France, Italy, Switzerland, the Netherlands, andpossibly others. The Japanese have recently announced a new stimu-lative program for which they should be commended, although theaddition of some personal tax reductions would have been useful.In the short run I believe some correction of the overvaluation ofthe dollar would be helpful. Some observers seem to fear that amarket weakening of the dollar would be undesirable because itwould signal a loss of confidence in the American economy and theUnited States in general. Such a fear is totally misplaced. Thestrength of an economy and the value of its currency are not closelyrelated. Witness the fact that Switzerland has probably the mostdepressed economy in the world, yet it has one of the strongest cur-rencies. Confidence arises out of the stability of a nation's politicaland legal institutions and the wisdom of its leaders. No countrychallenges the United States in these basic characteristics.

Another suggestion is for the United States to urge other countriesnot to distort currency values, although intervention in currencymarkets for short-term control purposes should not be discouragedas long as they don't accumulate dollars over time. Moreover, weshould urge some nonoil developing countries such as Malaysia, Singa-pore, and Korea to follow more sensible exchange rate policies. Thereis no rational economic reason for them to peg rigidly on the dollar.Today the U.S. dollar is practically the only reserve currency incommon use. Indeed we are closer to a pure dollar standard than
before the ending of the Bretton Woods system. I confess I fail to,understand why governments still choose to accumulate reserves to~the degree they do. Given these proclivities, however, we should im-prove the reserve creating mechanism. My top Dreference would beto create new SDR's to satisfy this-demand. The SDR, from a systemspoint of view, is a superior reserve asset and accumulating it does notdistort currency values. If a new issue of SDR's is not possible, as asecond best alternative I would urge other countries to hold foreigncurrencies in their reserves in proportion'to the value of their trans-actions with the various countries. Thus European countries such asthe United Kingdom and Italy should hold large amounts of German



marks. -I know the Germans actively and aggressively discourage. thb
:official holding of marks. In doing so I believe the Germans :are
shirking an-important international responsibility.,

if neither of these initiatives works, then I think the U.S. Govern-
ment should consider buying-foreign currency in the market to even
up the reserve balance. If other cpiuntries only want to hold dollars,
then the United States should buy DM, yen, and'other currencies
to recreate a kind of SDR balance in world reserves. As this would
be a sharp departure from past practices, it needs to bee discussed
fully with other countries and international institutions before be-
ginning it, but it may well be necessary if other approaches fail.

The mianaged floating exchange rate system has been in existence
since March 1973. In my view it has worked remarkably well. It is
constantly evolving and becomi ng more market oriented and adapt-
able. I would urge governments to not have a preconceived view of
the proper value of their currencies but instead to be guided by the
market. We are making progress; we shouldn't take a step backward.

Thank you.
Representative REUss. Thank you, Mr: Krause.
Mr. Cohen..

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN J. COHEN, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS, FLETCHER SCHOOL OF
LAW AND DIPLOMACY, TUFTS UNIVERSITY

Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to begin by
apologizing for my late arrival this morning and also to thank you
for this invitation to testify before the subcommittee today.

:[ appreciate this opportunity to comment on the subject of the
U.S. trade deficit. Is the U.S.-trade deficit a cause for alarm? I
would like to try to make three points in connection with that ques-
tion. My own view is that the dangers of the trade deficit are easily
exaggerated. That the deficit is large-exceptionally large-is cer-
tainly evident. Never before in this country's history has there been
such a massive gap between our exports and imports. Indeed, until
as late as 1971-72, we had never in this century even experienced a
negative trade balance. In 1973, largely as a result of the two devalua-
tions of the dollar, we were back in surplus again; and after an
oil-induced deficit in 1974, we enjoyed another surplus in 1975. In
1976 the trade deficit was only about $9 billion. This year, by contrast,
it is expected to be three times that figure.

However, large as these figures are, I do not believe that they are
a cause for alarm or that'they warrant radical revision of current
U.S. economic policies. There are several reasons for this relatively
more sanguine view of the situation.'In the interest of brevity, I
shall confine myself to just three major observations.

In the first place, I believe it is necessary to place these trade
figures in their proper context. A nation does not earn its way in the
world by exporting goods alone. The merchandise trade balance is
only one part of 'its overall foreign earning capacity. Equally impor-
*tant are its net earnings onE services-the so-called "invisibles" ac-
count. For the Uniited States, the overseas invisibles account iemains
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heavily in surplus, despite the recent deterioration of our visibletrade balance. In both 1974 and 1975 our net earnings on servicestopped $7 billion; in 1976, our invisibles surplus was almost $13billion. And estimates for this year suggest a figure in the vicinityof $15 billion. These numbers certainly do not indicate any seriousdeterioration of our country's ability to compete in international
markets for services.

Looked at in this broader context, the trade picture :therefore doesnot look quite so alarming. Despite a visible deficit in 1976, U.S. netexport earnings-from services as well as 'from goods-were in sur-plus by more than $31/2 billion. Indeed, it was only because of a netoutflow iof unilateral transfers in excess of $5 billion that we experi-enced any deficit at all on current account last year. This year ourcurrent deficit is expected to be in the vicinity of $14 billion, onlyhalf the anticipated merchandise trade gap. The current account isthe appropriate place to look if we are to know what is truly happen-
ing to a country's foreign earning capacity and competitiveness inworld markets.

My second reason for taking a relatively -more sanguine view ofthe present trade deficit is that it has been very largely dominatedby three special factors.
One has been the wave of good harvests in many areas of theworld, which have sharply reduced U.S. agricultural exports in bothvolume and price.
Second was the severe winter weather of last January and Febru-ary, which considerably inflated our crude petroleum imports. Oilimports in the first 3 months of this year topped $11 billion, anincrease of $31/2 billion from a year earlier. Total oil imports in 1977will probably top $41 billion, up at least $7 billion from a yearearlier.
The third special factor, still continuing, has been the differencein the timing of cyclical developments in the United States and itsmajor trading partners. Economic recovery from the recession of1974-75 not only began earlier in the United States than elsewherebut also has been more sustained and vigorous. In most other indus-trial economies, real growth rates of GNP are still substantiallybelow those typically achieved during the years prior to the 1974-75recession. According to recent estimates of the OECD secretariat inParis. expansion of real output in the 24 member countries of theOECD in 1977 will be about 4 percent, down from 5.2 percent in1976. In the seven largest countries of the OECD area, accountingfor 85 percent of the total output of the group, expansion 'will beabout 41/2 percent, down from 5.6 percent in 1976. In Britain, France,and Italy, expansion will be negligible; in Canada, Germany, andJapan, well below what had been hoped. Only in the United Stateshas there been any real bouVancy lately in the 'growth of real outputand final demand-expected to top '5 percent for the year as a whole.And this of course is what hecounts for a very large part of the recentincrease of our trade deficit. Strong inventory building and increasesin personal consumption expeditures at home have stimulated demandfor imports of industrial materials and consumer goods-as well asfuels-while U.S. exports, particularly of capital equipment, have
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been' severely hampered by -the -weakness of investment demand
abroad. Statistical adjustment of raw trade data -for cyclical develop-
ments of this kind is not easy to do. However, whatever the technical
methodology one chooses to employ, it becomes abundantly clear that
but for such ,differences -in conj unctural conditions here and abroad,
oiir visible trade deficit would be far snmaqler than it presently appears
to be.

My third reason for taking a relatively more sanguine view of the
present trade deficit is that it is in fact needed. From a global
macroeconomic point of view, the deficit is a decidedly good thing.
The counterpart of thbe continuing cur-rent surplus of the OPEC
group of countries must be a collective deficit for the rest of the
world. This deficit cannot be avoided; it can only be shared. And if
a large part is not shared by the world's strongest national economy,
proportionately mpre must fall instead on weaker economies, some
of wvhich may no -longer be either able or willing to carry such a
heavy burden.

Already many oil-consuming countries have built up a crushing
burden of external debt in financing their oil-induced deficits since
1973. Many others have avoided substantial cumulative deficits
abroad only by severely suppressing their growth rates of real output
and final demand at home. Dissatisfaction with both these unpleasant
policy options is growing; and in the search for alternative policy
instruments that would enable them to avoid both additional foreign
debt and continued domestic stagnation in the future, foreign gov-
ernments increasingly seem to be looking toward the escapist solution
of protectionist trade measures of various kinds, including competi-
tive depreciations of exchange rates. This is a very real and present
danger to the liberal international economic order, and it can be
forestalled only if the world's strongest national economies relieve
some of the pressures on weaker countries by assuming a larger
share of the oil consumers' collective deficit. This, in effect, is what
the United States is doing. Far from threatening America's ability
to exercise continuing economic leadership in the world, the deficit
in fact constitutes the very essence of economic leadership in present
circumstances.

Of course, it might be objected, that the largest part of the U.S.
deficit is with just two groups of countries-OPEC and Japan. How
can it be true that we are helping to relieve pressures on other areas
of the world if our current balance with most of them, apart from
OPEC and Japan, remains substantially in surplus rather than
deficit? The answer is: it can be true, since the fact is that these
areas in turn receive, in the form of expanded demanId for their
exports, a good part of the income presently being earned by the
OPEC group of countries and Japan in the United States. Deficits
are fungible in 'a multilateral world. The U.S. deficit does result in
reduced'pressures on otfher oil-consuming countries, albeit indirectly
rather 'than directly.'Ainerica thus helps to lead the world away
from the slippery slope of commercial protectionism and competitive
depreciations.

Tor all these reasons, then, T do not view the present U.S.-trade
deficit - ivith alartm, nor do I feel that radical revision of current
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U.S. economic policies is. warranted. But that is not meant to imply
that we can merely stand pat either. These are not the times forcomplacency or self-satisfaction; I am not advocating a policy of
benign neglect. Quite the contrary, in fact. For even if it is true, as
I believe it to be, that the present trade'deficit signifies neither a
serious deterioration of our competitiveness in international markets
nor a significant loss of a capacity for world economic leadership, the
fact of the deficit remains-and because of -that deficit, the fact
remains as well that we are facing here at home a ground swell of
protectionist pressures in many of our own exporting and import-
,competing industries, from shoes and textiles to electronics and
specialty steels. This I do view with alarm. Those protectionist pres-
sures must be resisted and, if possible, defused. How can that be
accomplished?

In my opinion, it can best be accomplished by convincing other
strong national economies to shoulder a larger share of the collec-
tive deficit of oil consumers. This means, in particular, the two so-
called "engine" economies of Germany and Japan, both of which in
fact have lately been running surpluses rather than deficts on current
account. In 1977, the German current surplus is expected to approach
$21/2 billion; the Japanese, a whopping $7 billion. Both surpluses
are perverse from a global macroeconomic point of view. Both
directly reflect the relatively sluggish growth performance in these
two economies. What is needed, obviously, is more direct demand
stimulation in both, to help encourage additional purchases from
outside their own frontiers-including from the United States. One
effect of accelerated expansion in Germany and Japan, apart from
the growth stimulus provided to other weaker economies, would
almost certainly be to reduce the trade deficit of the United States
by narrowing the disparity between us and them in conjunctural
conditions. Promotion of reflation in their two economies therefore
is the key to defusing our own problem of swelling protectionist
pressures.

Of course, one might ask: Why rely so heavily on differential
demand-management policies? Why not rely on a differential move-
ment of exchange rates instead, via either appreciation of the
deutsche mark and yen or depreciation of the dollar? The answer is:
because this seems to be the way the adjustment process works. Ac-
cording to a recent study by the OECD Secretariat, such adjustment
of trade balances as has occurred among industrial countries in recent
years has been almost entirely due to differential movements of real
domestic demand. Although nominal exchange rates have varied con-
siderably since 1973, their changes have been confined mainly to
offsetting-or being offset by-domestic cost and price inflation, with
relatively few lasting effects on trade account. "Real" exchange rate
movements, in the sense of sustained shifts in relative cost-price
positions; have been comparatively small. This suggests that it is
best to focus directly on real output and final demand in each
economy, rather than on the nominal exchange rates of currencies,
if the pattern of current account deficts among countries is to be
genuinely affected oil a lasting basis., And that 'pattern must be
nffected, I have, argued; if the liberal international economic order
is to continue to be viable in present circumstances.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative REUss. Thank you, Professor Cohen, and thanks

to all members of the panel. We will now inquire, of Mr. Lichtblau.
I understand you have a speaking engagement in New York City,

-and. you would like to leave here by 10.:30.
Mr. LICHTBLAU. If possible, Mr. Cochairman.
Representative REUSS. We will endeavor to see that you get ques-

-tioned early in the proceedings.
. Professor Cohen, I have a bone to pick with the Department of

'Commerce, of all people, for their nomenclature, which is illustrated
-by what you say in the fourth paragraph:

In the first place, I believe it is necessary to place these trade figures In their.
proper context. A nation does not earn its way in the world by exporting goods
*alone. The merchandise trade balance is only one part of its overall earnings
-capacity.

Then you go on to say that it has gone way up to $7 billion, and
-this year it is perhaps $15 billion, and that these numbers do not,
indicate any serious deterioration for our country's ability to com-

-pete in the international markets for services.
*In my innocence, I said that services are given by some nice mis-

sionary or a man in the healing arts, but not at all, if services are
the instruments of death or arms sale abroad.

Arms shipments are just as much. sales as. a Buick. How have we
let these rascals use such miserable nomenclature all these years?

Mr. COHEN. I am not ,sre I understand the implication of your
question.

Representative REUSS. Well, services are not just intangibles, but
include a great deal of merchandise. In other words, the merchandise
'account is just the nonhellish merchandise, bandages and- food and

Aso on.
Mr. CoHEN. The services account that I am referring to, Mr. Co-

chairman, includes travel, transportation, fees, and other .such -things..
Representative REUSS. Doesn't it also include U.S. military arms

-sales? -I 'am not picking a quarrel with you. It is with the Depart-
-ment of Commerce, but it seems to me-

Mr. COHEN. The net figure for transfers of U.S. goods and services
-under U.S. grant programs, military grant programs, is included,
-but that is just a small component of the surplus.

If one looks at the figures, one sees a relatively small proportion
'of the total accounted for by that line, line 14.

Representative REuSS. Well, I will have to look at it. But what are
-the services in which we started doing so wonderfully well, getting
-up to $15 billion this year and over $7 billion the previous year?

-Mr. COHEN. The item for receipts of income on U.S. assets abroad,
-reflecting the heavy investment by our manufacturing corpora-
tions-

Representative REUSs. The greater part of which was returned.
Mr. COHEN. Yes. This accounts for the largest part of the-increase,

in recent-years.,
Representative REuss. What part of military activities abroad is

,contained in that service entry?
Mr. KRAUSE. All of it.
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Representative REuSS. That is an awful.sneaky way to describe the
sale of arms.

Mr. ,KRA.uSE. Mr. Cochairman, the history behind this practice is
that formerly military equipment -was sold abroad by private com-
panies without Government intervention, so naturally -these sales
were recorded in the goods account.

However, when concern about the balance of payments rose in the
1960's the United States started to sell more of -the military equip-
ment through the Defense Department so that the Defense Depart-
ment's balance-of-payments deficit would -not look so large.

We were buying things abroad, and they said, "Well, you know,
because -we have military abroad, we sell .military goods, and.let's put
it through the Defense Department."

That is how it got re-created as a service rather than the goods
they are.

Of course, we buy goods abroad, tomatoes and other things, and
that is also counted as a service on the purchase side.

Representative REuss. Well, I am going to -ask the sta:ff to focus
an eye on that matter. It does seem to me it is deceptive.

Mr. :Lichtblau, in the excellent study put out in September 1977
by the Morgan Guaranty Co. of 'New York, entitled "World Finan-
cial Markets," they have a table showing trends in oil consumption
in selected industrial countries which indicates that comparing thefirst half of 1977 with the first half of 1973, all the other industrial
countries decreased their consumption of oil-France by 8 percent,
Germany by 10 percent, the United Kingdom by 19 percent, and so
one but we and we alone actually increased our consumption of oil;
the percentage increase being 7.5 percent.

How is it that the others were able to decrease their oil consump-
tion and yet we have increased ours?

Part of it, of course, is due to somewhat greater growth during
part of that time in the United States, but that certainly doesn't
account for it all.

Mr. LICHTBLAU. Yes; part of it is due to greater growth in the
United States, and part of it is because other energy sources are
declining in the United States and oil being the swing fuel has to
take over.

Our natural gas supplies are declining, and as they are being
backed out of various markets, such as industrial and utility markets,
more oil is used, and since our oil production is declining, the balance
comes from imports.

In Europe, the trend is in the opposite direction. Natural gas
supply is growing in Europe, both because of North Sea gas, and
because of imports of gas from the Soviet Union, and some imports
are beginning to appear from North Africa.

So, to that extent, we are moving in a different direction. How-
ever, I would think that this year Europe's oil demand is probably
going to be in line with last year's.

I don't think it is declining. Europe's oil imports are declining
substantially, but that is due to the coming on of North Sea crude
oil, which is displacing imports into England and other countries
on a large scale.
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I think, by and large, Europe's oil demand is probably going to
start growing again.. Oil. shipments-into western Europe- will' start
rising, I believe.

Representative. REuSS.. Would you attribute, any of' the difference
in levels of oil'imports.to better conservation methods?'

Mr.. LIcTBTAU. .No;, I would' not.. I think conservation measures-
the use of. oil, in, Europe.is, of' course, much lower on a per capita
level-but conservation measures. in Europe are not on. as- large' a
scale or more effective than in theUnited States.

In fact, .if you look at the.GNP and energy consumption changes
in the last few years in the United States, we have substantially
decreased our requirements of energy per percent increase in the
GNP, while the Europeans are about where they were.

The reason is, of 'courses in part, that we have a far larger potential
to reduce our energy consumption, because we start out from a
larger base.

There is very little a European can do as far as gasoline is ~con-
cerned. They already have small cars. As we move from large to
small cars, we are going to be able to conserve energy.

So, to that extent, .the, potential is bigger, and we have moved in
this direction.

I don't think the reason.for the low, relatively low, gasoline con-
sumption in Europe is more efficient conservation improvements since
1973.

Altogether, the Europeans always had or required less energy per
capita both in oil and total energy. than the United States did, but
that is largely because the' entire structure of these countries are
different.

If you look at the nontransportation sector, there isn't all that
much difference between Europe and the United States. The prin-
cipal difference is in the transportation.

That is due to a different lifestyle, living in the suburbs and all
these factors, and there is not very much you can do about it in the
short run.

Representative REUrSS. Mr. Krause, referring to. your statement
about the intervention by foreign governments, and you, Mr. Slighton,
on a similar subject in your testimony, come to what seems to me
somewhat different views.

Mr. Krause says that intervention by various countries, including
the Japanese, has kept the dollar artificially high and thus may have
something to do with our less-than-glorious export performance.

Mr. Slighton says that official intervention doesn't seem to be an
important cause of' the high rate of the dollar. Can you address
yourselves to each other so this very important issue can have some
light shed on it?

Mr. SLTGHTrON. Yes. Let me say, first of all, that intervention in the
narrow, buying and selling of central exchange, is only one of many
policy instruments used to achieve a particular foreign exchange
rate objective.

Second, it is very difficult, even for an insider, and almost impos-
sible for an outsider such as myself, to know exactly what is going
on in the -way of intervention in the narrow sense.
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The second point-
Representative REuSS. Could I stop you there?
Granted, it certainly has eluded me, but if a country starts endingup with huge reserves of dollars suddenly, is it ungracious to suspectthat they have been doing a little closet intervention?
Mr. SLIGHTON. There are many ways a country could be accumu-

lating dollars, and strictly speaking, yes, this is intervention, but it.has not historically been called so in the narrow sense.
Representative REuss. 'Whatever it is, it can raise hell with this.,country and cause labor to go protectionist, and ruin color television,.,steel, motorcycles, electronics, and about 15 other industries.
Mr. SLIGHTON. The most common intervention that doesn't often,get counted as intervention are the so-called off-market transactions.
For example, earnings on dollar assets held as official reserves by-foreign central banks are generally credited to the account of that-central bank without having gone through a market.
Similarly, in Japan, payments that are made by the U.S. Govern-

ment for local currency expenses of our military establishment also,do not go through the market.
This does amount to intervention in the broad sense.
I find it very difficult to distinguish between the intervention in,the narrow sense and actions such as interest rate policy actions,.which are taken with the explicit objective of influencing the rates.You will find this a common occurrence within some European,

countries.
Within individual countries, the effect of interventionist policies;

has had very different effects on the dollar at different points in,time.
Most recently, Italian actions have served to keep the lira from,appreciating somewhat.
In the not-too-distant past, their action has had quite the opposite-effect.
In the United Kingdom, there has been massive intervention thisyear to prevent the pound from appreciating, and also last year-there was substantial intervention the other way.
The critical thing is to look at the sum total of interventionist-

actions rather than the simple buy-sell activities of central banks.Although I do not feel that the price of the dollar is substantially*higher, that the dollar is substantially more appreciated today than
it would have been had there been no net intervention over the pastseveral years, I would not argue that there has been no efect
whatsoever.

In fact, I do think the dollar has been somewhat higher, that it is-slightly higher today than it would have been had we had no net
intervention over the past several years, but I don't think the dif-'ference is terribly strong.

One point to be made is that when we talk about trade-weighted'
exchange rates, the weight given the Canadian dollvar'i much largerthan the deutsche mark or the yen or the currencies that get more,play.

Yet the Canadian dollar is substantially a creanl- floating cur-rency.
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Representative Riu§S.:DRy time is up.
Would you mind* if I allow Mr. Krause. to answer.
Mr. KCRAUSE. I agree that there are many ways to'influence the

value of currencies. These ways are not, however, identical.
When a country lowers its interest rate and has an easy money

policy in order to' weaken the value .6f its currency, if affects not
only the currency, but also domestic ecboomy.

I think that it is ridiculous to have a monetary policy which is
guided by the exchange rate policy, since such a policy may adversely
affect the domestic economy.

If it is inappropriate to that domestic policy, the policy will be
reversed aside. Not so with another policy.
' I view these'two methods as very different in terms of their im-
pacts. One can be continued, and the other is self-limiting, and
therefore I look very carefully at the research accumulations.

Of course, they are going to intervene if there is a market inter-
ruption, and I wouldn't object to that.

-It, is possible that the British are entirely justified in trying to
accumulate substantial amounts of foreign exchange because they
have many debts which will need to be paid off-some in the near
future. Their policy of building up their assets to pay off their debts
is fine.

But why are they accumulating foreign exchange only in dollars,
and thereby distorting thet dollar in relation to the mark and the
yen?

They should be diversifying their reserves if in fact they want
more reserves. I think this is a savings matter. How much the dollar
would be weakened, no one knows for sure, but if you look at the
reserve accumulations for the last couple of years, they are running
about $30 billion a year.

Assuming a third to a half of this reserve accumulation is held by
OPEC countries, who are not holding it for savings purposes, demand
for dollars is still $10 or $15 billion a year. If instead of govern-
ments accumulating reserves, the private market were forced to clear
the market, I think that the demand for dollars would have much
more impact on the market.

Representative REuss. Thank you. We will return to this.
Senator Roth.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Ar. Cochairman.
One question I have is how much of a problem is the hot money

fleeing France and Italy? Is that a problem to any extent?
Do any of you gentlemen care to comment on that?
Mr. KRAUSE. Its greatest effect was probably in the capital market

in the short run.
There have, however, been some secondary and tertiary effects.

For example, the French stock market is, and has been, killed be-
cause of the concern about Communist election victories next year.
This reduces the assets of French households and in the future can
be expected to reduce consumption and affect their trade balances to
some degree.

The loss of confidence is a capital flow issue.
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Mr. SLIGE[TOX. I think those circumstances you refer to took place
more in 1976 than in this. year. I think most of that hot money. has
already found a new home.

The current. capital flows arising for that reason I do not think
are terribly large.

Senator ROTH'. I believe, Mr. Slighton, you commented toward the
end of your statement that you believe the Japanese trade surplus
is primarily the result, of a system of quota. restrictions and' internal
marketing arrangements that make foreign penetration of Japanese
markets very difficult.

I wonder, havel you' or has anybody made any careful study to
document this problem?

I must say we talked to the Japanese about it. They usually say
it is a problem of the American businessman not developing products
for the Japanese market, or not really making the necessary market-
ing studies and policies necessary to penetrate there. I wonder.

I hear this charge quite often, but have not been able to find any
documentation, and, I wonder if you are aware of any.

Mr. SLIGHTOwN. I am aware of no single document that would fillthe bill exactly, Senator. It is true enough that with respect toconsumer goods that there has been relatively little effort made to
design products specifically for the Japanese market.

For one reason, this has. not happened because the Japanese com-
parative advantage seems to lie most heavily in these consumer dura-
ble goods which are in such demand.

I don't think one needs to do a terribly detailed study, however,
to demonstrate that quotas, Japanese Government official quotas on
the imports of intermediate products, chemical products, for ex-
ample, are terribly important restraints on the ability of foreign
countries, the United States in particular, to sell to Japan. Very few
Japanese imports are manufactured goods.

Part of this is the result of insufficient marketing attention, butquotas, in particular with respect to intermediate goods, do have a
very strong restrictive effect.

Now, there is another, more difficult to approach problem, and
that is the role that the large trading companies play in Japan, com-
panies that are conglomerates with production and trade in thesame corporate group.

The prices charged by the trading components of these conglom-
erates to their production affiliates, these internal transfer prices,
very often seem to bear very little relationship to arm's length prices.

I think this is particularly true in the case of petroleum.
On this, I am sorry that I can't give you an off-the-top-of-my-head

reference. I believe Larry Krause has worked in this field and he
can be more exact.

Senator ROTH. I would be most interested in that type of informa-
tion, Larry, if you could supply it.

One further question on Japan: In 1972 and 1973, we put pressure
on them, as I recall, to buy agricultural products as well as uranium
ore. Do you think there are any export items at this particula'r timethat we might try to promote the sale of to help correct this U.S.deficit, Mr. Krause?
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Mr. KRAUSE. Putting pressure on Japan to inventory more agri-
cultural products or uranium as we have done in the past is only a
shortrun solution. As such I would not consider it a real solution to
the deficit problem.

The solution to the Japanese trade imbalance is -to convince them
that "you can't export without importing." They have to recognize
the ramifications of their policies. They must recognize that their
policy of shoring up weak industries in Japan has the consequences
of limiting imports. They have to recognize that if that is the policy
they want to follow, their expanding export industries must suffer
because it is not possible to expand exports without' expanding im-
ports. Because one ministry is restricting imports while another is
expanding exports, the Japanese have never seen the need to assess
the impact of the totality of their policies.

They seem to be doing their job well, but the rest of the world
can't let them behave that way.

Senator ROTH. I wonder what your comments would be on the
U.S. trade policy as far as coordination.

Do you think it is bureaucratically inefficient to have, for example,
the Commerce Department concerned with one aspect of trade, an-
other agency concerned with antidumping, another with trade nego-
tiations, and so forth?

I might warn you before you comment that I do have a bill
introduced. Senator Ribicoff and I have cosponsored a bill to create
a trade and investment department at the Cabinet level.

Would any of you gentlemen care to comment generally? Would.
this be helpful to try to provide better coordination and better trade
policy ?

Mr. KRAUSE. This matter is of interest to me as I was involved in
trade policy during the Kennedy round, and subsequently.

My view is that there is a lot of domestic constituencies interested
in trade, and somehow, their voice has to be represented by appro-
priate people Within the administration. There are a number of ways.
this coordination can be achieved. One way this coordination will not
be achieved is by separating trade policy from the rest of the' eco-
nomic policy. Decisions on trade policy and economic policy are not
separate decisions in most cases. For example, the two policy areas
overlap when there is an employmnt creating policy as part of an
adjustment policy to growing imports.

Therefore, I have some concern about the thought of separating,
for purposes of coordination, economic policy into compartments.

There is a great need to better coordinate all domestic economic
policy, all foreign economic policy, and all foreign policy in general.
It'is a hard coordination job, and I think that the weakness lies in
this 'overall coordination, rather than in giving attention to the
different components.

Senator ROTH. The problem is that today you already have that
fragmentation. We are not talking about taking economic policy
away from the State Department in the overall sense or the mone-
tary responsibilities of the Treasury, but in the more specific area of
trade, you have fragmentation.

25-582-78-3
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You have it, for instance, in the case of the Special Trade Repre-s
sentative. I think we have a very able man heading that effort, but-
he doesn't speak with the authority or have the institutional authority
that perhaps a department head would.

I would be very much interested in having you gentlemen take a
look at this legislation that Senator Ribicoff and I have introduced
on the Senate side, and we will be having hearings on it in Govern-
mental Aff airs.

Mr. Lichtblau, I think in your testimony you made the comment-
that with respect to the deficit that you didn't think it is of such
magnitude that it cannot continue for a limited period without harm-
ing the U.S. economic strength abroad.

I am curious what you meant by the term "limited period."
Mr. LICHTBLAU. What I mean is that we don't need to take extraor-

dinary measures this year on the basis of this year's current account
deficit.

I think the same would apply for 1 or 2 more years.
If we have the current account deficits for several more years-I-

don't know whether it is 2 or 3, exactly, I think we may have to take
some action to reduce it, but I don't think we are in an emergency-
now, and I don't think anything needs to be done on the basis of the,
deficit, the one we are likely to see here, because of' its magnitude.

I think also as far as the deficit is concerned, it is primarily on the
current account, and not the trade basis. If you look at our exports,
of goods and services, you come up with approximately $8 to $9-
billion deficit this year, which is not that large. It is the first one
in a number of years.

So, I think we can easily afford this kind of a deficit now and for-
a few more years, and while we ought to take long-term measures to
improve our trade situation, I don't think we need to take any im-
mediate steps because the magnitude of the deficit is too high.

That is what I really meant.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Cochairman, my time is up. There are two'

brief articles on the relationship of devaluing to inflation that I
would like to have included in the record.

Representative REUtSS. Without objection, both of the documents'
will be inserted in the record at this point.

[The articles referred to follow :]
[From the Wall Street Journal, Feb. 5, 1973]

Do DEvALUATIoNs REALLY HELP TRADE?

(By Arthur B. Laffer)

In policy as well as academic circles, it is widely believed that changes'in,
exchange rates cause changes in trade balance. Devaluations are believed to,lead to improved trade balances, while revaluations are supposed to lead to.
worsened trade balances. Yet, more than a year after the Smithsonian accord;
the U.S. trade balance has shown no sign of improving. According- to many
people, we need just a little more time for the devaluation to have its effects:

While obviously not definitive, the evidence presented here places doubt on-
the notion that devaluations bring about improvements in trade balances: the.trade balance being one of the major components of' the balance of payments,
that component thought to be most responsive to. exchange rate changes. Ins
addition, the evidence points very strongly to a close and- lntiug relationship.
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between changes in trade balances and changes in relative rates of growth. The
theory of this latter relationship being firmly placed on the well-accepted notion
that a country's net demand for foreign goods depends upon its level of income.

The popular theory behind the relationship between exchange rates and trade
balances is straightfonvard. A representative statement of that theory as it
pertains to the U.S. might proceed as follows: By raising the dollar price of
foreign exchange (devaluation of the dollar), the dollar cost of foreign goods
will naturally rise. In a like manner-because the foreign exchange price of
American export goods will now be lower, Americans will buy less of the now
higher-priced foreign goods, while at the same time, American export goods
should sell better abroad because of the decline in the price foreigners have to
pay for them. The end result of a dollar devaluation should be an improvement
in the overall U.S. trade balance (U.S. exports minus U.S. imports), though
perhaps only after a lag of as much as two years.

Nothing appears to be more at odds with this theory than the current trade
balance picture of the U.S. in May-June of 1970, the foreign currency value of
*the U.S. dollar depreciated by about 6%, vis-a-vis the currency of our major
trading partner, Canada. A year later, the dollar depreciated again relative to
the Swiss franc, the German mark, the Austrian schilling and the Dutch
guilder. Between August of 1971 and the beginning of 1972, the dollar was
further devalued versus virtually every major currency.

In sum, during 1970, the dollar depreciated (on a trade weight basis) by
nearly 3% relative to our principal industrial trading partners. In 1971, there
was a further depreciation of about 6% and during the first three quarters of
1972, the foreign currency value of the dollar depreciated an additional 2%.

DEMOLISHING A THEORY

While the foreign currency value of the dollar was depreciating, the U.S.
trade balance, instead of improving as the theory would predict, was actually
going further into deficit. Since the middle of 1970, the U.S. merchandise trade
balance has continuously deteriorated, moving from an export surplus of about
$3 billion annually to the current deficit rate of about $6 billion-an overall
deterioration of some $9 billion annually after two and one-half years of
continued depreciation of the dollar. Nor can poor price performance in the
U.S.' be blamed for this deteriorating trend. Compared to most foreign prices;
U.S. prices have performed quite reasonably since mid-1970 as well as over th6
past decade or so.

Although some argue that the failure of the U.S. to improve its trade balance
is due to offsetting special circumstances, it should not come as a total surprise
to those who have observed other countries' experiences with devaluations or
revaluations. Of the major devaluations since 1950, few have been followed by
significant improvements in the particular country's trade balance.

For the devaluation experiences of Britain, Spain, Denmark and Austria, the
trade balance was as bad, if hot worse, three years after devaluation as it was
the year prior to devaluation. Of some 14 convertible currency devaluation
experiences that I have examined, a full 10 had larger deficits in trade three
years after devaluation than they had in the year immediately preceding the
year of devaluation.

The revaluation picture is not very different, but there are very few examples,
and German mark revaluations account for nearly all of them. The effective
number of revaluations that Germany has carried out depends upon how one
treats changes in border tax adjustments. But, irrespective of precisely how
many times the German mark has been revalued, it would be no mean task to
discern a substantial deterioration in the German trade balance. Thus, givem
at least a casual look at the historical experience of foreign countries, it should
not come as a complete surprise that'the U.S. trade balance has not turned
around since the foreign currency value of the dollar started to decline.

'While trade balances may not respond predictably to exchange rate changes,
they do appear to be quite closely related to differential growth rates. When a
country increases its economic'growth rate relative to its trading partners, we
often find a deterioration in that country's trade balance. Perhaps the closest
of these relationships is to be found between the U.S. and other industrial
'countries. ' ' '
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The corresponding relationships for Japan, the European Economic Commu-
nities and the United Kingdom are also very close. Other factors, including
some associated with the special characteristics of individual countries, explain
persistent deficits or surpluses in individual nations. But in each case, an
increase in the differential between domestic and foreign growth is usually
associated with a deterioration in the trade balance.

In the most recent of times perhaps more policy measures than ever have
been pushed through in the hope of improving the U.S. trade position. The
dollar has been devalued, capital controls and trade restrictions have continued
to sprout everywhere. Export-Import Bank outlays have grown, voluntary
quotas have been placed on a number of commodities, anti-dumping and
countervading duty measures have been threatened, and so on.

In face of it all, the trade balance has proceeded much as usual.
When we consider how rapidly the U.S. has grown recently, it seems

reasonable that the growth rate will taper off in the future. The rest of the
world, on the other hand, has recently been growing slowly relative to historical
norms and should show some resurgence. If foreign growth does rise and U.S.
growth slackens, we should expect a noticeable improvement in the U.S. trade
balance. This improvement should, in my opinion, be attributed to U.S. growth
relative to foreign growth, and not (as it probably will) to the delayed effects
of devaluation.

INCOME AND IMPORTS

From a theoretical standpoint, the relationship between a country's trade
balance and its relative rate of growth is based entirely upon the unarcane,
well-accepted notion that the higher a country's income is, the more that
country will import. Thus, as is well documented in virtually all elementary
textbooks, net imports depend upon income. Changes in net imports depend,
therefore, on changes in income. And, changes in net imports, as a share of
GNP, depend upon a country's growth rate.

Any one country's imports are necessarily the exports of the rest of the
world, and its exports are the rest of the world's imports. Therefore, a country's
trade balance surplus is the rest of the world's deficit. Because one country's
trade balance surplus is all other countries' deficit, that country's trade balance
must likewise depend upon the growth of the rest of the world, as well as its
own growth rate. Therefore, based solely on the notion that the level of a
country's imports depends on its income, we find that changes in its trade
balance (or current account) should depend upon changes in its growth rate
relative to the rest of the world.

From a policy standpoint, there are several observations that can be made
concerning the balance of trade. (The reader must again be careful to
distinguish between the balance of trade and the overall balance of payments.)

First, while no one can say for sure that exchange rate changes do not
matter, it appears fair to say that their effects on the trade balance and
thereby domestic employment have been greatly exaggerated in policy dis-
cussions.

Second, I think the use of the trade balance as a policy indicator distinct
from domestic growth has probably been overdone and should be played down.
Thus, much of the blame placed on the current administration for poor trade
performance should properly be praise for bringing about rapid economic
growth.

Third, both official and private pessimism as to the future American trade
position also appear to me to have been substantially over-stated. While we
may not soon again see the surpluses of the late forties, the very recent trade
deficits also appear to be somewhat abnormal.

Finally, although no one can ever deny with certainty that trade measures
other than exchange rate changes help the trade balance, there is a widely
held presumption in policy discussions that these trade measures do matter and
matter a lot. This point of view has clearly been given too much weight in
trade policy. The trade balance, like many other economic indicators, responds
both predictably and in a logical way to the overall economic environment.
Using gimmicks to alter the trade balance is to a large extent futile, and
peihaps even mischievous.

[Mr. Laffer is an associate professor of business economics at the University
of Chicago and is consultant to the Secretary of the Treasury.]
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[From the Wall Street Journal, Jan. 10, 1974]

THE BITTER FRUITS OF DEVALUATION

(By Arthur B. Laffer)

Inflation is plaguing not only the housewife but also the economics profession.
Over the past year, wholesale prices rose 18.2% and consumer prices rose at a
rate of nearly 9%. Conventional economic views did not predict and cannot
explain increases of this magnitude.

The money supply has expanded at a rate some consider too high from a

policy perspective, but not one that is terribly high for comparable periods
over the past decade. Using past relationships between rates of growth of the.

money supply and inflation as our guide, it is virtually inconceivable that

excessive money growth is to blame for the almost unprecedented rates of
inflation recently experienced.

For quite some time now fiscal policy has been if anything contradictory.
The full employment budget has been balanced, the actual deficit has shrunk
and total outlays have been tightly controlled. Even government purchases,
which in real terms soared prior to 1969, have been substantially reduced. All
in all fiscal policy does not appear to be the culprit.

Advocates of Phillip's curves, price bulges and a whole host of other views
are also faced with an inordinate amount of inflation to explain with inade-

quate sources. Unemployment is higher than at many times in the recent past,

yet inflation is higher than at any time. Even the overall price controls program
couldn't have increased inflation this much.

Nor can the recent high rates of inflation in the United States be explained
as solely a part of an overall world-wide inflation problem caused by shortages
of food and other goods. Over the same period that the rate of inflation in

U.S. wholesale prices registered 26.5%, we find that the German and British
rates at 6.2% and 7.3% respectively. World-wide inflation has been great, but

othEr nations did not experience the sudden burst that struck the United States.
There is one way, however, to explain a large portion of the sudden burst

of price increases in the United States. All economists recognize that the

devaluation of the dollar, in December 1971 and again in February 1973, has
some inflationary impact. If you view the domestic economy as basically a

closed system with a few international inputs, as most economists traditionally
have, then you will see this effect as slight. But if you conceive of the United

States as but a part of a relatively unified world market, the inflationary
effect of devaluation must be seen as far more dramatic, indeed fully adequate
to explain the kind of inflation the United States has recently experienced.

(Immediately after the February devaluation, indeed, the author predicted
privately to an editor of this newspaper that the chief consequence would be
"runaway inflation in the United States."-Ed.)

COMPUTING A DEVALUATION

The conventional doctrine relating domestic inflation to currency depreciation
is in essence straightforward and simple. When a country devalues, say by

10%, it will now cost $110 to buy the same amount of currency that $100 used

to buy. The price of imported goods will automatically rise by the amount of
devaluation.

To compute the overall inflationary effect of a devaluation, therefore, one

need only know the amount of the devaluation and the share of the total goods

bundle imports compose. Of total demand in the United States, imports com-
prise roughly 5%1o; therefore according to the conventional approach, a 10%

devaluation of the U.S. dollar should add only 0.5% to the appropriate price
index-a trifling amount.

'While many versions of the conventional view of the inflationary conse-
quences of a devaluation are far more complicated, the above description

captures its essence. It is important to note that this view assumes that the
foreign currency price of imported goods does not change-only the domestic
currency price changes. The prices of all domestically produced goods are also
assumed to remain unchanged.

This conventional approach, however, is not the only view of the conse-
quences of devaluation. The chief alternative sees the world economy not as
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a collection of loosely, related closed systems, but as one relatively efficientmarket. In an efficient market, the price of goods does not depend on theamount flowing from one geographical sector to another.To determine, say, how a change in the price of apples in Illinois wouldeffect the price of apples in Kansas, very few economists would study the flow"of apples from one state to another. Rather, they would expect that even if'the traditional flow, of apples. was little changed, the price in Kansas would,rise to compensate for the higher price in Illinois.Devaluation is an attempt to change the price of apples and other goods in-one nation relative to another, by changing the relationship between the:yardsticks in which those prices happen to be measured. If markets areefficient, the real price of apples-relative to cars or hours of labor or otherthings of value-will not be affected. Nor will this real price be different, otherthings being equal, in one nation or another. Thus, if the yardsticks change,the prices measured by them will have to change in a way that preserves theoriginal relationship of real prices.
. Or consider the same phenomenon from the point of view of one nation.If any country produces goods that it both trades and consumes domestically,then items sold for domestic consumption will not differ in price from itemssold for foreign consumption. Likewise, foreign imports into any country shouldalso sell at the same price as domestically produced import substitutes-bothbefore and following a devaluation. If these prices did not adjust in thismanner, speculators could make virtually unlimited profits by purchasing goodsin one country and selling them in another country.Various artificial as well as natural barriers of course, keep any market frombeing completely efficient, and these may be higher in international marketsthan in domestic ones of a similar size. But if there ever were any reasons toconceive of international markets as greatly different from domestic ones, theysurely have been greatly eroded by the negotiated reduction in trade barriersmnd improvements in international transportation and communication. Theempirical results of devaluations around the world, moreover, are fullyconsistent with efficiency in international markets.I This alternative view of devaluation predicts, for example, that devaluations-do not improve a country's trade balance, as I argued on this page severalmonths ago. Because nominal prices will adjust and real prices will remain,unchanged, the devaluing nation will not gain a competitive advantage.With the available data on the effects of devaluations, in fact, one would be-hard pressed to find much of a relationship at all between exchange ratechanges and trade balances. This, of course, does not mean that I have proventhat a relationship does not exist, only that I have been unable to find one.However, I did find that trade balances appear to be closely related to acountry's growth rate increases, its trade balance tends to deteriorate, andcontrariwise. This view is entirely consistent with the recent improvement inthe U.S. trade balance, coming as it did with the peaking of the U.S. growthrate in 1973.
Similarly, the alternative view predicts that a devaluing nation will sufferrapid inflation relative to the rest of the world. Its nominal price levels willhave to increase rapidly to restore the original relationship of real prices withreal prices elsewhere in the world. This effect, of course, does not depend onthe actual flow of goods from one nation to another. This prediction is alsoconsistent with the U.S. experience with develuation in the past 30 monthsor so. Other countries also provide a rich inventory of case studies.

FRANCE'S EXPERIENCE
After France's 1958 devaluation, its wholesale price index rose almost 14.5%over the three succeeding years as compared to a rise of 2.4% in Germany, 5%in the United Kingdom, and a fall of 0.1% in the United States. After its 1969devaluation, France's wholesale price index rose 17% in three years again morethan the contemporaneous U.S., German or British rises. In the three yearsprior to its devaluation, France had experienced only a 5% increase in itswholesale price index.
Looking at the United Kingdom experience of 1967, a similar pattern emerges.In the three years before the pound was devalued, Britain's wholesale pricerise was 6.2%, while in the three years after the devaluation, the same index
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trose T6.g%. Eqivalent U.S. and German price increases were 9.7% and 4.5%.

The relative smallness of the German figure is not surprising when one realizes

that the German mark was revalued during the 1968-69 period.

One could go on and list experience after experience. One can also from the

more limited data notice the precise opposite price effects when a country

'Devalues. While the price effects of exchange rate changes are more distinct

'using wholesale prices, they are still quite evident using :the -less .volatile

consumer prices. Even over long periods of time, the relationship between

'exchange rate changes and relative rates of inflation remains remarkably close.

On the basis of historical experience in numerous countries, one surely

,cannot disregard the alternative view of the inflationary consequences of

'devaluation. In point of fact, it can hardly be coincidental that so much

-inflation follows directly on the heels of a devaluation in such a large number

'of episodes. While obviously much more could be done to'verify as well as

quantify the 'relationsips, both theory and the available empirical data

suggest that a devaluation has far more than the trifling inflationary impact

which the traditional doctrine suggests.
In sum, I personally feel that the mystery of the current bout of inflation in

the United States is readily solvable: it is as much a direct consequence of

'the dollar's devaluations as any other cause. I would hope that our recent

experience with devaluations would make policy officials as well as academics

slighly more cautious about panaceas. Looking at the current U.S. experience

-alone, it would seem that a robust turnaround in the trade balance did not

'come until the rate of economic growth slowed, but that robust inflation took

-off as soon as devaluation took place.
[Mr. Laffer is an associate professor of economics at the Univer8ity of Chicago

and a consultant to the U.S. Treasury Department.]

Representative REuSS. Congressman Hamilton.

Representative HAMILTON. Thank you, Mr. Cochairman. I am

trying to get a feel for how serious you view this trade deficit prob-

lem to be, and I don't know that I have got that yet. In Mr. Cohen's

case, I think maybe I do, but I am not sure with the others.
Maybe I could have you comment directly on what you think of

the administration's posture on the trade deficit problem at this
time.

Are they accurately gaging the seriousness or the lack of seriousness
of the problem?

FHow would you criticize the administration's attitude toward the

trade deficit and its policies toward the deficit?
Ir would like all of 'you to comment on it briefly.

- I think what really concerns me is that I wajit to know how serious

you think the problem is, and I am trying to get a gage on that.

We have a lot of economic problems that are very serious, infla-

tion, unemployment, and so forth. Where does this fit?
Mr. LICHTBLAU. May I start, because I would like to leave.
Representative HAMILTON. Certainly.
Mr. LICHTBLAU. I think it is obviously a problem. It is not one of

the most serious problems facing the U.S. economy at this time.

I don't think the magnitude of the deficit is big enough for that.

Also, I believe we can afford it. I believe deficits in fact are iieces-
sary at times, as Professor Cohen said.

I think as far "is the administration is concerned, it is not clear,

at; least not to me, where the administration stands. At times. we

hear we must curb our oil imports, strictly because we cannot afford

to pay for them. Statements have been made to that effect.
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Other times we hear that the current account deficit for this yearis not going to be of such consequences that anything needs to bedone, that we can well afford it.
So, the two are contradictory.
If we import too much oil by the criteria of the balance of pay-ments, and yet the deficit isn't too large, I don't know what is thepolicy.
I think at times, as is very often the case, the deficit argument isused to support other policies and I think that is the case, particularlywith oil.
Representative HA2LLTON. I would like each of you to commenton it.
Mr. Krause.
Mr. KRAUSE. I would be happy to comment.In my opinion, the deficit is more serious than Professor Cohenindicated, but it is not the most serious problem in our society, or withour economy.
While there are other matters that are much more important, it isserious enough to warrant more attention than the administrationwas giving it in the spring.
In fact, the administration was not only ignoring it, but somehowit was putting a happy face on it, saying the deficit was a desirablething. I think that that is wrong.
There are two major imbalances in the world today. The mostserious imbalances are the OPEC surplus and the U.S. deficit. Sincethe OPEC surplus is disappearing the U.S. deficit should also. How-ever, this is not automatic. If we do not take the proper actions,then the deficit may not disappear.
Thus, it is important enough to take actions to overcome.Furthermore, ignoring a problem that exists, only makes thepolitical pressures on you and your colleagues all the greater, becauseyou are ignoring a problem that is in the economy.In short, I see the deficit as something that needs attention. Con-ceivably the administration has in fact changed its view. Clearly,Secretary Blumenthal's comments at the IMF meetings were of adifferent tenor than they were in the springtime. Maybe now he isviewing it with the right degree of concern; that is, as a problemthat is not overwhelming, but as something we cannot ignore.Mr. SLIGHTON. I would like to make the same conclusion. This isa problem, but not a major problem.

It is also difficult to really know what administration policy is,because if properly carried out, a good bit of-most, I would think-the administration policy would be conducted quietly without pub-licity.
The best policy is the one that we do not read about in the NewYork Times.
I think I would agree with Larry Krause, that there was relativelylittle attention given in the administration to the problems associatedwith the deficit in this spring.
I think the administration was surprised at this rather severeexchange market perturbation in late June or early July that fol-lowed the ministerial meetings in June.
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I think the administration learned a great deal from that episode.
1 am presuming that the administration is working hard to talk

foreign governments, in particular Japan, into doing something about
those policies that do tend to restrict, or do tend to peg exchange
rates at levels that the market would not ratify.

But by the very nature, this sort of policy has to be conducted
privately. It cannot be and should not be conducted through the press,
and as such I can only presume that it is in fact being carried out.

Representative HAMILTON. Mr. Cohen.
Mr. COM:N. I would, too, like to join the chorus that says this is a

serious problem, but not the most serious problem we have.
As I tried to stress in my statement, I believe the reason why this

should be regarded as a serious problem is not the reason or reasons
.that are usually cited in this connection.

It is not because we are undergoing a serious decline in competitive-
:ness in the international markets, nor do I believe it is a sign of
"weakening economic leadership on the part of the United States.

]t is a serious problem because of its implications for policy and
:for the pressures on policy.

it is a serious problem because of the danger of declining con-
-fidence in the dollar in the exchange market, which could lead to
repetition of the kinds of disturbances that occurred in June and
July.

It is serious because of the danger that we may give in to the
protectionist measures that are arising as the result of declining
exports and rising imports.

It is these reasons, which I have stressed, that make this a serious
problem, and one that should be dealt with.

The administration, I believe, recognizes that there are really
only three broad alternative policies one can follow. Those are all
three "D's"-domestic deflation, devaluation, or direct controls of one
kind or another, all relatively unpalatable alternatives.

In the spring, it looked as if the administration were searching
for a fourth "D" and found it in "dem others," the Germans and
Japanese in particular, whose own economic performance was lag-
ging behind ours, and whose current accounts were in surplus.

This still seems to be the problem. The positions of Germany and
Japan are perverse. They should be sharing part of the deficits
which is the counterpart of the OPEC surplus, and they are not.

I would agree with the 'other observations that have been made,
that the administration has retreated from a total reliance on changes
of policies elsewhere, and has come to the realization that there must
be some action at home as well.

But what form can that action take? Do we want to give in to
protectionist measures of one sort or another? I would argue we do
not.' Do we want to hold back the growth of the domestic economy?

I would argue we do not.
That leaves us with the possibility of downward pressure on the

exchange rate. Here, I think we run a real danger, because in my
opinion the only source of whatever stability there has been in inter-
national monetary relations since 1973 has been the passive attitude
of the United States vis-a-vis its exchange rate, absorbing in our
own exchange rate the attitudes of others.
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As far as domestic policy is concerned, the great influence on the
trade deficit must be conservation of energy. Here is where the ad-
ministration, I think, has begun to think more seriously about what
domestic policy can do.

But with respect to the other possible policy options, I would still
argue that the main emphasis, as was argued in the spring, must be
on moving around some of the deficit which is the counterpart of
the OPEC surplus, and that means putting pressure on the other
governments, continuing to put pressure on the other governments
that are currently in surplus, to share more of that counterpart
deficit.

Representative HAMILTON. One of the things that strikes you when
you look at the remedies all of you suggest is that we are remedying
our problem by asking other governments to do something, and that
seems to be part of the solution, and, of course, that is a difficult
thing to do, especially with a country like Germany, for example.

Let me ask you to comment on the solutions that you have all
proposed here, and see if any of you think that the solution of your
colleagues on the panels may be dead wrong.

The thing that strikes me is that I look at them and there is quite
a bit of similarity in the way you propose solutions.

Mr. Cohen, you talk about the stimulation of the economies. Mr.
Slighton, you want a commitment to a strong U.S. dollar. I am not
sure what you mean by that. You want an effective U.S. energy pro-
gram, but you don't identify what kind of an energy program.

You want to enlarge the supply of the official international credit.
You want to press for more expansionary policies in countries with
strong external payments positions, and then you talk about a
selective rate adjustment.

Mr. Krause wants to sustain a sound U.S. domestic economy as the
best solution, and you, too, want to stimulate the economies.

You think the dollar may be overvalued, and you urge other
countries not to intervene.

There is a good bit of similarity in what you are suggesting as aremedy, and I wonder if you want to comment on the remedies that
have been suggested here as to what you think is wrong, for example,
or is there total agreement among you?

Mr. COHrN. I think on one point I would disagree with Mr. Krause,
if I understand his statement correctly, and that is that I would be
inclined to oppose any more active exchange rate policy on the part
of the United States.

What we have of an international monetary system is one which
relies for its stability on the passive attitude of the U.S. exchange
authorities.

Every international monetary system, to be stable, must achieve
a degree of consistency in the independently targeted objectives of
various governments.

In the absence of some coordinating mechanism, some automatic
set of rules or a supranational world bank, we onlv have the alter-
native of management by the world's strongest and largest economy,
management consisting of a passive attitude, absorbing its own bal-
ance of payments and trade balance the independently targeted'
positions of others.
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This is the way Bretton Woods worked until 1971. Our deficit
largely reflected the surplus objectives of others. Likewise in a
floating world, to the extent that we allow other governments to
intervene to influence their own exchange rates directly or indirectly,
maintenance of stability of the system-systemic stability-requires
that we have a passive attitude with respect to our own exchanger
rate.

Now, this is not an argument, therefore, for benign neglect. It is am
argument not to take a more active intervention policy in this type
of system.

Also, it is an argument for doing something about the system itself
which would relieve the United States -of the obligation, the respon-
sibility, to take such a passive attitude toward our exchange rate.

My feeling is that if the United States were to adopt a more active
intervention policy regarding our exchange rate, this could very
easily lead to inconsistent exchange rate interventions, greater insta-
bility in the exchange market, and more damage to world trade than
the alternative that I have suggested.

:Representative HAMILTON. My time has expired, but perhaps
Mr. Krause and Mr. Slighton should respond.

Mr. KRAUSE. I think we probably do have a difference of opinion
on this issue. I think that the exchange rate is the best instrument for
correcting.the balance of payments problem, and that it will work
if the Government will let it work. So far they have not been letting
it work.

All of our solutions are cooperative solutions because we have an
interdependent world economy. It is impossible to do anything inde-
pendently because every action impacts on other countries. For this
reason, many of our suggestions involve asking other governments
to do things, or doing things in conjunction with other governments.

Representative HAMILTON. That is not always true-the energy
program you suggested is within our own ambit.

Mr. KRAUSE. But other countries have energy programs that could
offset their own efforts, and they think we are offsetting their good
efforts, so our energy program is not independent in that sense.

There are things we must do, but it must be done in cooperation.
With respect to the exchange rate, I don't think we can be totally

passive.
Other countries are intervening aind using the U.S. dollar to affect

the value of their currencies.
The Japanese and the Br'itish must realize that when they inter-

vene, they change the balance of the dollar.
I am not suggesting that we go into the market and counter their

actions, because that gets into a conflict situation, which clearly wont
work.

But we do have an obligation in my view to let them know that
we disagree with what they are doing in the exchange market, and
in fact there is much that they have done with which we should
disagree.

Representative HAMIILTON-. Mr. SliEhton.
Mr. SLIGHTON. I would agree with the last part of Larry Krause's

statement, tha't we should let foreign governments know what we
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feel to be the consequences of their interventionist policies, inter-
vention being used in a broad sense here.

I do not think, however, that the United States should have it-
that the exchange rate should-that we should have an explicit ob-
jective with respect to what that exchange rate should be.

We use the term "overvaluation" very loosely in my opinion.
I do not think the solution to such problems as we have arising

from the trade deficit is strictly speaking an exchange rate policy
solution.

We should not presume that we-we should not have an explicit
target with respect to what the effective exchange rate should be, or
what DMi-dollar rate should be or what the yen-dollar rate should be.

With respect to U.S. intervention in the narrow carried out
through the Federal Reserve of New York, I think we should be
prepared over the next year to intervene on a tactical basis somewhat
more heavily than we have in the past if the uncertainties associated
with the funding of this deficit do result in substantial perturbations
in the DM-dollar-yen exchange rate.

In saying this, I have come to some change of views. I do think
this is a potentially dangerous policy for us to follow.

I think it is dangerous in that it would tend to result in a target
rate approach to intervention, which I have suggested we should not
try to do.

Therefore, if we do move to stronger tactical intervention policies,
we should do so, I think, with some explicit guidelines, that this
intervention must be reversed within particular periods of time, that
no net intervention over reasonable periods of time should be ac-
complished.

That would be rather difficult to define here, with respect to satis-
factory rules.

I do have one comment, or further comment, with respect to
Larry Krause's recommendations, and that concerns a suggestion
that we should create more SDR's.

I do not really think this is helpful. I do agree that a more balanced
portfolio approach with respect to currency denomination by foreign
central banks would be useful, and we should encourage foreign
central banks toward that end.

I do not think, however, that SDR creation would be helpful to
the U.S.-trade balance nor to the world economic progress in general.

Representative HAMILTON. Thank you, Mr. Cochairman.
Representative REuss. You have said now, Mr. Slighton, that you

don't think the idea of using SDR's as a reserve currency, and thus
taking some of the load off the dollar would be helpful, which brings
up something I wanted to pursue with Mr. Krause in any event.

It certainly wouldn't be helpful if the IMF is going to go crazy
and Drint SDR's like mad. There is enough liquidity around as it is,
but I assume what Mr. Krause has in mind, and I will ask it in a
moment, is some sort of a conversion, to make SDR's attractive so
that countries will have reason to exchange their dollars to the IMF
for SDR's, and then let the IMF hold the dollars from here to eternity,
or whatever is needed.

Why wouldn't that be useful, if you can get away with it?
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Mr. SLIGHTON. Mr. Cochairman, what I was referring to was that

I was presuming we were speaking of the first option, that is creating

SDR additional liquidity.
A conversion scheme I am neither going to promote nor try to

confound. I 'have no strong opinions about that.
Representative REUSS. Maybe we should turn to the author and

ask you what you would do.
Mr. KRAUSE. My understanding of chapter two of this year's report

of the IMF is that they believe that an SDR creation will cause

SDR's to replace dollars in the reserves.
1 agree that there is no need for additional liquidity in the world.

I am unhappy, however, with the form of the liquidity.

If the mechanism were as you describe-that is, if the countries

with dollars would buy SDR's from the Fund-then an SDR creation

would be helpful, because it would eliminate the distortion in cur-

rency values that came about because of the imbalance. The fund'9

reselling of dollars is an important part of eliminating the distortion

I should add that the interest rates on SDRs would have to be

increased to encourage countries to exchange dollars for SDR's, and

to enable governments to make a sensible choice between holding

dollars and holding SDR's.
Representative REUSS. And as so elucidated, does that eliminate

your difficulty with it?
Mr. SLIGHTON. Yes, sir.
Representative REtrSS. Mr. Slighton, I would appreciate your

spelling out for me a bit the part of the statement you made, that

the first thing that should be done to counter the trade deficit was

to maintain an official commitment in strong U.S. dollars.

Mir. SLIGHTON. That is a rather rhetorical statement, and I prob-

ably should apologize for it.
I do not believe, Mr. Cochairman, that the solution to the difficulties

created by the deficit is a major depreciation of the dollar, and that

is what I meant by stating that we have a commitment to a strong

dollar.
We are solving no problem, and creating some new ones if we

take steps to encourage the dollar to depreciate by, pick a number,

10 or 20 percent.
Representative REUSS. Such steps would be the very sort of das-

tardly things that we have been criticizing others for doing over the

dead bodies of the Joint Economic Committee, I might say.

Anybody who gets the idea that we should improve our trade

position by dumping dollars to reduce the external value. of the dollar

has this committee to reckon with.
Mr' SLIGHTON. If by some means the dollar were allowed to slide

against the major currencies by 10 or 15 percent, I don't really think

that change could be sustained over long periods.

I thinkl i would provoke counter policies in the other strong cur-

rency countries that would colnter those effects to a large exent, aiid
we shpuld, b1e prepared, or -we should work as strongly anidas quietly

as' wet can to reduce those actions that are strictly interventionisit

that have essentially no objective but to achieve a particular ~chalnge
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Representative RETSS. Directly and by subterfuge b6thi?Mr. SLIGHTON. Yes, sir.
I agree with Larry Krause that there are certain actions that can-not-this is a continuum. Some policies have both domestic and inter-national objectives, and we have to draw a line somewhere.I think interest rate policy on occasion is in fact an interventionistact of a foreign government that we ought to be prepared to com-ment on.
But, to recapitulate, this rhetorical statement on commitment to astrong dollar, by that I mean we should distinctly not try to achievea major reduction in the V'alue of the dollar as a way out of theproblems we find ourselves in here now.
Representative REUSS. Would you agree that sometimes the questfor a strong dollar can be a self-defeating thing?For example, there are those among our monetary authorities whofrom time to time are heard to say that we must have a strong dollar,and therefore we must raise interest rates regardless of their hor-rendous consequences for the U.S. economy, in order to attract foreigncapital here and thus make a strong dollar.In fact, however, doesn't such silly conduct end up in raising theexternal value of the dollar, ruining our export business, increasingour deficit and ultimately producing a weak dollar in the sense thateverybody is jittery about it and people are afraid to hold- it?Shouldn't this domestic aberration be zonked with the same zealas the foolishness of the foreigners?
Mr. SLIGHTON. I think this should be pursued for domestic objec-tivities only.
We should not take monetary actions with the specific view ofinfluencing the monetary markets or the trade balance or the currentbalance.
Representative REUSS. Would you agree, Mr. Krause?Mr. KRAUSE. Yes, sir.
Representative REUSS. Would you agree ?Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Representative REUSS; We have a minute or two left.Mr. Krause, in your statement, you note that the growth of im-ports in the six other large industrial countries was at an annualrate of nearly 16 percent during 1977, in contrast to the expansionof U.S. exports to these nations of only 7 percent.This tends to indicate that in these areas the U.S. is suffering aserious inability to compete in world markets for manufacturedgoods.
I don't think you mentioned who the countries were.Mr. KRAUSE. I was trying to make the point that there are a num-ber of factors at work. When people say that a large part of ourexport trade is in capital equipment and that capital demand abroadis low they are right. But Germany also exports a lot of capitalequipment and they are doing better than we are.The same is true for the Japanese.
Indeed, not even the slow growth of the other industrialized coun-tries is an explanation.
Their exports are rising at a rate of 13 to 18 percent annuallywhile our exports to them are rising. at a much slower rate.
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i[ believe that our exports to Japan has remained at a constant

level and our exports to Europe have increased somewhat. This- is an

indication that we are losing shares of markets, which in turn is an

indication to me of a'loss of competitiveness.
Representative REUSs. Thank you very much.

The 2 hours allotted the panel are up, though there are many ques

tions we could continue with, but your papers and testimony have

been excellent and your responses have been very helpful to the

committee. We are very grateful to all of you.
Will our next group of spokesmen please come forward.

We ,will hear first from Under Secretary Anthony M. Solomon.

STATEMENT OF HON. ANTHONY M. SOLOMON, UNDER SECRETARY

FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Cochairman, I have a shorter version of my

prepared statement, which I would like to read, and I am pleased

to be here with the subcommittee to discuss the U.S. position in inter-

nattional trade and its implications.
I will, present an overview. Other administration officials will be

providing greater detail on certain aspects of the situation.

Our balance in international trade has undergone a very sharp

change over the past 2 years. We recorded an unusually large surplus

of $9 billion in 1975. In the first 8 months of 1977, the balance shifted

to.a deficit at an annual rate of $30 billion. Not surprisingly, the

trade deficit has begun to draw attention both here and abroad. Thus

it is most appropriate that your committee has provided an oppor-

tunity for an intensive examination of its causes and significance.

Let me state my conclusions at the outset.
The swing in our trade balance is due almost entirely to two

factors: (A) Our growing dependence on foreign oil, and, (B) the

fact that -our major trading partners have achieved less than we by

vay of sustained economic expansion.
I Various "rigidities" in exchange rates may affect the trade balance,

but in both directions: In some instances, they would tend to increase

the deficit, in others to reduce it.
ILoss of competitiveness has not been a significant factor.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DEFICIT

The size of the deficit is worrisome, and we are reviewing every

measure consistent with our own national interests and our inter-

national responsibilities, that can be taken to reduce it.

We are financing this defict through a fully autonomous net inflow

of foreign capital-despite a very large and continuing outflow of

U.S. funds, both private and public. I am confident that we can

continue to attract the capital needed to finance the current account

deficit.
That does not, however, lead me to advocate a course of neglect of

our trade -balance. I do not believe the United States should run a

deficit of this magnitude over a sustained period. More rapid growth

in our markets 'broad will stimulate a strengthening of the trade
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balance-and. we are pressing vigorously for countries that are in a.position to do so to expand as rapidly as is consistent with the need?to-combat inflation.
Most importantly, we have a clear responsibility-in our owninterest and in the world's interest-to reduce our dependence on,imported oil.
I recognize that nothing we can do about energy will turn around'our trade balance overnight. But concrete action now to reduce our-dependence on OPEC oil in the years ahead will help, establish the-prospect for a reduction in the U.S.-trade deficit in the future. And'it will affect oil pricing decisions of concern to the entire world.The trade deficit is emphatically not a problem which can or-should be dealt with by the imposition of import restrictions. Clearly'the spread of import restrictions would do grave damage to the U.S..economy and our national interests.

I do not mean that we should or will ignore the legitimate needs~of U.S. industry. International trade must be both fair and free. Ifinjury is due to unfair foreign subsidies or dumping, our laws pro-vide remedies to protect U.S. industries. We are also working on a;.new international understanding on the use of subsidies and counter--vailing duties.
THE OIL PROBLE31

The single most important factor in the swing is the increase iilU.S. oil imports. These purchases will total about $45 billion in 1977.The increase in OPEC oil earnings has also increased our sales toKOPEC countries, of course, but we still expect a U.S.-trade deficitwith OPEC countries of $25 to $30 billion.
Over the last 5 years domestic production has declined by 1.5Smillion barrels a day. Higher consumption accounts for increasedimports of 2.5 million barrels a day. Roughly 40 percent of thes-increase in our oil imports can thus be attributed to our reduced:production, and about 60 percent to increased oil demand.In years to come, the balance will be dominated primarily by the-relationship between the growth of the Arabian Peninsula's capacity-to absorb imports and the U.S. need to import oil.Adoption of a comprehensive national energy program whichltwould both pare consumption and expand U.S. energy productionsis a necessary response to this aspect of our trade position.

NON-OPEC TRADE

Our trade with the non-OPEC countries has followed a different-.pattern. In retrospect, we can see that the $9 billion overall trade,surplus recorded by the United States in 1975 was a highly unusualaberration, resulting primarily from this sharp decline in imports.A sharp recovery of imports was to be expected as the domestic-economy recovered. Thus, during 1976, nonfuel imports reboundedsharply. increasing some 23 percent in volume. During 1977, weexpect the volume of these imports to grow about 10 percent, inkeeping with the traditional U.S. income elasticity of demand for-imports and our anticipated real growth.
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EXPORTS

The recent performance of U.S. exports has been considerably
more complex. Assistant Secretary Weil will have more to add on
this subject, but I would like to underline some basic points.

I believe that there are two basic reasons for the slower growth of'
exports: (1) Bumper worldwide grain harvests, and (2) low rates;
of real growth and/or stabilization efforts in major U.S. export.
markets.

Reflecting the good harvests around the world, last year and' this.
year, the volume of our farm exports is expected to fall about 21/2
percent in 1977. The value of agricultural exports will probably
still show a small increase although prices are off from first half-
price levels..

An even more important reason for the recently low growth rate
of TJ.S. exports, however, has been the slow pace of recovery in the
economies of our major trading partners.

In the last 2 years, the U.S. economy has been growing at an
annual rate averaging about 51/2 percent, whereas the rest of the
OECD has been averaging about 4 percent and the developing coun-
tries only about 41/½ to 5 percent. This is a sharp reversal of tradi-
tional postwar growth patterns which, along with oil, has dominated
the U.S.-trade accounts.

Our largest single market is Canada, which buys roughly 20 per-
cent of all U.S. exports, and the Canadian economy has been par-
ticularly sluggish.

Another 25 percent of U.S. exports goes to LDC markets. In the'
past year, several major LDC's have instituted significant stabiliza-
tion measures aimed at redressing their domestic imbalances and
reducing their external deficits.

These programs, which were essential for the countries involved,,
produced sharp declines in U.S. exports-roughly 19 percent in the,
case of both Mexico and Brazil, for example. Indeed, Mexico and
Brazil alone accounted for one-sixth of the increase in the U.S.-trade
deficit in the first half of this year. All non-OPEC LDC's, taken,
together, accounted for 35 percent of this shift.

U.S. TRADE COMPETITIVENESS

Drawing inferences about gains or losses in a country's trade com-
petitiveness over relatively short periods is difficult and conclusions
may be warped by factors which eventually prove temporary.

The recent performance of U.S. exports to key LDC markets illus-
trates the complexity of analyzing international trade flows, and the
necessity of avoiding hasty judgments. Between 1970 and 1976, the'
United States land Japan increased their shares of LDC markets.

Betweeh the first half of 1976 and the first half of 1977, however,
the U.S. market share in LDC imports-in volume terms-fell 2
percentage points-a-large reduction.in 'a 1-year period. Japan, mean-
time, gained 1.6 percentage points, while the other country changes.
were not' significant. -Two factors explain this shift; first,' the geo-

25-5S2--75 4
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graphic distribution of the trade, and, second, improved harvests
abroad.

U.S. manufacturing industries were apparently able to maintain
or increase their share in most major non-OPEC LDC markets during
early 1977. Yet, because of slow growth in the major U.S. markets,
mainly in Latin America, the absolute level of U.S. sales declined
sharply.

One partial measure of competitiveness often used is that of rela-
tive prices adjusted for exchange rate changes.

Since the end of 1975, the year of our record trade surplus, U.S.
inflation has been lower than the weighted average inflation rate
experienced by our major trading partners. In the same period, how-
ever, the trade-weighted exchange rate of the dollar has appreciated
slightly. Thus it would appear that our competitive position has
neither improved nor deteriorated substantially over the past 18
months.

OUTLOOK

I have no great confidence in quantitative forecasts for the U.S.-
trade balance. An error of only 1 percent could result in a $3 billion
error in the balance.

Our outlook has to be appraised in terms of the major factors I
have been talking about-the volume of our oil imports and the price
of oil, and the rate of economic growth in other areas as well as
growth at home.

Alaskan oil has now begun to come on stream, and will reverse the
downtrend of U.S. oil production next year. Purchases for the stra-
tegic petroleum reserve, will, however, be an offsetting factor.

The growth of our economy will be a bit slower than in 1977, but
growth abroad may not pick up much-it may even be a bit slower
in Europe, though a bit faster in the LDC's. World crop carryovers
are at high levels and good harvests are again likely.

Consequently, the value of U.S. farm exports may decline some-
what. Thus I do not see the basis for much, if any, reduction in our
trade deficit in 1978, and I would not rule out the possibility of some
further increase.

Just as the relative contribution of services to the domestic econ-
omy is rising, so is the contribution of services to our international
transactions.

In the first half of 1977, service transactions produced a net surplus
of $17 billion at annual rate. Transfer payments-private and public
-resulted in a net outflow of $5 billion, but together these items
reduced the current account deficit-which includes trade plus serv-
ices and transfers-by roughly $12 billion below that on merchandise
trade alone.

I see no reason to expect a dramatic change in this figure, and it
should be borne in mind when appraising the U.S. external position.

THE EFFECTS OF EXCHANGE RATE CHANGE

Let me address several questions the subcommittee has asked about
exchange rates.
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-First, you asked to what extent the *trade deficit results from
rigidities in the exchange rate system.

I would answer' that it may well be that there are instances in
which some types of "rigidity"-not necessarily involving interven-
tion.in the foreign exchange markets-have acted to deter the appre-
ciation of a particular rate and may thus have adversely affected the

IT.S.-trade balance to some degree. On the other hands-there have
clearly been instanices in which countries have acted to nmoderate or
prevent' a depreciation of their -rates and-may thus have tended to

reduce the U.S.-trade deficit. Thus, there have been rigidities in both

directions, fnd I would not argue that one has had more influence
than the other.

But we should look not only at rigidities, but also at the rate move-

-m-lents which have' occurred, and which are facilitating' adjustmient
.of international imbalances. The actual movements, as shown in table
1 attached to my prepared statement; have been significant.

You also asked to what extent dollar depreciation would reduce
'the deficit. My first observation is that depreciation would not help
with our oil import bill. OPEC practice is to express the. price of

oil in dollar terms. Thus changes in the exchange rate of the dollar
do not themselves change the -oil import bill.

(Certainly the experience of the past few years-in which a five-
fold increase in'the price of oil has been accompanied by an increase
,of 80 percent in the volume of our oil imports-should not lead us

-;to expect the value of our oil imports to fall if the dollar price rose.

'Speaking more broadly, let me say that depreciation might be an
appropriate course if our problem were a general lack of competi-
tiveness. But the swing in our trade position results- from other
f actors-oil, sluggish growth and stagniant m'arkets abroad, 'good
harvests-rather than a general lack of competitiveness.

The dollar's exchange rate should not be iifiuenced by only one
-part of our balance of payments --the trade deficit-but by all ele-
-ments. With large and autonomous capital inflows, the dollar, despite
the large trade deficit, has remained relatively strong in the foreign
-exchange markets.

As of September 30, the rate, measured on a trade-weighted basis
;against the other industrial countries, was actually slightly higher

-.than it was. at the beginning of 1976. It is strong because investors
have confidence in the future of the U.S. economy.

Our' economy is still the largest single economy in the world. Our
* output exceeds that of all of Western Europe combined;

Our economy is growing. In 2 years, 1976 and 1977, the increase
in our market will be greater than the equivalent of the entire econ-
omy of Britain;

Our money and capital markets have a size, depth, flexibility and
openness unequaled anywhere in the world;

We have a stable political system;
We respect private contracts;
We maintain a competitive, market oriented economy;
We have a'determination to pursue sound economic policies which

--will foster sustained, noninflationary growth.
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Mr. Cochairman, you asked what, if anything, we should do to.reduce our trade deficit. My response is this, we should:
Maintain a growing, noninflationary domestic economy;
Continue to urge countries which are in a strong external position

to expand their economies as rapidly as is consistent with continuedcontrol of inflation, and to accept a weakening of their currentaccount position and an appreciation of their currencies in response.to underlying market forces;
Work to strengthen the competitiveness of our exports;
Continue to pursue the multilateral trade negotiations and to,resist protectionism everywhere-including here at home;
Limit our intervention in the exchange markets to the countering-

of disorderly market conditions;
And above all, deal effectively with our energy problem.
In conclusion, Mr. Cochairman, the U.S.-trade deficit, while under-standable and explainable in terms of the factors I have mentioned,.warrants our concerns and continuing close attention. I believe the-steps I have outlined represent a sound and responsible approachto a future strengthening of our position.
Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Solomon follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HO1N. ANTHONY M. SOLOMON
Mr. Chairman: I am pleased to discuss with the Subcommittee the U.S.position in international trade and its implications. I will present an overview.Other Administration officials will be providing greater detail on certainaspects of the situation.
Our balance in international trade has undergone a very sharp change over-the past two years. While we recorded an unusually large surplus of $9 billionin 1975, the balance shifted to a deficit of $9 billion in 1976-and in the firsteight months of 1977 the deficit reached an annual rate of $30 billion. Notsurprisingly, the trade deficit has begun to draw attention both here andabroad. Thus it is most appropriate that your Committee has provided anopportunity for an intensive examination of its causes and significance.Let me state my conclusions at the outset:
The swing in our trade balance is due almost entirely to two factors: (a) ourgrowing dependence on foreign oil and (b) the fact that our major tradingpartners have achieved less than we by way of sustained economic expansion.Various "rigidities" in exchange rates may affect the trade balance, but in .both directions. In some instances they would tend to increase the deficit, inothers to reduce it.
Loss of competitiveness has not been a significant factor.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DEFICIT

The size of the deficit is worrisome, and we are reviewing every measureconsistent with our own national interests and our international responsibilities,that can be taken to reduce it. One would expect a nation such as ours to be anet supplier of goods and services to the world in more normal circumstances.
Yet the size of the deficit needs to be kept in perspective to the size of oureconomy. A $30 billion deficit represents about 11/2 percent of our GNP, and sincewe are a major net exporter of services, our deficit on total current account isabout $16 to $20 billion-about 1 percent of GNP.

We are financing this deficit through a fully autonomous net inflow offoreign capital-despite a very large and continuing outflow of U.S. funds, bothprivate and public. I am confident that we can continue to attract the capitalneeded to finance the current account deficit.
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That does not, however, lead me to advocate a course of neglect of our tradebalance. I do not believe the United States 81hould run a deficit of this magnitudeover a sustained period. More rapid growth in our markets abroad willstimulate a strengthening of the trade balance-and we are pressing vigorouslyfor countries that are in a position to do so to expand as rapidly as isconsistent with the need to combat inflation. This is not an easy line to draw,
here or abroad.Most importantly, we have a clear responsibility-in our own interest and in
the world's interest-to reduce our dependence on imported oil.

Every increase of 1 percent in our GNP is accompanied by an increase ofroughly 2 percent in oil imports. We must reduce that ratio. We must actpromptly and decisively both to conserve oil and to develop alternative sources
of energy.I recognize that nothing we can do about energy will turn around our tradebalance overnight. But concrete action now to show that our dependence onOPEC oil will be reduced in the years ahead'will help. It will help establishthe prospects for a reduction in the U.S. trade deficit in the future. And it will
affect oil pricing decisions of concern to the entire world.

The trade deficit is emphatically got a problem which can or should be dealtwith by the imposition of import restrictions. Few, if'any, other nations-manyof which are also facing oil deficits-would tolerate restrictive measures bythe United States. They would react strongly, just as we would react stronglyto measures which artifically restricted US exports. We need to expand-not
contract-world trade. Clearly the spread of import restrictions would do grave
damage to the U.S. economy and our national interests.

In saying that we should not attempt to solve our problems at the expense*of our trading partners I do not mean that we should or will ignore thelegitimate needs of U.S. industry. International trade must be both fair and:free. If injury is due to unfair foreign subsidies or dumping, our laws provide
remedies to protect U.S. industries. We are also working on a new international
understanding on the use of subsidies and countervailing duties.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN U.S. TRADE

I said at the beginning of my statement that the swing in our trade balancesince 1975 is attributable almost entirely to our increasing dependence on oiland to cyclical developments. I would like to elaborate on that statement.

THE OIL PROBLEM

The single most important factor in the swing is the increase in U.S. oilimports. These purchases will total about $45 billion in 1977. The increase inOPEC oil earnings has also increased our sales to OPEC countries, of course,but we still expect a a U.S. trade deficit with OPEC countries of $25-30 billion.On current account our deficit with the OPEC area would be smaller than that
but, still very large. The level of our exports to OPEC of both goods and servicesis a function of the limited capacity of the sparsely populated Arabian
peninsula nations to absorb imports from any source.

In volume terms, U.S. oil imports have risen 80 percent over the last five
years. In 1972, the United States imported 5 million barrels a day. Our current
estimate for 1977 is for imports of roughly 9 million barrels a day.. Actually
this increase in volume, sizable though it is, would have raised U.S. oil import
costs by less than $4 billion if there had been no increase in price.

The price of a barrel of crude oil, however, increased from an average of
about $2.53 in 1972 to an average of over $13.25 this year. Hence the dollar
cost of U.S. oil imports has risen from $4.7 billion in 1972 to an estimated $45
billion this year.Unlike many other industrial countries, the volume of our imports has risen
both because of higher domestic consumption and because of reduced domestic
output.Over the last five years domestic production has declined by 1.5 million
barrels a day. Higher consumption accounts for increased imports of 2.5
million barrels a day. Roughly 40 percent of the increase in our oil imports
can thus be attributed to our reduced production, and about 60 percent to
increased oil demand.
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The change in the price of oil plus the increase in our dependence on,imported oil have thus dominated the change in the U.S. trade balance overthe past five years. In years to come, the balance will be dominated primarilyby the relationship between the growth of the Arabian Peninsula's capacity to*absorb imports and the U.S. need to import oil. Adoption of a comprehensive-national energy program which would both pare consumption and expand U.S...energy production is a necessary response to this aspect of our trade position..

NON-OPEC TRADE

Our trade. with the non-OPEC countries has followed a different pattern.Reflecting the recession non-fuel imports declined in 1975 by nearly 18 percentin volume and $6.7 billion in value. In retrospect, we can see that the $9billion overall trade surplus recorded by the United States in 1975 was a highlyunusual aberration, resulting primarily from this sharp decline in imports.It is not an appropriate norm or base against which to compare our presentposition.
A sharp recovery of imports was to be expected as the domestic economy-recovered. Thus during 1976 non-fuel imports rebounded sharply, increasing-some 23 percent in volume. During 1977, we expect the volume of these imports.to grow about 10 percent, in keeping with the traditional U.S. income elasticity.-of demand for imports and our anticipated real growth.

EXPORTS

The recent performance of U.S. exports has been considerably more complex.Assistant Secretary Weil will have more to add on this subject, but I would'like to underline some basic points.
The volume of U.S. exports declined by 2½2 percent during 1975 because ofworld recession. (This compares with the 18 percent decline in the volume of-our non-fuel imports, indicating the degree to which the differential effects of-world recesssion temporarily strengthened the U.S. trade balance.) In 1976,.exports increased only 7 percent in value and less than 4 percent in volume.In 1977, we foresee a similar rise of only 6 to 7 percent in the value of the-U.S. exports, compared with an increase of roughly 20 percent in the value of'non-fuel imports.
I believe that there are two basic reasons for the slower growth of exports:(a) bumper world-wide grain harvests, and (2) low rates of real growth and/or"stabilization efforts in major U.S. export markets.
In the early 1970s, agricultural exports were a major source of strength for-the U.S. trade balance. They grew dramatically from about $71/_ billion in.1970 to more than $22 billion in 1974. Since that time they have risen onlyslightly.
Reflecting the good harvests around the world, last year and this year, the-volume of our farm exports is expected to fall about 21/2 percent in 1977. The-value of total agricultural exports will probably still show a small increase-although grain prices have been declining and new crop soybean and cottonprices are off sharply from first half price levels.
An even more important reason for the recently low growth rate of U.S..exports, however, has been the slow pace of recovery in the economies of our-major trading partners.
In the last two years, the U.S. economy has been growing at an annual rate'averaging about 5Y2 percent, whereas the rest of the OECD has been averaging-about 4 percent and the developing countries only about 41/2 to 5 percent. This;.is a sharp reversal of traditional postwar growth patterns which, along withtoil, has dominated the U.S. trade accounts. Our rapid recovery has naturally-increased our imports much faster than the sluggish growth rates abroad,promoted our exports.
Since the trough of the recession of 1974-75. world-wide recovery has beeniled solely by the U.S., Japan and to some extent Germany. but only about 14percent of U.S. exports go to Japan and Germany. In addition, the Japanese-economy built up extraordinarily large commodity stocks during the speculativebuying boom of 1973-74. Because these stocks are still unusually high, Japanesedomestic expansion has yet to induce a normal flow of raw material imports.Our largest single market is Canada, which buys roughly 20 percent of alLU.S. exports, and the Canadian economy has been particularly sluggish..
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Another 25 percent of U.S. exports goes to LDC markets. Thus the economic
health of these countries is also important to the U.S. trade balance. These

countries maintained relatively rapid growth rates until this year, including
in 1975 when most of the industrial world was in recession. This buoyed US

sales, and helped produce the unusual surplus of 1975.
-That continuing growth, however, required some of the LDCs to borrow yery

large sums to finance unprecedented current account deficits. Such a situation
was clearly unsustaiiable, unfortunate though that turned out to be 'from the

standpoint of US exports. In the past year, several major LDCs have'instituted
significant stabilization measures aimed at redressing their domestic imbalances
and reducing their external deficits. Mexico, the fourth largest U.S. export
market, and Brazil, our tenth market, have been quite successful in their
stabilization efforts. As a' result, total import volume in Mexico fell by 24
percent between the first half of 1976 and the first half of 1977. Brazilian
purchases from abroad fell roughly 15 percent.

These .programs, which were essential for the countries involved, produced
sharp declines in U.S. exports-roughly 19% in the case of both Mexico and
Brazil. Both countries also increased their exports to the U.S. as our economy
grew. Indeed, Mexico and Brazil alone accounted for one-sixth of the increase
in the U.S. trade deficit in the first half of this year. All non-OPEC LDCs,'
taken together, accounted for 35 percent of this shift-an annual rate of over
$8 billion.

U.S. TRADE COMPETITIVENESS

Drawing inferences about gains or losses in a country's trade competitiveness
over relatively short periods is difficult and conclusions may be warped by
factors which eventually prove temporary.

The recent performance of U.S. exports to key LDC markets illustrates the-

complexity of analyzing international trade flows, and the necessity of avoiding

hasty judgments. Between 1970 and 1976, the U.S. and Japan increased their

market shares, out-performing the other major industrial countries-Canada,
1

France, Germany. Italy and the U.K.-in LDC markets in both volume and'

value terms. On a volume basis, the U.S. share of LDC imports from the "Big'

Seven" rose by 2 percentage points, while Japan's share rose by 11/2 points.

Between the first half of 1976 and the first half of 1977, however, the U.S.

market share in LDC imports (in volume terms) fell two percentage points-a

large reduction in a one-year period. Japan meantime gained 1.6 percentage

points, while the other country changes were not significant. Two factors.
explain this shift: first, the geographic distribution of the trade, and second,'

improved harvests abroad.
On the first point, U.S. sales are heavily concentrated in Latin America,.

where the absolute volume of imports declined. The'Japanese by contrast sell

more than two-thirds of their LDC-destined goods to Asian customers where

markets expanded sharply in 1976-77. This regional difference accounts for-

three-fifths of the drop in the U.S. market share.

On' the second point, U.S. exports of agricultural products- fell 11 percent in

volume terms because of more favorable crops in the LDCs. This decline:

masked an increase in the U.S. share of manufactured imports in several major

LDC markets: in three countries where U.S. agricultural sales fell precipitously'

and where the overall U.S. market share was down-India, Brazil, and'

-Morocco-the U.S. market share for manufactures rose. We have found only-

one case-Peru-where an increase in agricultural sales hid a declining U.S.

market share for manufactures.
U.S. manufacturing industries were thus apparently able to maintain or

increase their share in nearly all major non-OPEC LDC markets during early

1977-in 13 of the 18 major non-OPEC markets. Yet because of slow growth.

in the major U.S. markets, mainly in Latin America, the absolute level of'

U.S. sales declined sharply.
One partial measure of competitiveness often used is that of relative prices!

adjusted for exchange rate changes.
Since the end of 1975, the year of our record trade surplus, U.S. inflation

has been lower than the weighted average inflation rate experienced, by our-

major trading partners: In the same period, however, the trade-weighted

exchange rate of. the dollar has appreciated slightly. Thus it would appear that

our competitive position has neither improved nor deteriorated substantially-
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-over the past 18 months. The IMF reached a similar judgment in its review ofthe United States economy last spring. We believe, therefore, that the increasein the trade deficit cannot be explained in terms of a worsening of relativeprice performance.
OUTLOOK

I have no great confidence in quantitative forecasts for the U.S. tradelbalance. Our forecasting efforts in recent years have been embarrassingly-inaccurate-although those of the international organizations and private-analysts have been even further from the mark. The total value of our tradenext year will probably exceed $300 billion, and an error of only 1 percent on-each side could result in a $3 billion error in the balance.Our outlook has to be appraised in terms of the major factors I have beentalking about-the volume of our oil imports and the price of oil, and the rate,of economic growth in other areas as well as growth at home.Alaskan oil has now begun to come on stream, and will reverse the down-trend of U.S. oil production next year. Purchases for the Strategic PetroleumReserve, will, however, be an offsetting factor. The growth of our economy willbe a bit slower than in 1977, but growth abroad may not pick up much-it mayeven be a bit slower in Europe, though a bit faster in the LDCs. World crop,carryovers are at high levels and good harvests are again likely. Consequently,the value of U.S. farm exports may decline somewhat. Thus I do not see thebasis for much, if any, reduction in our trade deficit in 1978, and I would notrule out the possibility of some further increase.
Just as the relative contribution of services to the domestic economy is rising,so is the contribution of services to our international transactions. Investmentincome, military transactions, transportation and insurance charges and tourismare important items in our international payments balance. In the first halfof 1977, those service transactions produced a net surplus of $17 billion atannual rate. Transfer payments (private and public) resulted in a net outflowof $5 billion, but together these items reduced the current account deficit-which includes trade plus services and transfers-by roughly $12 billion belowthat on merchandise trade alone. I see no reason to expect a dramatic changein this figure, and it should be borne in mind when appraising the U.S.external position.

THE EFFECTS OF EXCHANGE RATE CHANGE

Let me address several questions the Subcommittee has asked about exchangerates.
First, you asked to what extent the trade deficit results from rigidities inthe exchange rate system.
I would answer that it may well be that there are instances in which sometypes of "rigidity"-not necessarily involving intervention in the foreignexchange markets-have acted to deter the appreciation of a particular rateand may thus have adversely affected the U.S. trade balance to some degree.On the other hand, there have clearly been instances in which countries have*acted to moderate or prevent a depreciation of their rates and may thus havetended to reduce the U.S. trade deficit. Thus there have been rigidities in bothdirections, and I would not argue that one has had more influence than theother.

* But we should look not only at rigidities, but also at the rate movementswhich have occurred, and which are facilitating adjustment of internationalimbalances. The actual movements, as shown in Table 1 attached, have beensignificant.
You also asked to what extent dollar depreciation would reduce the deficit.My first observation is that depreciation would not help with our oil importbill. OPEC practice is to express the price of oil in dollar terms. Thus changesin the exchange rate of the dollar do not themselves change the oil import bill.Certainly the experience of the past few years-in which a five-fold increasein the price of oil has been accompanied by an increase of 80 percent in thevolume of our oil imports-should not lead us to expect the value of our oilimports to fall if the dollar price rose.
Speaking more broadly, let me say that depreciation might be an appropriatecourse if our problem were a general lack of competitiveness. But the swingin our trade position results from other factors-oil, sluggish growth and
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stagnant markets abroad, good harvests-rather than a general lack of
competitiveness.

The dollar's exchange rate should not be influenced by only one part of our
balance of payments-the trade deficit-but by all elements. With large and
autonomous capital inflows, the..dollar, despite the large trade deficit, has
remained relatively strong in the foreign exchange markets. As of September
30, the irate, measured on a trade weighted basis against the other industrial
countries, was actually slightly higher than it was at the beginning of 1976.
It is strong because investors have confidence in the future of the U.S.
economy.

Our economy is still the largest single economy in the world. Our output
exceeds that of all of Western Europe combined.

Our economy is growing. In 2 years-1976 and 1977-the increase in our
market will be greater than the equivalent of the entire economy of Britain.

Our money and capital markets have a size, depth, flexibility and openness
unequalled anywhere in the world.

We have a stable political system.
We respect private contracts.
We maintain a competitive, market oriented economy.
We have a determination to pursue sound economic policies which will foster

sustained, non-inflationary growth.

THE ACTIONS REQUIRED

Mr. Chairman, you asked what, if anything, we should do to reduce our trade
deficit. My response is this: We should:

Maintain a growing, non-inflationary domestic economy.
Continue to urge countries which are in a strong external position to expand

their economies as rapidly as is consistent with continued control of inflation,
and to accept a weakening of their current account position and an appreciation
of Iheir currencies in response to underlying market forces.

Work to strengthen the competitiveness of our exports.
Continue to pursue the multilateral trade negotiations and to resist protec-

tionism everywhere-including here at home.
Limit our intervention in the exchange markets to the countering of dis-

orderly market conditions.
And above all, deal effectively -with our energy problem.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the U.S. trade deficit, while understandable

and explainable in terms of the factors I have mentioned, warrants our concerns
and continuing close attention. I believe the steps I have outlined represent
a sound and responsible approach to a future strengthening of our position.

TABLE 1.-CHANGES IN VALUES OF SELECTED CURRENCIES IN TERMS OF THE U.S. DOLLAR

[In percentage]

End December End December End December
1975 to end 1976 to end 1975 to end

December 1976 September 1977 September 1977

Japanese yen -+4.2 +11.1 +15.0
German mark -+11.0 +2.3 +13.4
Dutch guilder -+9.4 +0.7 +9.3
Swiss franc - +6. 9 +4. 6 +12.1
Austrian schilling -+10. 4 +1. 6 +12.1
Belgian franc -+9. 9 +0.6 +10.6
Norwegian rone -+7.7 -5.7 +1.6
Danish krone -+6. 7 -5.9 +0.4
Swedish krona -+6.3. -14.5 -9.1
Canadian dollar- +0. 7 -5.9 -5. 4
French franc -- 9.7 +1.3 -8.7
Australian dollar -- 13.6 +1. 9 -11.9
British sterling -- 15. 9 +2. 6 -13. 6
Italian lira -- 21.9 -0.8 -22. 6
Portuguese escudo -- 12.9. -22. 6 -32. 6
Spanish peseta - -12.5 -19.3 -29. 4
Brazilian cruziero -- 26. 5 -17.3 -39.2
Mexican peso -- 37. 3 -12.3 -45. 0
Chilian peso - -51. 2 -13. 8 -57. 9
Argentine peso -- 77.8 -38. 2 -86.3
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Representative REUSS. Thank you, Mr. Solomon.
Mr. Samuel.

STATEMENT OF HON. HOWARD SAMUEL, DEPUTY UNDER
SECRETARY OF LABOR FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Mr. SAMUEL. Mr. Cochairman, members of the committee, I am
pleased to have this opportunity to make some observations on the
impact of the current trade deficit on the employment situation in
the United States.

It may be helpful first to review recent employment trends in the
United States. Total employment has risen substantially since the
trough of the recession in 1975. Total employment on nonagricultural
payrolls averaged 79.4 million in 1976, an increase of 2.4 million
over 1975.

It has continued to rise in 1977, and stood at 82.8 million in Sep-
tember-seasonally adjusted. Manufacturing employment which fell
from an average of 20 million in 1974 to an average of 18.3 million
in 1975, rose to 19 million in 1976 and was 19.6 million in September
1977-seasonally adjusted. It has been essentially flat in recent months
and remains below the 1974 average. Individual manufacturing sec-
tors have tended to follow a similar pattern but there are some
differences.

For example, employment in motor vehicles has risen substantially
over the past year, but employment in basic steel has been stagnant
for more than a year and is still markedly below the 1974 level.

In commenting on the questions before the committee, I will con-
fine my remarks to the manufacturing trade balance for which the
employment issue may be of greatest relevance. This sets aside, for
the purpose of this discussion, the special problems of energy and of
changing crop conditions around the world which play a large part
in determining agricultural trade.

The issue of the aggregate employment 'impact of the overall trade
deficit depends largely on the reasons for the deficit. To the extent
that the deficit reflects the fact that the U.S. economy has been
growing faster than the economies of our trading partners, it should
not be regarded as having a significant impact on aggregate employ-
ment in the United States.

On this assumption, the deficit could be considered to be a byproduct
of our economic progress relative to that of other countries. To the
extent that the deficit reflects reduced competitiveness of U.S. goods
in domestic and export markets, then the deficit may be having an
imnact on the employment situation.

The balance of U.S. trade in manufactures showed a surplus of
about $20 billion in 1975. It dropped to $12.5 billion in 1976 and
further to $3.7 billion, at an annual rate. in the first 8 months of 1977.

'The balance has been falling all year. So far in the third quarter it
has been in deficit at an annual rate of $800 million. I should note
that these data are based on f.a.s. [freight alongside ship] valuations

-for imports.
In order to estimate employment impacts, it may be more appro-

-priate to use c.i.f. [cost, insurance, freight] valuations to reflect more
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closely the amount actually paid by Americans for imports and'to
-take account of the fact that almost all transportation services for
imports are performed by foreigners. If c.i.f. valuations were.used,
exports and imports of manufacturers would show a' deficit of ap-
proximately $2 billion in the first 8 months of 1977 compared to the
surplus'of 3.7 billion bas6d on f.a.s.

Secretary Solomon has .made the point tha±t the increased trade
deficit is probably due in the main to increased oil- imports and 'the
;pace of our recove'ry 'relative' to other countries. Aggregate employ-
ment has been moving upward during the period in which the. trade
'deficit has been rising. We recognize that the trade deficit is' not a
.dominant' factor in determining the aggregate level of employment.

But, whatever the balance of the trade'account, increasing pene-
vtration by imports may have intensified employment problems in
-particular industries. We would note that it has been'necessary to
-take some form of remedial action to .restrain imports of footwear.
-televisions, apparel, and specialty steel. Other recent developments
indicate pdtential .dislocations arising froni .trade in'other sectors.
Tor example, the basic steel industry is deeply concerned about
increasing import penetration of the domestic steel market.

While it is difficult to make systematic estiihates of the 'relationship
between the trade trends and employment, the Department of Labor
'has had to make judgments on trade displacement in each of the
growing number of petitions for' trade adjustment assistance -filed
l.y workers under the 'Trade Act of 1974. In each of these specific
cases, the DOL must decide whether imports have contributed im-
portantly to the unemployment or underemployment the workers
-have experienced. From the beginning of the program in April 1975
through September 30, 1977, approximately 255,000 workers involved
'in 840 petitions have been certified as eligible for worker adjustment
assistance under the Trade Act of 1974.

These certifications have included more than 50,000 workers in
-steel, about 35,000 in apparel, 24,000 in- leather and leather products,
-mostly footwear, 63,000 in transportation equipment, and 29,000 in
*electrical and electronic equipment. In the'-first 9 months of 1977
'alone, a total of 72,000 workers have been certified. It should also be
-noted that a substantial number of petitions have been denied re-
-flecting judgment under the Trade Act, that imiports in those cases
*did not contribute importantly to employment dislocations.

Fromh'the beginning of the program through September' 30 of this
year, approximately 300,000 workers have been denied eligibility,'
man1 y of them in the same broad sectors mentioned above. The dis-
tin('tion lies in the situation of the particular. plant and specific
-product involved.

At least for the workers in'the cases which have been certified, it is
reasonable to conclude 'that increased imports have contributed im-

-portantly to their unemployment. In these cases, howeve'r, the dislo--
cations might still have occurred even if U.S. exports had been
keering pace with U.S. imports.

There are manv difficulties involved' in'trying to evaluate the
1i]npact of recent changes in imports and exports on aggregate em-
.ployment. Ideally, we. should lihvd information on'areas such as the
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effect of increased imports on the demand for domestic products, and
the relationship between changes in output and changes in employ-
ment.

Nevertheless, the experience with the trade adjustment assistance
program indicates that recent trade trends have increased employment
problems in particular sectors. This possibility was recognized by
the Congress in establishing the trade adjustment assistance program,
and improving access to the program by the Trade Act of 1974.

The point to be stressed, perhaps, is that it is necessary to go
behind the trade aggregates reflected in the trade balance and examine
trade in specific products. The Bureau of International Labor Affairs
of the Department of Labor is engaged in an effort to estimate sectoral
and aggregate relationships between employment and exports and
imports. We hope to be able to shed more light on the trade and
employment issue in the near future.

This concludes my statement.
Thank you.
Representative REuss. Thank you very much, Mr. Samuel.
Secretary Weil.

STATEMENT OF RON. FRANK A. WEIL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF COMMERCE FOR DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Mr. WEIL. Thank you, Mr. Cochairman.
I am pleased to have this opportunity to discuss the U.S. foreign

trade position. There is no doubt that the trade deficit poses a serious
and very complex problem for the United States. The problem is
complicated by the fact that for much of the public, trade has become
a sensitive and at times an emotionally charged issue.

There is no question in my mind that the trade deficit must be
dealt with. It cannot be ignored. Though the problem is a serious
one, realistically, there are no simple or quick solutions. Many possible
actions could worsen, rather than improve, the impact on the U.S.
economy.

The Department of Commerce currently estimates a 1977 trade
deficit of close to $30 billion on a balance of payments basis, and we
expect a 1978 deficit of roughly the same magnitude. Moreover, as we
look down the road, it appears that a sizable U.S.-trade deficit may
be a fact of life for some time to come.

Many different factors are contributing to the trade deficit, but
there is no doubt that oil is by far the principal cause. The fivefold
increased in oil prices since 1973, coupled with growing U.S. oil
consumption and falling U.S. oil production, has led to an oil import
bill that will amount to about $45 billion in 1977. This amount is as
large as our total import bill for all our imports in 1971.

Effective action to reduce our future oil imports represents the
fundamental basis for a return to a more reasonably balanced trade
position.

Oil imports, however, are only part of the problem. Half of the
expected $20 billion decline in the U.S.-trade balance this year is in
products other than oil. Of particular concern to the Department of
Commerce is the almost $9 billion decline in our manufactured goods
trade balance.
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For the first S months of 1977, U.S. trade in manufactured goods
was in surplus at an annual rate of only $3.7 billion, contrasted with
a $12.5 billion surplus in 1976. Moreover, the balance has been falling
throughout 1977, and in the third quarter it was in deficit at an
annual rate of $800 million.

It is particularly important that we attempt to understand the
causes of our declining trade balance in manufactures. The conclusion
that we and others have drawn, based on available data, is that a
decline in U.S. competitiveness is not a primary cause of the U.S.-
trade deficit at this time. This does not mean, however, that the
United States may not have lost some competitiveness or that com-
petitiveness is not a problem.

The predominant cause of the present decline in the manufactures
trade balance is the difference between economic performance of the
United States and other nations. The United States is presently the
principal element of strength in the world economic recovery. Eco-
nomic growth abroad, on the other hand, has been extremely slow
in 1977 and is clearly reflected in our sluggish export performance.

Industrial production in other developed nations has been essen-
tially stagnant for the last 10 months, and, in fact, was lower in July
of this year than in January. In addition, many of our less-developed
trading partners have been forced by oil prices and foreign exchange
constraints to reduce their imports of manufactures and to slow
their economic growth.

Our manufactured goods exports to these countries-which nor-
mally account for about one-fourth of all U.S.-manufactured goods
exports-are virtually unchanged from 1975.

For our domestic economy, the rapidity of our import growth in
certain sensitive industries has required Government action in adjust-
ing to competition from abroad. In the aggregate, however, our
manufactured imports do not appear to be out of line with what we
would expect, given the strong growth in our domestic economy.

Because the quantity of manufactured imports fell so sharply in
1975, due to the recession, the 24-percent increase in quantity in i976
barely restored the prerecession relation between imports and do-
mestic activity.

It is important, however, that we do not allow the predominate
role of growth differentials reflected in our present trade deficit to
foster a complacency about our underlying competitive position.
There are some indications that the United States may have lost
ground to foreign competitors, though any influence this has had on
our present trade performance appears to be minor.

"Competitiveness" is one of those terms that is easy to talk about
but difficult to define or measure. The lack of some key data-such
as market shares-beyond the first quarter of 1977-makes an accurate
assessment of our competitive standing difficult.

Given the time lags involved, we might currently expect to be
experiencing some negative impact on our export performance from
a deterioration in our price competitiveness that occured in 1975.

For the last year, however, our international price competitiveness
has remained stable, and we continue to retain a good part of the
price improvement that resulted from the 1971-73 currency realine-
ments.
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As a former businessman, however, I am keenly aware that priceis only one factor in termining competitiveness. It is the future thatconcerns me. Many economists expect that U.S. and foreign econ-omies will grow more slowly in the future than in past decades.This may imply increased reliance on nonprice factors-such assalesmanship, market knowledge, delivery times, product quality,credit terms, et cetera-as competitors struggle to increase their salesin slowly growing markets. Competition will be further intensifiedby the increasing entry of the less-developed countries as exportersof a growing range of manufactured goods.While we should not ignore Lord Keynes' dictum that in the longrun we are all dead, we are perhaps so caught up in the short-terillmaspects of our trade situation that we do not foresee as we should thelonger run problems we face in adjusting to a more slowly expandina-and more competitive world economy.
Competitiveness in the longer run, I believe will become less a.question of price than of ensuring that the U.S. economy is dynamic.that it innovates and invests. We must be able to restructure oun-market orientation, shifting away from traditional products andmarkets that are slowly growing to those that are more dynamic;,That is the key to international competitiveness in the longer term,.Exports have always been more important to most other nationsthan to the United States, which for decades could content itself with.its huge continental market. Other nations have developed theii-economies by taking full cognizance of the need to export and theneed to avoid policies that disadvantage exports. We need to do the.same.

There are positive action that need to be taken to address the U.S.--trade deficit.
A reduction in future U.S.-trade deficits depends importantly-upon: reducing future oil imports; more rapid economic growthabroad; and increased U.S. competitiveness in world markets.Progress will not be easy in any of these areas, and results willtake time to manifest themselves. Actions, however, should be initiatedsoon. I am most concerned that we get in train those policies whichtake a long time to start in motion and even longer to become.effective.
Moreover, we need to act while we still have latitude and discretionto select the most positive and beneficial courses and are not forced,into a position in which we have no choices. Reduction in our oil'imports represents the fundamental way to return to a reasonably-balanced trade position.
Until we, as a Nation, are capable -of greater' energy conservation,and self-sufficiency, we should not expect an elimination of the deficit,.nor is it desirable from the perspective of assuming our fair share.of the world's oil burden. We really do need an energy program.Perhaps the most immediate improvement in our 'trade balance.would come through an increase in foreign economic activity. Un-fortunatelys reversal or moderation of slow'growth abroad may notbe quick and, unlike oil, it is not a factor on which- the United Statescan exert a primary influence. We can and should, however,'continue.to impress upon other nations, especially Germany and Japan, the:
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counterproductive nature of excessively relying on export-led growth
and the necessity of undertaking adequate measures to stimulate their
domestic demand.

Longer term, but within our control, is our approach to ensuring.
the future competitive position of the United States in world markets.
Fundamentally, this is a matter of national awareness and conscious-
ness and of economic structure. We are going to have to export more
to pay for our imports, and we have to become more competitive to.
do it.

Domestically, we have to ensure a strong economy capable of a
more rapid change in our industrial structure than we have experi-
enced in the past. This will require an acceleration in the replacement
and renewal of our capital stock and a reduction in structural rigid-
ities to the movement of capital and labor.

We need to examine our existing domestic policies as they affect
our international competitiveness. Taxation, investment, antitrust,
transportation, and many other policies affect our competitiveness,
even though their pioponents may not have considered that. We need.
to change those laws that seriously impact on our competitiveness.

We also need to ensure that new laws and policies do not hamper
our competitiveness. Before implementing new policies, we should
examine their effect on our trade. We need to be more systematic about
such assessments. I hope that as we improve our overall economic
evaluation process we can include provision for assessing the trade'
impact of all proposed laws and policies.

Many U.S. businessmen believe we do not do enough for our ex-
porters compared with other nations. We need to better evaluate our
efforts and to renew our commitment to exporting.

We need to ensure that U.S. exporters have credit facilities on
competitive terms. We need to increase our export promotion efforts,
and to restructure them to the needs of tomorrow. Only about 20.000
of 300,000 U.S. manufactures firms export-this great potential must
be utilized.

Most fundamentally, we need to ensure American exporters the
opportunity to compete on a fair footing in foreign markets. A most
important effort is to achieve a successful conclusion to the multi-
lateral trade negotiations. At home, we need to deal quickly with.
unfair trade practices such as dumping.

None of these needs that I have outlined are new. They have been
discussed often before, but not enough has been done on most of them.
What has been lacking is the determination and the priority to act.

:i would not want to look back and say that the late 1970's marked
the beginning of an era in which the United States led the rest of
the world into self-defeating rounds of protectionist policies. I hope
that years from now we can look back and say that the trade deficit,'
although presenting difficult problems of adjustment, also awakened
us to the need to improve our competitive position in the international
economy.

Mr. Cochairman, I have filed with the committee staff a substantially'
longer, more detailed prepared statement covering essentially the
same points.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Weil follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK A. WEIL

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be able to discuss the U.S. foreign tradeposition with the Subcommittee today and to consider some of the problemsand ramifications of that position.
The trade deficit poses a serious and very complex problem for the UnitedStates. The problem is complicated by the fact that, for much of the public,trade has become a sensitive, and at times an emotionally charged issue. It isextremely important, I believe, that the trade deficit be dealt with positivelyand rationally, with a more complete understanding of its causes and effects.What I would like to do today is: Provide a brief overview of our generaltrade situation and prospects; focus your attention on the U.S. position inmanufactured goods trade; respond to your questions regarding the U.S.competitive position; and suggest what actions the United States should take.There is no doubt in my mind that the trade deficit must be dealt with. Itcannot be ignored. Though the problem is a serious one, realistically there areno simple or quick solutions. Many possible actions could worsen, rather thanimprove, the impact on the U.S. economy.

SIZE OF THE DEFICIT

To begin with, let's look at the size of the deficit. The Department ofCommerce is currently estimating a 1977 trade deficit of close to $30 billion,on a balance of payments basis. It is, of course, partially offset by a surplus onthe services account, so that the current account deficit is expected to be about$18 billion in 1977-about 1.0 percent of GNP. While a figure of this sizeamounts to a comparatively small proportion of GNP, it is sizeable both inrelation to our historical experience and in relation to our exports of goodsand services. In the first half of this year, for instance, the current accountdeficit was equivalent to 10 pereent of our exports of goods and services. Weshould not lull ourselves into believing that this is a low proportion in relationto the experience of other countries. In fact, it is a higher proportion thanthat experienced last year by the troubled economies of Italy and the UnitedKingdom-6 percent and 4 percent, respectively.
Current indications point to another U.S. trade deficit of about the samemagnitude for 1978. While very preliminary indications lead us to suspect thetrade deficit will moderate somewhat in 1979, it appears that a sizeable U.S.trade deficit may be a fact of life for some time, and we must deal with thepresent deficit in that context.
Many different factors are contributing to the trade deficit, but there is nodoubt that oil is by far the principal cause. The five-fold increase in oil pricessince 1973, coupled with growing U.S. oil consumption and falling U.S. oilproduction, has led to an oil import bill that will amount to about $45 billionin 1977. This staggering amount is as large as our total import bill for all ourImports in 1971.
There can be no return to a reasonably balanced trade position withouteffective action to reduce our oil imports, and/or sufficient growth in OPECImport absorption. The importance of effective action to reduce oil importssimply cannot be overstated. Until we are capable of greater energy conserva-tion and self-sufficiency in a cost-effective manner, a complete elimination ofthe U.S. deficit should not be expected nor, from the perspective of the sharingof the world's oil deficit, is it desirable.
Oil imports, however, are only part of the problem. Half of the expected $20billion decline in the U.S. trade balance this year is in products other than oil.About $2 billion of this decline is in the agricultural trade balance. Thesmaller agricultural surplus is the combined result of better crop conditionsabroad-resulting in both lower prices for some U.S. farm products andreduced quantity levels (particularly U.S. wheat exports)-and of huge priceincreases in some imported agricultural commodities (notably coffee).Of particular concern to the Department of Commerce, however, is thedecline in the manufactured goods trade balance. It Is this trade that Ispecifically want to discuss today.
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MANUFACTURED GOODS TRADE

U.S. trade in manufactured goods was in surplus by $12.5 billion in 1976.
For the first eight months of 1977, however, the surplus was running at an

annual rate of $3.7 billion-a $9 billion decline from 1976. The balance,

moreover, has been falling all year. Our manufactures trade was in surplus by

about $5.9 billion at an annual rate in the first quarter of 1977 and at an annual

rate of $1.6 billion in the second quarter. So far in the third quarter it has

been in deficit at an annual rate of $800 million.
The declining balance is the result of both rapid import growth and slow

export growth. For this year as a whole, manufactured imports will probably

be up about 20 percent, but manufactured exports will have increased only
about 6 percent.

The declining position in manufactured goods trade Is of particular sig-

nificance because of the importance of such trade to the United States. In the

past, manufactures have accounted for about two-thirds of U.S. exports and

about one-half of U.S. imports. It is manufactured goods, moreover, which tend

to raise the greatest controversy in foreign trade, for most people typically
associate changes in this balance with factors such as employment impacts and
competitiveness.

Thus it is particularly important that we attempt to understand the causes

of the declining trade balance in manufactured goods. The consensus among

economists is that a decline in U.S. competitiveness is not a primary cause of

the U.S. trade deficit at this time. This does not mean, however, that the

U.S. may not have experienced some loss in its relative competitive position

or that competitiveness is not a problem for the United States.
The predominant cause of the present decline in our manufactures trade

balance is the difference between the economic performance of the United States

and of other nations. The United States is presently the principal element of

strength in the world economic recovery. Our economic growth has played the

key role in the 20 percent'increase in U.S. imports of manufactures this year.

In certain sensitive industries the rapidity of import growth has required

government action in adjusting to increased competition from abroad. Never-

theless, the current aggregate level of imports does not appear to be significantly
out of line with historical relationships. During the 1975 recession, the ratio

of manufactured imports to domestic shipments of manufactures fell sharply.

This ratio has recently restored itself to pre-recession levels, suggesting that

some moderation in the rapid pace of import growth relative to domestic output
should be forthcoming.

Economic growth abroad, on the other hand, has been extremely slow in 1977.

The Department's index of industrial production in other developed nations

shows that, on a trade-weighted basis, industrial activity abroad has essentially
been stagnant since November 1976. Industrial production abroad was, in fact,

lower in July of this year than in January. Understandably, this has led to

extremely slow growth in the demand for U.S. manufactures on the part of
other developed nations.

Economic growth has also been slow in the less-developed nations (LDCs).
This factor is more important to U.S. trade than to the trade of most other
nations, as about one-fourth of all U.S. manufactured goods exports normally

go to the non-oil LDCs. Many of these nations, particularly in the important
Latin American market, have been forced by oil prices and foreign exchange

constraints to reduce their Imports of manufactures and to slow their economic
growth.

Reflecting these constraints, U.S. manufactured goods exports to the non-oil
producing LDCs are no larger in 1977 than they were in 1976. In fact, this is

the second straight year of no growth. Our manufactured goods exports to

these countries are virtually unchanged from 1975.
Compounding the problem of slow growth abroad is the fact that investment

has been a slow-growing economic sector in most developed nations and LDCs.
This has particularly dampened demand for capital goods, which account for

half of U.S. manufactures exports. The United States, on the other hand, is

traditionally an importer of consumer goods, and the consumer sector has been
among the most rapidly growing segments of the U.S. economy.

These factors account for the vast bulk of the deterioration In U.S.
manufactured goods trade. Their reversal, unfortunately, may not be quick.

25-582-7S 5
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COMPETITIVENESS

The Committee has indicated that it is concerned about the competitivenessof U.S. manufactured goods and so am I. Competitiveness, however, is one ofthose concepts which is easy to talk about but very difficult to define. It is alsoan area in which judgments abound, but accurate and timely data are inshort supply.
While the available data are somewhat ambiguous of late, we tend to believethat a loss in competitiveness has not been a major cause of the decline in themanufactured goods trade balance so far. There are some indications, particu-larly in market shares, that the U.S. competitive position may have beenweakening slightly. Any weakening in the competitive position so far, however,has been far overshadowed in its trade balance impact by the effects of slowereconomic growth abroad than in the United States.
Conventionally, economists use relative price changes as a measure ofinternational competitiveness. I believe this concept has some utility, but it isfar from perfect in defining competitiveness in its actual sense-in particular,it does not take into account those non-price factors which figure so importantlyin determining sales in international markets.
Competitiveness as measured by relative prices has fluctuated considerablysince the Smithsonian Agreement, and these fluctuations have almost certainlyhad an effect on our trade position. Figure 1 illustrates the ratio of U.S. pricesof manufactured exports to the export prices of our major industrial competitorsfor the period 1971 to 1976.
Also shown in Figure 1 is the 'export-weighted U.S. exchange rate. Clearly,the devaluations of the dollar had a positive effect on U.S. competitiveness.From the second quarter of 1971 to the third quarter of 1973, U.S. competitive-ness, as measured by the relative price movements of manufactures, increased22 percent. Since that peak, U.S. price competitiveness has declined to somedegree but remains about 12 percent better than before the SmithsonianAgreement.
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The improvement in U.S. price competitiveness of manufactures since 1971was not entirely due to exchange rate changes. Figure 2 shows U.S. wholesaleprices for manufactured goods compared to the wholesale prices of our majorindustrial competitors. In one case the comparison is in national currencies andthe other is in dollars. The gap between the two lines 'reflects the effects ofexchange rate changes. The, movement of the index .In. national currenciesindicates that the United States -had a superior domestic price performanceas compared to its major competitors in the 1971-73 period. It also shows thatsome of our price competitiveness loss since 1973 can be attributed to higherinflation in the United States in 1974 and 1975 than abroad. In 1976 and 1977,however, U.S. inflation has been more moderate. With a relatively gooddomestic price performance the dollar has strengthened. so that, on balance,our recent international price competitiveness has remained relatively stable.

FIGURE 2
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These relative price indexes do not measure absolute competitiveness, butrather only relative changes. Nevertheless, the relative price movements overthe last five years suggest that the devaluations did bring a significantimprovement to U.S. price competitiveness, and that we continue to retain agood part of that improvement.
Another common measure of competitiveness is market share performance,but this indicator is also far from perfect. Market shares do reflect changesin competitiveness, but they also reflect changes in the composition of countryand product demand. As shown in Figure 3, from the mid-1950s to the early1970s, the U.S. share of both manufactures exports and of total trade showeda general decline. In 1972, however, our share began an upward trend thatpeaked in 1975. Since 1975, the share has declined somewhat. The trade sharedecline in the 1950s and 1960s reflected, to a considerable degree, the growthin our trading partners' economies. As other economies developed, theirindustrial bases after the war, their exports increased relative to U.S. exports.Some of this decline, however, particularly in the late 1960s, also reflected alack of price competitiveness due in part to an overvalued dollar.
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FIGURE 3
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It seems reasonable to conclude that the major industrial economies have

attained roughly the same level of economic development, and this implies -a

generally more constant behavior in the trade shares of the developed world.

(This assumes, of course, that, the proportion of goods to services in the

current account does not drastically shift.) If, therefore, we observe in

'subsequent quarters that our trade share again resumes the long-term dow~nward

trend of pre-1971, we must be especially concerned regarding our competitive-

ness.
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The recent behavior of the U.S. §hare: of manufactures trade shows agenerally declining pattern after several years of increase, as is evident inFigure 4. The U.S. share in the first quarter of-1977 stood. at, 19.9 percent, thelowest level in nearly three years. Interpretations, however, have to be drawnwith caution; and these share figures must not be taken as proof of acompetitive decline. For example,' the entire decline in the first quarter of.1977 was due to a decline in the highly volatile category of transportationequipment (aircraft, motor vehicles, etc.). The U.S. share of other manufacturescategories remained stable in the first quarter.
Many economists, moreover, argue that the high U.S. shares in the secondhalf of 1975 were an anomaly resulting from unusual foreign demand conditions.Thus it c6uld be argued that our recent share behavior has been stable, ratherthan declining. The statistical evidence is not clear, and data are not yetavailable past the first quarter of 1977. Even pessimistic interpretations of theU.S. share behavior in the last year, however, make it clear that through thefirst quarter any loss of share that represents competitive changes has beenminor.
A somewhat different perspective on share performance in recent years''isprovided in Figure 5, which contrasts our export share measured in quantityterms (constant 1970 prices and exchange rates) with the share.calculated incurrent value terms. (Note should be made of the slightly different methodologyused to calculate the value share in Figure 5 as compared to Figure 4.) Thequantity share clearly moved upwards more strongly in the 1971 to 1975period and also declined more rapidly thereafter. Because of the termsg of tradeeffect of the exchange rate changes, the value share showed smaller movements.Interestingly, both, shares appear to be coming together at. about 1.972' levels.
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The movement in our manufactures trade share appears generally coilsisteittwith what we know about the lagged response of trade to changes in relativeprices. We. would expect our share,- particularly when measured in* quantitvrather .than in. current. dollar terms, to reflect -prijr changes in our. relativeprice competitiveness. Figure 6 depicts our share -of industrial countriesmanufactured exports measured in.. quantity. terms (constant. 1970 dollars),and the relative price index of -U. S.' manufactures. .This figure does", suggesta lagged 'response of quantity to price changes. .- A
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Many economists believe that lags of two to three years exist between
significant price movements and substantial trade effects; thus, share changes
in 1976 and to some degree 1977 may reflect earlier changes in price
competitiveness. In view of the greater U.S. relative price stability over the
last year, however, we would not expect to see much additional deterioration
in our manufactures share resulting from price effects.

Other factors, however, affect our trade shares in addition to relative prices.
The competitiveness of U.S. products in international trade is and will in the
future be determined by a variety of non-price factors-salesmanship, market
knowledge, delivery times, product quality, credit terms, etc. These non-price
factors concern me more at this time than relative price competitiveness.

Many of these non-price factors are heavily affected by or determined by
government actions here and abroad in connection with exporting efforts-this
is particularly true with regard to marketing and financing for exports. Thus,we must be sensitive to these non-price factors if our exporters are to remain
competitive. In this regard I feel we can no longer afford a complacent attitude
with regard to exporting and the environment we create for it. Other nations
are simply trying harder.

In the longer run we must recognize that competitiveness becomes less aquestion of prices but more of an adoption to change. An economy which is not
dynamic, which does not innovate and invest, will find itself falling behind the
rest of the world.

TIHE LONGER-TERM

I have felt for some time that the U.S. position in world trade was a matter
requiring more attention. Of the greatest concern, however, should be the long-
run prospects for the U.S. position in world trade-problems which have existed
prior to this year, even during our record trade surplus of only two years ago.
Unfortunately, the deficit is not a short-run phenomenon that will disappear as
rapidly as it emerged. Given the likelihood of continued large OPEC surpluses,
trade deficits in all probability are going to be a fact of life for quite some time.

Therefore, the central factor guiding our policy decisions should be how the
United States will respond to the very different world we now face and to the
additional changes which will occur over the next decade.

How are things different now? First, we have had a more rapid rise in import
prices than export prices-due principally to the massive petroleum price in-
creases. This means that compared to 1972, before the OPEC price rises, wenow have to give up more in terms of domestic output to obtain the samequantity of imports. Figure 7-which presents the real volume of imports
received as a proportion of gross national product versus the real claims on
U.S. resources in "payment" for these imports-is a graphic representation of
this change.

This cannot be changed in the short run. It is obvious, therefore, that in the
future we need to expand exports to reach a more balanced trade account, and
we must also be concerned with the efficiency with which we export and the
terms of trade for our exports.

Another change is that much of the very rapid growth experienced by thedeveloped world in the past 20 years will probably not be extended in the
future. There may be limitations on the future rate of expansion-in resources
and in environmental tolerance-that will be more restrictive than in the past.
Whether improvement in technology and productivity will be able to offset
these is unclear. While long-term forecasts are often of questionable value,
many observers believe that the U.S. economy may grow more slowly in the
future than over the past 20 years. Some economists also project a decline in
the long-term growth rate of foreign economies that is proportionately greater
than that for the United States.

A third major change is that the less-developed countries are increasingly
becoming exporters and competitors in a growing range of manufactured goods.
A continuation, and perhaps acceleration, of this trend is absolutely necessary
for the economic development of these countries. This trend will continue and
will necessitate possibly painful changes for many countries, as they attempt
to adjust to this new competitive force. Already over one-fifth of our manu-
factured goods imports come from LDCs. Trade is two-way, however, and theLDCs will be growing markets as well as growing competitors.
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FIGURE 7
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Finally, the United States may have a reduced advantage in other areas.

For instance, our great wealth advantage in capital stock may be a less

important competitive factor in the future than in the past. Higher energy

costs have made some capital equipment uneconomical now. New capital must

be added through new investment which uses more efficient and more energy-

saving technologies. Moreover, a continuation of the traditionally higher rate

of investment in most other industrial countries would mean a higher relative
rate of embodying these new technologies and energy efficiencies overseas

than here.
While we should not ignore Lord Keynes' dictum that in the long run we

are all dead, we are perhaps so caught up in short-term aspects of the trade-

situation that we do not foresee as we should the longer-run problems we face

in adjusting to a more slowly expanding and more competitive world economy.
In the longer run we will only be "competitive" if we are able to change our

'traditional" products and markets from those that are slowly expanding to

those that are more dynamic. Over the longer run, competitiveness translates

into the ability to restructure our market orientation, our export composition,

the nature and usefulness of our products, and our productive efficiencies to

match changing world markets and competition.
Trade is matching resources and efforts for return. Our actions now should

attempt to insure that we are efficient in our production, distribution and

marketing tasks and thus in the long run achieve a maximum "profit" in trading

for goods we desire and which can be comparatively more easily produced
abroad.

WHAT SHOOULD BE DONE

A reduction in future U.S. trade deficits depends upon progress in three areas:

Reducing future oil imports; more rapid economic growth abroad; and increased

U.S. competitiveness in world markets
Progress will not be easy in any of these areas, and results will take time to

manifest themselves. Actions, however, should be initiated soon. I am most

concerned that we get in train those policies which take a long time to start

in motion and even longer to become effective. Moreover, we need to act while
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we still have latitude and discretion: tposelect the most positive and beneficialcourses and are not forced into a position in which we have no choices.The reduction of oil. s np6 is bf critical importance, both in reducing ourtrade deficits and'in -avoiding- the'financial-or'sbpply crises that will surelycome if we continue increasing oil imports at recent growth rates. The leadtimes are long, and effective action must be taken soon. We really do need anenergy program!
! Half-of the increase in our deficit, however, is in products other than oil,and a reduction in this:portion of our deficit over the next few years is directlytied to world economic recovery. Unlike the early 1970s, exchange rate changescannot be expected to play the principal role in reducing our deficit. Whilesome adjustment may take place in the value of various currencies, the impacton U.S. trade will be insufficient unless world markets begin to grow. Otherwise,at best', an adjusted exchange rate would result in a somewhat larger pieceof a very'slowly growing pie.
Germany and Japan especially must recognize the counter-productive natureof relying excessively on export-led growth and undertake the necessarymeasures to obtain adequate stimulation of domestic demand. Both haverecently ilnitiated new programs to stimulate their economies, and we hopethat these will be effective.

'The ability of the United States to influence the economic decisions of thesenations is limited. Nevertheless, I believe the United States should continue touse all the logic,.reasoning, and.persuasion at its command to convince othersof the necessity for more rapid growth in domestic demand.
IMore fundamentally, however, I believe that major actions should be addressedt6o-th long-term competitive position of the U.S. economy. Price competitivenesshas not been the cause of our deficit, but there is much more to competitivenessthan price. As I mentioned earlier, we now live and compete in a very changednternational economy, and.I believe it. is crucially important that we realizethis, and that we determine to adapt ourselves to it.Exports have always been more imhportant to most other nitiofls than to theUnited States, which for decades could content itself with its huge continentalmarket. In 1975, for example, U.S. exports were 6.9. percent of GNP, while inJapan the figure was 11.4 percent, Germany 21.2 percent, UK 19.1 percent andFrance 16.6 percent. Other nations have developed their economies by takingfull cognizance of the need to export and the need. to avoid policies thatdisadvantaged exports. We need to do the same. Unfortunately, of the majorindustrial countries, we are among the lowest in export promotion efforts whenmeasured in. proportion to our exports; we maintain anti-trust provisionswhich constrain our exports; and we have made changes in the Section 911provisions of the tax code which unfavorably affect the competitiveness ofU.S. engineers and construction-related trade in world markets.In the longer-term, competitiveness is essentially the ability to use economicresources efficiently and to adapt them to changing market conditions; andI think we're going to need more competitiveness in the future. Fundamentally,this is a matter of national awareness and consciousness and of economicstructure. We're going to have to export more to pay for our imports, and todo this we have to be competitive in world markets.

We need to continue strong efforts in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations toachieve successful results, especially in the.area of non-tariff barriers.We need bilateral negotiations to work out particularly thorny problems,especially where U.S. exporters are hindered in obtaining access to foreignmarkets.
We need to insure that U.S. exporters have credit facilities on competitiveterms. both because of the rising importance of financing in export sales andbecause of accelerated competition.
We need to deal quickly with unfair trade practices, such as dumping.We need to increase our export promotion efforts, and to restructure theseto the needs of tomorrow. Only about 20 thousand of the 300 thousand U.S.manufacturing firms export. The remaining firms are an unutilized exportpotential that needs to be tapped.
We need to examine our existing domestic policies as they affect ourInternational competitiveness. Taxation, Investment, anti-trust, transportation,and many other policies affect, our competitiveness-even though their pro-ponents may not have considered that -their intent. We may need -to change
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those laws that have serious adverse effects on our competitiveness. We also
need to ensure that new laws. and policies do not unduly hamper our
competitiveness. Before implementing new policies we should examine their
effect on our trade. We need to be more systematic about such assessments. I
hope that as we improve our overall economic evaluation process we can
include provision for assessing the trade impact of all proposed laws and
policies.

We need to accelerate the replacement and renewal of our capital stock to
increase its energy efficiency and to increase U.S. productivity and competitive-
ness.

We need to facilitate the dynamic adjustment of the U.S. economy so that
structural rigidities to capital and labor movement are reduced. Energy prices
and the likelihood of increased foreign competition and changed markets imply
a need for a more rapid rate of change in our industrial structure than in
the past.

We need to nurture innovation and technology. Technology has been a prime
factor in our competitive ability, and it may be even more so in the future.

None of these needs are new. They have been discussed often before, but
little has been done on most of them. What has been lacking is the determina-
tion and the priority to act.

I would not want to look back and say that the late 1970s marked. the
beginning of an era in which the U.S. led the rest of the world into self-
defeating rounds of protectionist policies. I hope that years from now we can
look hack and say that the trade deficit, although presenting difficult problems
of adjustment, also awakened us to the need to improve our competitive
position in the world economy.

Representative REruss. Thank you, Mr. Weil.
Mr. Nordhaus.

'STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM D. NORDHAUS, MEMBER, COUNCIL
OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS

Mr. NORDHAUS. Mr. Cochairman, I appear here today along with
my colleagues to review the state of our foreign trade and inter-
-national payments. My testimony will explore two different topics.

First, I will review the dramatic shifts in the pattern of our foreign
trade during the current year and the outlook for the coming year.
In addition, I will consider the relation between the trade balance
and the rest of the economy, particularly in light of the worldwide
,distribution of trade flows.

I will summarize the salient points at this time.
In tables 1 and 2 of my prepared statement, I show the importance

*of trade and the current account balance.
In reviewing the outlook, I will pick up on the four important

components of the trade balance: Oil and nonoil imports, agricultural
and nonagricultural exports.

Now, Twill examine each of those in turn.
First, looking at oil, it is clear that oil imports have been both a

surprise and tin unwelcome drain on our trade 'balance. Oil has con-
tributed approximately one-half of the $20 billion decline in our
'balance from I976 to the first half of 1977..

Indeed, if you look at the structure of our deficits, you might say
-that our trade deficit is in reality an oil deficit. In 1973, when we
imported about $8 billion worth of petroleum, our nonoil trade was
$9 billion in surplus.

In the first half of 1977, that $8 billion of oil imports had increased
to $46 billion, again at annual rates, and our nonoil trade balance
had increased from plus $8 billion to plus $16 billion.
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The outlook for the coming year is, as always in this area, quiteuncertain. We have reviewed a number of alternative techniques andforecasts, and our estimate is that there will be little change in thevolume of oil imports for next year, that is to say, they will runaround 9 million barrels a day, but this is quite uncertain, and thereis a wide range of plausible numbers around that estimate.
As far as nonoil imports are concerned, these have also grown

rapidly over the last year. Again, looking from the second quarter of1976 to the second quarter of 1977, the volume of nonoil importsgrew more than 12 percent.
We expect that next year should see a considerably slower growthin nonoil imports than has occurred in the last four quarters. A range

of 8 to 9 percent would be in line with the normal historical relation-ship between imports and domestic demand.
Turning now to the export side, nonagricultural exports have beenone of the major disappointments of the last year. Indeed, afterremoving inflation, they have been essentially flat since 1975, but thereason for the poor performance of our exports is hardly a mystery.
Economic growth in the industrial countries has been nil for almosta year. In my prepared statement, I have shown what has happened

to foreign industrial production over the course of this calendar
year-from the first quarter to the last 3 months of available data.This shows that, in the major industrial countries outside of NorthAmerica, there has been quite a nosedive in economic activity.

With respect to next year, our expectation for nonagricultural ex-
ports are clearly linked to the prospect for an upturn in foreigneconomic conditions, although we now have no clear indication ofwhere those are going.

The prospects are for no more than a modest growth abroad, and,therefore, for no more than modest growth in our nonagricultural
exports. We would expect, again, on the basis of the normal historicalrelations, approximately a 5-percent growth in volume of our non-agricultural exports year after year, and the prices on those willprobably rise at the same rate as domestic prices.

Finally, on the question of agricultural exports, the key pointhere is the extraordinarily good harvest around the world. The whole-sale price of grains in September 1977, was 30 percent below thelevel a year earlier.
Indeed, U.S. stocks are so large that there is a tentative decision tohave a major acreage set aside in the United States next year. Be-cause of good harvests abroad and lower prices, we foresee a slightlylower value of agricultural exports for next year.
This discussion of the ups and downs which I have just sum--marized reveals a central point. In each of the four areas we re--viewed, oil, agriculture, nonoil imports and so forth, there have beensurprises, and each of these surprises led to a larger trade deficit

than had been anticipated, but two of these surprises were distinctlygood news; that is to say, the brisk economic recovery in the first halfof the year in the United States, and the good weather.
Two were bad news, the large oil imports and the poor economicperformance in the rest of the world.
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But the most important point is that we are meeting our target

-for economic growth this year while the world economy in general

is performing quite poorly.
In summary, for 1977 as a whole, the trade deficit will probably

be in the neighborhood of $30 billion, and the more important current

account will be at a deficit of about $18 billion.
Looking ahead to next year, we see approximately the same picture.

Assuming no oil price increase and treating the strategic petroleum

reserve as a capital account item, we would expect the trade deficit to

*grow at about the same rate, or slightly slower, than the economy as

a whole, and on a similar set of assumptions, we would expect the

current account deficit to grow more slowly than the economy.

If I might just, then, turn to the second question, the trade balance

in perspective, I would like to address two items.
First, the relation between the deficit and the economy, and, second,

-the relation with the rest of the world's payment position.
It is often stated that our trade deficit is costing American workers

their jobs. In light of the analysis of the sources of the deficit con-

-tained in the paper, and that I summarized earlier, this viewpoint is

-misleading for three reasons.
First, it overlooks the fact that some imports are not produced in

-this country, such as coffee, or are not available in sufficient supply,

-like petroleum.
If I might be more specific, consider the extraordinary rise in oil

imports, which was the main contributor to our deficit this year. This

did not displace any domestic employment. Rather, it reflected in-

sufficiency of domestic production. Without this imported oil, there

would have been more cold homes, more factory curtailments and

more layoffs during the cold weather this year.
The second point is that there are also imported goods which are

domestically produced, as in the case of steel or automobiles, but it

is often forgotten that these imports play a very important role in

the domestic economy.
In case domestic industries should falter, either because they have

inadequate capacity, as was the case in 1973 in many industries; or

if they raise their prices, competition from abroad can fill the gap.

Automobiles are the best example in the second case: The current

*success of imports, with imports' share running slightly under 20

percent this year, probably lies in the tradition abroad of building

small, fuel-efficient cars, rather than in any deficiencies in our trading

structure.
I personally have no doubt that American manufacturers can build

a competitive small car, and they will, but you can be sure that the

discipline of the competition from abroad will assure that the era of

-the domestically produced small car will arrive sooner and when it

does, that the price will be lower than otherwise.
The final deficiency in the argument directly linking a trade deficit

-to job losses is that it assumes that there are no policies by which

-we can alter the level of domestic employment.
I will be slightly technical for a minute at this point. We can see

that over the past 3 or 4 years and especially in the past year there

'has been a fall in the full-emplovment level of net exports.

25-582-78-6
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A shift in this full-employment level of net exports can be offset,
however, without sacrificing output or employment goals by having
either a smaller full-employment Government surplus, or more ex-pansionary monetary policy.

In both of these cases, either the smaller full-employment Govern-
ment surplus or more expansionary monetary policy, this would
stimulate investment or consumption at home, raise the level of
aggregate demand, and this would thereby offset the contractionary
effect of the fall in the full-employment level of net export.

The final question I would like to raise here is the relation betweenthe U.S. deficit and the world economy.
I would first note that the trade deficit is only part of our current

account, and it represents a highly arbitrary division between trade
and nontrade items. For example, the omission of net military salesfrom the trade balance makes no sense.

Similarly, the United States is more and more becoming a sophis-
ticated service economy, and in the trade in services, the UnitedStates dominates the world economy.

Yet, it is just the service part of the current account which has had
an enormous rise in its surplus, $12 billion over the last 4 years.

The second point I would like to remind you of, is that the emer-
gence of the OPEC surplus and the troubled state of the world econ-
omy have altered the normal presumption about the U.S. currentaccounts position, at least for the present.

There are large amounts of unutilized resources around. Many
countries face severe balance of payments constraints, and these con-
straints are exacerbated by OPEC and strong country surpluses.

In this situation, a smaller surplus or a larger deficit in large
countries would probably lead to more, rather than less, output and
employment in LDC's and in weak industrial countries.

Finally, I would like to remind you that since the surpluses and
deficits across all regions must as a matter of arithmetic add to zero,the continuing OPEC surpluses imply a continuing equivalent deficitfor the rest of the world.

Now, I have given you some perspective on the relative positions
of the different countries in table 3. This table shows that if youlook at the current account position of the United States relative toits gross domestic product, and compare this with other OECD
countries, the United States is pretty much in the middle of the pack.

There are some countries with very large current account sur-pluses, and others with enormous deficits. But the United States isvery close to the position of the OECD as a whole.
Thus, then the current account position is placed in the context ofboth the global distribution of payments and the large OPEC sur-plus, it suggests that the United States has moved from a positionof highly inappropriate surplus in 1975, running about $10 billion,

to the deficit that is more or less in the appropriate rate range.
Until the time when the United States and other countries areable to reduce their oil bills and OPEC countries are able to raisetheir imports to match their incomes, efforts to reduce the deficit athome will simply lead to further economic weakness abroad.
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So to sum up, Mr; Cochairman, I regard the trade and the current
account position of the United States as a cause for concern, but not
for alarmr -

First, the United States has a very serious energy problem and there
is no legislation in place to solve it. Until the oil import problem and
the associated global payments imbalance is resolved, there is very1
little constructive action that we can take to reduce our deficit sub-
stantially.

Second, we do have economic tools to meet our domestic growth
and employment targets, even with sizable current account deficium.

Finally, although deficits have been used as debating points in the:
cause for protectionist policy, it is apparent that given the global!
balance of payments position, protectionism cannot .be an effective:
means to reduce our deficit.

This sums up my statement, Mr. Cochairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nordhaus follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM D. NORDHAUS

Mr. Chairman, I appear here today along with my colleagues to review the
state of our foreign trade and international payments. My testimony will
explore two different topics: First, I will review the dramatic shifts in the
pattern of our foreign trade during the current. year .and. the outlook for. the.
coming year. In addition, I will consider the relation between the trade
balance and the rest of the economy, particularly in light of the worldwide
distribution of trade flows.

PATTERNS OF TRADE IN 1977 AND THE OUTLOOK FOR 1978

The size df'our trade deficit during 1977 has attracted growing attention over,;
the year, both in the financial and popular press. The attention is understand-'
able given that the size of the deficit was both ufiprecedented and unexpected."

The largest previous trade deficit for a full year was the $9 billion recorded
in 1976. For the first eight months of this year, the trade deficit (on a balance
of payments basis) has run' at $30 billion at an annual rate, and will probably,
be in the neighborhood of $30 billion for 1977 as a whole.

The size of the deficit was clehrly unanticipated by most of the professional'
forecasts that we have reviewed. The change represents a turnaround of
approximately $40 billion in the trade account since 1975.

Any development of this sort deserves very close examination, and we have'
been keeping a close eye on trade developuients this year. As I will indicate,,
the change was not due to a single major force, but to the cumnulation of a
large number of smaller events which, thken as a whole, have led to a dramatic
change in the overall outcome.

Before reviewing the details, however, I would like to emphasize one point:
most often, discussions of the trade balance have treated a deficit as if it were'
a sign of weakness and cause for alarm.

In my opinion, this view is oversimplified. The state of our trade balance,'
and changes in the balance, tell us little in and of themselves. To judge;
whether movements in the trade balance are good or bad news, one must look'
behind the balance at the reasons for the changes. And we must look at the;
state of the world economy, along with the distribution of trade balances,
before we can judge whether our position is or is not appropriate in prevailing,
economic circumstances. Finally, we must ask what measures we can take to'
"cure" the deficit. However much we might like a smaller deficit, measures to,
reduce our deficit may do greater harm than the deficits themselves.

Table 1 shows the recent trends.in our current account balance through the'
first half of 1977 in currefit prices, while Table 2 shows the volume of imports
and exports associated with those figures. I will now discuss each of the:
important components of the trade account-oil and non-oil imports, agricultural
exports, and other exports.
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TABLE 1.-U.S. MERCHANDISE TRADE' AND CURRENT ACCOUNT

[in billions of dollarsi

1977
firs t1973 1974 1975 1976 halItI

Merchandise exports - 71.4 98.3 107.1 114.7 119.9
Agricultural -18. 0 22. 4 22. 2 23.4 25. 6Nonagricultural -53.4 75.9 84.8 91.3 94. 3Merchandise imports -70.5 103.6 98. 0 123. 9 149. 8
Petroleum -8. 4 26. 6 27. 0 34. 6 45. 9Nonpetroleum -62.1 77.1 71.0 89. 3 103. 9Trade balance- .9 -5. 3 9. 0 -9. 2 -29. 9Military transactions, net -- 2. 3 -2. 1 - 9 .4 2. 0Net investment -4.8 8.7 5.9 9. 8 13. 3Net travel and transportation -- 3.1 -3.1 -2. 5 -2. 1 -3. 3Other services, net -3. 2 4. 0 4. 6 4. 9 5. 3Unilateral transfers, net -- 3.9 -7. 2 -4.6 -5.0 -4. 8Current account balance --. 4 -5.0 11.6 -1. 4 -17. 5

I Balance of payments basis.
I Seasonally adjusted annual rates.

Sources: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

TABLE 2.-U.S. MERCHANDISE TRADE VOLUME

[1973 = 100]

1977,
first

1973 1974 1975 1976 half

Agricultural exports 100 91.4 93.3 103.8 106. 2Nonagricultuaal exports -100 114.2 110.1 111.6 11.0
Oilimports ---- ---------------- 100 95.8 94.1 113. 3 139.7
Nonoil imports -100 97.4 81. 1 101.0 110.0

Source: Derived from Department of Commerce.

Oil has contributed approximately one-half of the $20 billion decline in our
trade balance from 1976 to the first half of 1977, as can be seen from Table 1.
Indeed, it is important to remember that our trade deficit is in reality an
"oil deficit":

In 1973, we imported $8 billion of petroleum, and our non-oil trade balance
was $9 billion in surplus.

In the first half of 1977, at an annual rate, we imported $46 billion of
petroleum, and our non-oil trade balance was $16 billion in surplus.

Most of the very high 1977 figures are explicable with hindsight: the oil
price rise, cold weather, more rapid economic growth than anticipated, and
stock buildup are responsible for the very high import levels. But the Adminis-
tration is extremely disturbed by the rising tide of oil imports.

Forecasts of the volume of oil imports for the next few years are extremely
uncertain. We have reviewed a number of techniques for forecasting oil
imports, and a central tendency for the estimates for 1978 is about 9 million
barrels per day (on a Balance of Payments basis). The range of variation
around this forecast, however, is quite wide and the actual outcome could
easily be five percent greater or smaller.

Further into the future, the United States will have some respite from rapidly
rising imports as Alaskan oil comes on stream, but not for long. The growing
value of these imports is a grave problem-and not just a balance of trade
problem-for our country. Actions to reduce our trade deficit should concentrate
on reducing our oil deficit.

Non-oil imports have also grown quite rapidly over the last year. From the
second quarter of 1976 to the second quarter of 1977, the volume of non-oil
imports grew by 12.3 percent. During the same period, the final sales for all
goods in constant dollars grew by 5.5 percent, and gross domestic demand
(GNP less exports plus imports) grew at 5.3 percent. Based on the standard
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econometric models, the rapid growth in demand for imports is at the upper

end of the forecast range, although large forecast errors for imports are not

unusual.
Next year should see considerably slower growth in non-oil imports than has

occurred during the last four quarters. The growth in the economy could be

marginally lower, but I also would expect a lower ratio of import growth to

GNP growth. This would lead to a growth in the volume of non-oil imports of

8 to 9 percent for 1978 over 1977, but there is a wide range of plausible

estimates around this number.
Prices of non-oil imports climbed in the first half of this year, with large

increases in prices of primary commodities-particularly coffee and cocoa

prices. For the second quarter of 1977, unit values of non-oil imports stood

about 8 percent above a year earlier. Most commodity prices have turned down,

and futures markets now point to a continuing slide of coffee prices. Some

increases in the dollar price of imports from Japan are appearing-perhaps

as a result of the yen appreciation of more than 10 percent since December.

Other exchange rate changes, on the other hand, have probably had little net

impact on import prices. As a result of these developments, while non-oil

import price increases should average about 9 percent this year, for next year

these import prices will probably decelerate significantly and could rise less

than the domestic rate of inflation. It must be emphasized, however, that price

forecasts are extremely hazardous, depending as they do on weather, com-

modity market developments, and exchange rate movements.

Nonagricultural eoports have been one of the major disappointments of the

last year. After removing inflation, they have been essentially flat since 1975.

More recently; the volume of nonagricultural exports in the second quarter of

1977 (using 1972 prices) was $54.5 billion, as against $54.4 billion in the second

quarter of 1976.
The reason for the poor performance of our exports is no mystery. Economic

growth in the industrial countries has been nil for most of the year. The

European economies have shown little growth since the first quarter. GNP in

Japan has continued to grow on the strength of export growth and government

spending (which has little import content) but private domestic demand has

been weak there. The best evidence of conditions abroad is that industrial

production in our major industrial trading partners declined or was essentially

unchanged from the first quarter of this year to the most recent three-month

period for which we have data:
Percent change at annual

rate in industria pro-
duction, most recent S
CMo from first quarter

Country: of 1977
Canada ------------------------------------ +0.9 (May-July)

Japan -_______________________--___________ 0.0 (June-August)

Germany ----------------------------------- 3.3 (May-July)
United Kingdom -_________________________ -3.6 (May-July)

France ------------------------------------ -6.6 (April-June)
Italy -_--_____--_--__________----________ -34.9 (May-July)
United States -_------_----_-- +7.6 (June-August)

In the face of these steep declines in production it is no surprise that our

export sales have been flat. With investment demand weak, capital goods

(more than two-fifths of total nonagricultural exports) have been particularly

depressed. As the industrial countries have failed to accelerate their purchases

from primary producing developing countries, the squeeze on foreign exchange

available to developing countries to buy imports has tightened. A number of

developing countries last year began to reduce imports and stem the rapid

growth in their foreign indebtedness. Thus U.S. exports to a number of LDC's

have actually been reduced. As my colleagues have pointed out, this demand

situation abroad roughly accounts for the failure of our nonagricultural exports

to grow this year. But the evidence shows that, on average, we have held on to

our shares of foreign markets. There is no evidence of a major loss of

competitiveness.
With respect to next year, our expectations for nonagricultural exports are

linked to the prospect for an upturn in foreign economic conditions. Un-

fortunately, the prospects are for no more than a modest recovery.
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The outlook outside the United States, especially in Europe, is for veryZnodest growth in the coming year. Countries are constrained from vigorousexpansion by relatively high inflation rates, and fears of inflation. As a result,rates of capacity utilization are very low, but this means that there areinsufficient incentives for firms to invest. Depressed economic conditions arefueling the fires of protectionism everywhere. Thus orderly economic expansionabroad is essential if the demand for our exports is to improve.
At the London summit, a strategy for economic recovery was agreed uponby the major industrial countries. The strong countries-United States, Japan,and Germany-would take the role of locomotives in the world economicrecovery. The United States economy, as you know, performed quite stronglythis spring, while the growth in Germany and Japan was below their statedtargets. Recently they both have announced stimulus packages. We are pleasedto see these initiatives. Even including the announced measures, there is someuncertainty as to whether there will be substantial growth in other strongcountries. We are all watching them carefully, and are hopeful that if indeedexisting or announced policies are insufficient to achieve stated objectives, thenadditional measures will be taken.

* The big three economies comprise a bit more than 60 percent of the GNP.of the OECD. Nevertheless, achieving even a modest growth for the OECDregion will take more torque than the three locomotives can muster. For thisreason, a movement toward expansionary policies might be appropriate forother countries which have lowered their inflation rates and have soundpayments positions. The underlying rates of inflation in some countries areback much of the way to their pre-1973 levels. Given the large margins ofumutilized capacity and high rates of unemployment, an orderly expansionwould carry little risk of acceleration of inflation at this time.
With a return to moderate growth rates abroad, we would expect the volume-of our nonagricultural exports to rise around 5 percent next year. Exportprices should rise in line with domestic prices.
Agricultural exports may be up slightly this year on the basis of heavyshipments at high prices. In the first half of the year, deliveries to Europeancountries were still high due to the effects of the drought last summer. Also'soybeans were in short supply and brought high prices.
But the major unanticipated development has been the extraordinarily good*harvests around the world. Because of the size of nature's bounty, the whole-sale price of grains in September 1977 was 30 percent below a year earlier.Indeed, U.S. stocks are so large that there is a tentative decision to have amajor acreage set aside next year. For all these reasons, there is generalexpectation of a lower value of agricultural exports for the coming year.Recently, there have been trade reports of Russian purchases of grains onthe world market. These reports have turned around some prices and maysignal some improvement in the volume of shipments in 1978. Prices are stilllikely to be lower, however, and the total value of shipments is more likelyto be down than up. I should remind you, however, that in forecastingagricultural trade the shortcomings of the economic forecasts are compounded

by inadequacy of the weather forecasts.
This discussion of the ups and downs of our exports and imports reveals thecentral point: in each of the four areas that we have reviewed-oil, agricul-*ture. non-oil imports, and nonfood exports-there have been surprises whichled to a larger trade deficit than we had anticipated. Two of these surprises-were distinctly good economic news-the brisk recovery in the United Statesand the good weather. Two were bad news-the large oil imports and the pooreconomic performance in the rest of the world.
But the most important point-that we are meeting our target for realgrowth this year while the world economy is performing poorly-is anindication. of the strength of the U.S. economy, and of the weakness of eventhose foreign economies that have had current account improvements. The*generally good harvests around the world should also give us satisfaction, eventhough our market for grain exports is smaller than in recent years whensupply conditions were tight abroad. Some factors underlying our deficit signalthe need for action: we must move to reduce our energy dependence and toencourage stronger growth abroad.
In summary, for 1977 as a whole, the trade deficit will be in the neighborhoodof $30 billion, and the more important current account deficit will be around$18 billion. Looking ahead to next year, we see approximately the same picture:assuming no oil price increase and treating the Strategic Petroleum Reserve
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as a "capital account" item (even though it will appear in the current account),
we expect the trade deficit to grow at about the same rate or slightly slower
than the economy as a whole. On a similar set of assumptions, we expect the
current account deficit to grow more slowly than the economy.

THE TRADE BALANCE IN PERSPECTIVE

Given the size and change in our trade and current account deficits, there
have been many questions raised about its sustainability and its effect on
employment and the domestic economy. I will address these questions briefly.

* The deficit and the economy-It is often stated that our trade deficit is
costing American workers their jobs. This view supposes that imports and
domestic production are perfect substitutes, and that we are simply using foreign
goods for equivalent domestic goods that could be obtained at exactly the
same price.

In light of the analysis of the sources of the deficit given above, this view-
point; is misleading. First, it overlooks the fact that some imports either are not
produced in this country (as in coffee), or are not domestically available in
sufficient supply (like petroleum). Particularly when these goods are used as
inputs into domestic production (like petroleum), a rise in imports occurs as
a result of, rather than at the expense of, domestic production.

The extraordinary rise in oil imports did not replace any domestic employ-
ment. Rather, it reflected the insufficiency of domestic production. Without the
imported oil, there would have been more cold homes, more factory curtailments,
and more layoffs during the cold weather.

The rise in non-oil imports was mainly due to the very rapid growth in the
domestic economy. Over the last year-during which the volume of imports was
rising rapidly-the American economy generated 3.3 million jobs. Given the
openness of our economy, some of this growth simply spilled over our borders.

In addition, of *course, there are cases where we import goods that are
domestically produced (as in steel or automobiles). This occurs in years when
we are in surplus as well as those when we are in deficit. But it is often
forgotten that imports serve the very important role of understudy to domestic
industries in case the latter should falter-either have inadequate capacity, or
raise their prices above competitive levels, or because they have failed to read
the signals of the marketplace. In the case of automobiles, for example, the
current success of imports lies mainly in the traditional demand abroad for
small, fuel-efficient cars. I have no doubt that American manufacturers can
build a competitive small car. But you can be sure that the discipline of
competition from imports will assure that the era of the domestically produced
small car will arrive sooner, and that the price will be lower, than otherwise.

The final deficiency in the argument directly linking a trade deficit to job
losses is that it assumes that there are no policies by which we can alter the
level of domestic employment. If I may be slightly technical, we can see that
there has been a fall in the full-employment net exports over this year. A shift
in the full-employment level of net exports can be offset-without sacrificing
our employment or output goals-by having a smaller full-employment govern-
ment surplus or a larger full-employment government deficit. Alternatively,
a less restrictive monetary policy would stimulate investment and thereby
raise the level of aggregate demand to offset the contractionary effect of the
fall in the full-employment level if. net exports. Of course, the exact relation
between alternative fiscal and monetary policies and the trade deficit is
complex. But the important point is that by appropriate policy adjustments we
can offset the contractionary effects of the larger trade deficit on domestic
employment and output.

The U.S. deficit in the world economy-A final perspective on the current
U.S. trade deficit can be obtained by placing it in the perspective of the
overall structure of the world economy.

It must first be noted that the trade deficit constitutes only a part of the
totality of the U.S. international transactions. If we look at the rest of the
current account, it is clear that the division between trade and non-trade items
constitutes a highly arbitrary division of transactions. Trade counts only
tangible goods, and not all of these.since it omits military transactions. More
important, since the United States is more and more becoming a sophisticated
"service economy," it omits many of the services in which the United States
dominates the world ecbnomy. Thus payment for computing, banking; and
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financial services, the fees and royalties on American technology and patents,.
as well as travel, transportation, and income from foreign investment are
omitted from the trade balance. Yet as can be seen from Table 1, the service
part of the current account has gone from balance in 1973 to a surplus of over
$12 billion in the first half of 1977.

The discussion of the U.S. trade and current account position raises the
fundamental question of whether our position today is appropriate. Generally,
whether a country should be in deficit or surplus depends on circumstances.
The presumption in the past has been that a mature industrial country would
normally be in surplus, thus supporting a private capital outflow to developing-
countries which were capital-poor and in which the productivity of capital was
relatively high.

The emergence of the OPEC surplus and the troubled state of much of the-
world economy have altered this presumption, at least for the present. Some of
the OPEC countries have oil revenues far in excess of their current desire to
buy goods and services. For this reason, OPEC will show a current account
surplus of about $40 billion in this year, and that surplus is expected to-
decline only very slowly. The traditional view of the division of countries into~
capital exporting and capital importing needs rethinking today. Given the large-
amount of unutilized resources and the severe balance of payments constraints
that many countries experience-constraints exacerbated by OPEC and strong
country surpluses-a smaller surplus or larger deficit in strong countries may-
well lead to more rather than less output and employment in developing and
weak industrial countries.

In time, as the United States and others finally accept the necessity to take-
effective measures to limit oil consumption, the OPEC surplus will dwindle.
But, in the short run, only a repeat of the 1975 world recession will significantly
reduce the OPEC surplus-and this is an extraordinarily costly way to reduce-
oil imports.

Since surpluses and deficits must add to zero, the continuing OPEC surplus
implies a continuing equivalent deficit for the rest of the world. Over the last
four years, there has been an extraordinary divergence in the extent to which
different countries have accepted a share of the OPEC surplus. One of the
tragedies from a global vantage point is that during 1974-76 the "strong
countries"-those most able to sustain current account deficits-in fact ran
large surpluses. Thus in 1975 the strong countries added to the OPEC surplus
by running a surplus on current account of almost $20 billion. In 1977 the
strong countries as a whole are expected to move toward a current account
position near zero, but this adjustment is due entirely to the United States.

Some perspective on the relative positions of the different countries in the
OECD is given in Table 3.

TABLE 3.-CURRENT ACCOUNT PROJECTIONS (ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE TO GNP) FOR OECD COUNTRIES, 1977'

Current account/
Current account 1976 gross domestic

(billions of dollars) product (percent)

Switzerland- 3
Netherlands -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 2V4Japan ---- ------------------------------------------- ~-------- 10 1 X
Germany - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 2Mj A
United Kingdom-B B
Belgium-Luxembourg --------------------------- Y -1/Italy -1 --2
Total OECD -------------------------------------------------------- 3 0United States- -18 -1
France -4y -IY
Canada ---------------------------------------------------- -4 -2
Australia -- 2Y -2
Sweden -- 2h4 -3
Ireland - ------------------------------------------------------- - 4-Y
Spain -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3Y4 _39,
Denm ark ---------------------------------------------------------------- _-1 Y -4Austria -- 2 -4Y1
Greece--- ---------------------------------------- -5Turkey -- 21 -6
New zealand ----------------------------- -1 -7Y4Portugul--114 -8Norwuy ----- ----------------------------- -4 -12

Sources: Council of Economic Advisers for the United States. Other countries from OECD projections and sources.
Current account estimate for Japan is actual for first half of 1977 at annual rate.
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This table shows the projected current account positions of the OECD

countries (as projected by the OECD) as well as the size of the surpluses or

deficits relative to GDP. As can be seen, the relative size of the projected

deficit is approximately the same for the U.S. as for the OECD region as a

whole. There are several major countries which have relative deficits sub-

stantially larger than that of the United States. It should be emphasized,

however, that because of the fundamental balance of the positions of all

countries together, those countries in surplus inevitably put a serious strain

on the fabric of the international payments mechanism. Finally, it should be

noted that the ability of the U.S. economy to attract capital inflows has not

been seriously questioned-given our well-developed capital markets, stable

political environment, relatively low inflation rate, and strong economy.

Thus when the U.S. current account position is placed in the context of the

global distribution of payments and of the. large OPEC surplus, it suggests

that the United States has moved from a position of inappropriate surplus in

1975 to a deficit that is in the appropriate range. Until that time when the

United States and other countries are able to reduce their oil bills and when

some OPEC countries are able to raise their imports to match their incomes,

efforts to reduce the deficit at home will lead to further weakness abroad.

It is imperative for a healthy international economy that other strong

countries reduce their inappropriate surpluses. One part of such adjustment

has come through the major appreciation of the Japanese yen that has

occurred this year along with the smaller appreciation of the German mark,

Swiss franc, and Dutch guilder. It should be remembered that the dollar has

not weakened significantly against a weighted average of currencies, and it

need not. Indeed, the dollar stands higher than a year ago. But we cannot

expect dramatic effects from the exchange rate movements seen this year.

Induced changes on trade balance appear only after lags of one to three years,

and the initial effect is to increase the surplus of an appreciating currency as

the reduction in import price outweighs the shift in import and export volume.

Moreover, domestic price responses tend to offset part of any exchange rate

change.
In summary, Mr. Chairman, I would regard the trade and current account

position of the United States as a cause for concern but not alarm:

The United States has a very serious energy problem, and no legislation is

yet in place to solve it. Until the oil import problem, and the associated global

payments imbalance, is resolved; there is little constructive we can do to reduce

our deficit substantially.
We have the economic tools to meet our domestic growth and employment

targets even with current account deficits.
The deficits have been used as debating points in the cause for protectionist

policies. But, given the global payments position, protectionism cannot be an

effective means to reduce our deficit.
Such policies would invite retaliation, would fuel inflationary fires, and might

actually lead to lower levels of employment.

Representative REuss. Thank you very much, Mr. Nordhaus, and
gentlemen.

Secretary Samuel, I note that in your list of actions required,
while you quite properly give as one piece of action that the United

States should limit its intervention in these markets. I heartily con-

cur, but you don't say anything about other countries.
Unless I am dreaming, other countries, notably Japan, have

through various official and unofficial means, done a good deal to see

that the yen's external value was as low as it could be goosed.
[ wonder why we invest so much money in prestige, and the IMF

should be willing to see them run around in circles on this question,
as they have. Isn't it, in short, vitally necessary that the IMF behave

like an international monetary fund, and use the undoubted powers
it has to help people like our friends; the Japanese, to see that we are

not a bit edified by their conduct in the last couple of years, and

that they are playing a great role in contributing to the problem.
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Why nothing about this? Every one recognizes it.Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Cochairman, taking the role of the IMF first,I think you are aware that in the board of directors, an agreementhas been reached on what exchange-rate policy of member countriesshould be, and what the surveillance role of the Fund should beonce the Articles of Amendment take legal effect.This arrangement is in place once the amendments take legal effect,which we hope will be in the next few months, when enough coun-tries have finished ratifying those amendments.
Representative REIuSs. Isn't that amendment, good as it is, ratherineffective, though? It just relates to old-fashioned out and out,flagrant and notorious central bank intervention, which sophisticatedintervenors don't do any more.
They do this by inducing their banks and corporations to lendabroad, they do it by inducing quasi-governmental enterprises todonate a meeting on their own.
They do it by domestic monetary policy which is undertakensolely for its international effect. I am wondering, herefore, if we arenot sitting still for a good deal of general skullduggery by ourtrading partners.
I am for being more rational ourselves, but I think we ought to bebroader in our outlook on this.
Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Cochairman, first of all, I think that of equalimportance to the principles agreed on in the Fund board regardingmembers' responsibilities, is the procedural agreement which willenable the Fund to call any country into court if there are indicationsof an apparent violation through various indicators of what is agreed-upon policy.
I think we have to give that a chance. I wouldn't share the feelingthat once this has developed some operating experience that it wouldnot be highly effective.
But, in regard to the question of exchange-rate movements, wefully recognize that other countries tend to intervene more than wedo, not always, as you say, in terms of intervention, but frequentlyin terms of managing a rate to some degree, but there are also stickyleads and lags.
It is interesting to look at the information in table 1 of my pre-pared statement, and that shows that in this period from the begin-ning of 1976 of last year to now; the yen has appreciated-well, thetable shows 15 percent. That is as of the end of September. As ofnow, it is almost 19 percent, because there has been further movementin these few days in October.
Representative REuss. And if they hadn't been fooling around withit, it would have been 30 percent, and the 10 percent is enough toturn the American labor movement as it now has done into ravingprotectionists.
I just don't agree with the administration that we can sit aroundand wait for the IMF to do right. They haven't done anything so far.Mr. SOLOMON. I don't think that we only sit around on this one,Mr. Cochairman.
First of all, we do feel that the Japanese current account surplusis a complicated picture. It doesn't just reflect rigidities in the
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movement of the yen. It also reflects a very low-income elasticity'of
imports, and that represents a rather long-term structural problem;
We have had conversations with the Japanese.

They, themselves, share the view that their target should be to get
their current accounts down into deficit.

Some actions have been taken by the Japanese to move toward
that objective. I am not saying that I have great confidence that this
will turn it around very quickly, given these leads and lags and these
rigidities.

W.e do have continued consultations about the entire'question of.
imbalances, and adjustments to them, and the various factors that go
into them.

Now that the new stimulus package of Japan has been adopted
and some measures have been taken to reduce current accounts. We
would hope to see some further progress.

But life is pretty complicated in these matters, and as you know,
Mr. Chairman, from your own vast knowledge of how the monetary
system works, you cannot burden the exchange rate too much-put
too much of the adjustment problem on the movement of the rate all
by itself.

Representative RE-uSS. I don't suggest that we can or should, but
what I am upset about is our continued sweeping this problem, as I
see it, under the sofa as if it didn't exist.

Why we swallow the camel of very destructive so-called trade
agreements, fair-marketing agreements with the Japanese on specialty
steel, color television, and God knows what else-there is a new one
every other day.

'Yet, we strain at the gnat of exchange regulation. Why we do that,
I don't know. We are plenty gutsy in undertaking to impose quotas,
which is what these agreements are, but we are so terribly timid in
blowing the whistle on what in my judgment bears a large part of
the responsibility for the troubles the world is in.

Mr. SOLOMON. I think just one last point. As you pointed out, sir,
intervention in the traditional sense of the term is not necessarily
the key instrument in managing a rate. If one looks at intervention,
a very large part of the increase in Japanese reserves has been due
to other fadtors, such as U.S. Government purchases for military
needs, which now the Japanese have agreed to let us do through
the market. They take their receipts of interest on their U.S. Govern-
ment holdings directly into reserves, which all countries in the
world do, excepting Germany. So the Japanese have actually inter-
vened a good deal less than most other central banks, I would say.

What is true is that you have a complicated situation there where,
I think, that from time to time Japanese officials have indicated cer-
tain targets they have in regard to exchange rates. and there has been
some movement in the capital account which also tends to bring
about, as I think you implied, certain' rigidities and lags in the
movement of the rate.

But it is not that simple a problem when one gets into these areas
for an international monetary organization, or for that matter other
governments, to be able to distinguish between what is appropriate
and what isn't appropriate.
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Representative REUSS. In describing a moment ago the new IMF
amendment having to do with surveillance, which you described as
having some teeth, let me ask you a couple of questions.

Does it envisage that from here on out the IMF is going to denyaccess to fund borrowing to countries, who, through one means oranother, are artificially keeping their currency from depreciating,
or that the Fund is going to use the "scarse currency clause" oncountries who are blocking an appreciation of their currencies that
would otherwise occur; that would focus the Japanese treasury's
attention quite sharply ?

Mr. SOLOMON. I am not sure it would, Mr. Cochairman, since,actually one of the major reasons for the increase in the Japanese
reserves is the extent to which the other countries in their drawing
on the Fund are using the yen.

That increases the net creditor position of Japan.
To answer your more general point, that is not envisaged, and inthese early stages, what is envisaged is periodic consultation and the

Fund initiating on a more emergency basis when they see a stickiness
or possible violation of any of these three principles that have been
adopted.

I honestly feel, Mr. Cochairman, that even though we don't live in
the world of a clean float, that the Rambouillet agreement did not
envisage that all countries would move into a clean float. Some
would peg to the other countries, or groups of currencies.

One of the reasons we float cleanly is that it is in our own interest.We find it in our national interest, given our situation, to float
cleanly, to minimize our intervention, sticking to a narrow definition
of what a disorderly market is.

Other countries have broader definitions of a disorderly market.
Representative REUSS. Don't you think it would be in the interests

of the Japanese people for their government to cease through one
device or another from artificially appreciating the external value ofthe yen, and, instead, turn their attention to a greater extent to what
needs to be done at home, to wit, build sewage systems, develop mass
transport, housing, and the things which obviously, to a visitor to
Japan cry out to be done there.

Wouldn't, in short, the Nordhaus formula, which Mr. Nordhaus
gave us, whereby he said, and I agree with him, that the United
States doesn't have to sit idly by and see jobs permanently lost due
to foreign trade.

We can go, by fiscal, monetary, or direct policies, and make themat home. Wouldn't that work for Japan, or, perhaps, we should turn
to Mr. Nordhaus.

Mr. SOLOMON. Let me make one point. I certainly do agree, and Ithink the Japanese Government is also beginning to recognize that
they probably should move toward expansionary domestic demand
management policies, increasing growth more rapidly, and I believe
that will happen.

To some extent, that would bring about certain changes which Ithink would be salutory for them as well as for the adjustment
system.
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Representative REUS5. What about that? If you were the coin-
merce economic adviser to Japan, wouldn't you be suggesting about
what you said you were suggesting for us?

'Mr. NORDHA'S. I am less familiar with the Japanese situation than
I am our own, but I think there is no contradiction between the
prescriptions we are making for the United States and those for
Japan.

There are a couple of things to mention. Japan is a sovereign
nation, and we don't tell sovereign nations how to manage their
domestic economies.

Japan is running a very large current account surplus, and given
the rules of the international monetary system, it is much more diffi-
cult to induce surplus countries to reduce their surpluses than it is to
insist that deficit countries reduce their deficits.

Third, the major reason the Japanese current account has increased
so dramatically over the past 2 .to 3 years is because of the very low
growth rate of domestic demand in Japan. There are diverse esti-
mates, but it is pretty clear that they have been growing 2 or 3 per-
cent slower than would be needed to keep their current account at
the same level.

So, without really making any recommendation, it is pretty clear
that they do have a set of policy instruments at their disposal which
they can use to reduce their account surplus to levels which would
be more consistent with a better overall distribution among industrial
couitries.

Representative REUSS. Well, if you are right, and I think you are,
and if I am right, and I think I am, the Japanese should really heed
this colloquy, because you have said there is a way for them.

They don't have to be adopting the "begger thy neighbor" policy
that they have been pursuing.

What I say, and I think you agree with me, is that, yes, there are
some things that an international body like the IMF has to tell
sovereign nations-all nations are sovereign-and one of them is,
"Look, fly straight, we are going to invoke the scarce currency clause
on you."

I had a little difficulty, Secretary Solomon, with the testimony
you gave about the competitiveness of U.S. manufacturing exports
and what was earlier given by Mr. Krause of Brookings.

I don't know whether you were in the room or not.
You say in your prepared statement, Mr. Solomon, that in 13 of

the major industrialized developing countries, the U.S. has main-
tained and in some cases increased its market share of manufactured
exports to those countries.

Now, Mr. Krause came along and said, "Yes, but in the other six
or seven of the 18 or so leading industrialized countries, the United
States has not increased its share. Our exports have grown only 7
percent in 1977, when they rmight have been expected to grow by
15 percent.

Unfortunately, we are not given the names of the countries we are
dealing -with, either in your presentation, or Mr. -Krause's.

Mr. SoLoMoN. We could supply those to you later.
Representative REUSS. What about them?
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Air. SOLOMON. The last part of the statement is true. The fact thatit has grown in 13 is true, but there are approximately four or five
others where it has not grown.

I think Mr. Weil shares the feeling that a loss of competitiveness
is not a significant factor, as we can see it, either through looking
at the price effects, or looking at the relative shares.

There is room for honest men to differ in something as broad andas qualitative as this kind of judgment, and you can use various cri-
teria in arriving at it.

I would feel fairly confident that as of this reading, based on the
work which the various agencies have done on this, that we do not
believe that the United States has lost across the board price com-
petitiveness.

We are quite certain of that, and it may be that in one or two
sectors, there have been developments that give us a less competitive
share, but I think for this type of conversation on the broad trade
deficit, we do have to look at competitiveness across the board.

I don't know what Larry Krause said in detail.
Representative REUSS. Perhaps I should do this, because it is a

little unfair going into a paper you haven't seen. In his statement,
and we will see that you get a copy, he sets forth the point I have been
trving to replicate here, and maybe you can at this point in the record,
analyze the point he makes, and either dismiss it or say, "He has apoint." e

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record by Mr. Solomon:]

Mr. Krause noted that "import8 of the other six large industrial countrieshave been rising by 15.6 percent in 1977 while U.S. total exports have beenincreasing at a rate of only 5.7 percent (manufactures 6.9 percent). Taking
manufactures alone, if U.S. exports had been rising by the "expected" 15.6percent rather than the actual 6.9 percent, the value of our exports would beabout $7 or $8 billion higher for the year . . ."

Mr. Krause is comparing the rate of increase of imports of six countries
with the rate of increase in U.S. exports to the world as a whole. The sixcountries he has selected are not representative of the global trade pattern.
Many U.S. markets experienced very low growth in imports and in fact in twoimportant cases-Brazil and Mexico-total imports actually declined. I wouldalso note that part of the increase in the value of imports in the six countries
cited by Mr. Krause, measured in terms of dollars, reflects the appreciation ofcertain currencies vis-a-vis the dollar. This is especially important in the casesof Japan and Germany.

Our studies suggest that the U.S. share of the OECD import market (24countries) compared to the shares of the other eleven major industrial country
exporters measured in volume terms did not change significantly between thefirst half of 1976 and the first half of 1977. There was a small loss in the U.S.
export share in value terms, which resulted from a smaller rise in the dollarprice of U.S. goods than the dollar prices of our competitors' goods (which inpart Were iflfated in dollar terms by currency appreciations).

Representative REUSS. There is just one more question. Mr. Samuel,
as I read your prepared statement, you are saying that. in orderto estimate wvhether our trade deficit hurts employment in the U.S.,
it may be more appropriate to use cost insurance freight valuations,
.and wheli you do th'at, exports and imports of manufacturers wouldshow a deficit of'approximately 2 billion in the first 8 months of1977, compared to the surplus of 3.7 billion disclosed by the freealongside ship valuation. * ' '
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What you are saying, then, is that if you use a proper valuation,
I gather, namely c.i.f. that we have lost somewhat in this year in
manufacturing exports, and that that does have an effect on American
jobs.

Mr. SAMUEL. I would like to suggest as a matter of fact, it might
be that by the end of 1977, even under f.a.s., there might be a slight
deficit.

Representative REUSS. While there are a great many items in the
trade deficit which don't result in the loss of American jobs, when
we lose exports relatively speaking, we do lose jobs at home, don't we?

There is a relationship there?
Mr. SAMUEL. Yes. The point I tried to make is that it is extremely

difficult to discover; we really don't have adequate measuring tools.
It is difficult to discover the direct effect of trade on employment, on
an aggregate basis, and I think probably a great deal is said on that
subject which is based on very slippery figures.

But I think if we look at individual industries, we probably can
begin to find a little more direct relationship, which is why I dealt
in my statement with the results we had found through the trade
adjustment assistance program, where, pursuant to the Trade Act of
1974, we have analyzed a number of industries and have found quite
large numbers of people, amounting to about 250,000 people in the
last 21/2-years, who have lost employment due at least to an important
degree, which is the wording of the law, to trade.

Representative REUSS. Every time we get lackadaisical about some
other country that is cheapening its currency and hence, grabbing
a share of a market in an unfair way, we end up losing jobs at home.

Mr. SAMUEL. That could be one of the factors. There are a number
of factors. The steel industry is feeling now the pressure of unem-
ployment, and the steel industry and the steel union claim that a
major factor is trade.

Whether it is or not, we are not quite sure.
Certainly, the Japanese industry and to a certain extent the British

industry function on an entirely different basis as far as their costs
are concerned, so it makes economic sense to continue producing,
even at a loss, and shipping here at prices which may not reflect true
market value.

It; makes sense to them, but may not be beneficial to us. This re-
flects the fact that our economies are operating on a somewhat dif-
ferent basis, and we have to recognize that.

Representative REUSS. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We ap-
preciate your cooperation.

W"Te now stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:17 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]



APPENDIX

STATEMENT-OF THE AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE

THE U.S. STEEL TRADE DEFICIT IN PERSPECTIVE

Size of the overall deficit
The U.S. has slipped from a $9 billion surplus in 1975 on the merchandise

trade balance of payments to an estimated $30 million deficit for 1977. Even
though this deficit is partly offset by a surplus in net investment income and
services accounts, the current account overall is expected to register an $18
billion deficit for 1977. Sizeable U.S. trade deficits are expected to continue
for some time.
Net deficits in individual commodity accounts: Steel as an example

Our total merchandise trade balance consists of the net of deficits and
surpluses in individual commodity accounts. The steel sector is one of the main
contributors to our country's overall deficit. Some of the factors which had led
to our high steel import tonnages in recent years will be discussed below.
Furthermore, wev will examine why future exchange rate changes will not be

sufficiently large to offset the competitive advantage that foreign producers

gain through their preferential access to capital.

The underlying assumptions of economic theory
.Economic theory suggests that under a system of floating exchange rates,

deficits in the balance of a country's payments will cause that country's
exchange rate to depreciate in order to eliminate the imbalance and maintain

the competitiveness of domestic industry. According to theory, prices reflect
cost of production, and comparative advantage (as demonstrated by price)

determines which countries produce which commodities. Investment, moderniza-
tion, and expansion should generally accelerate in those countries with
comparative advantage.
Theory versus the reality of world steel trade

Many of the assumptions of economics do not hold with respect to steel trade.

Policy makers must be aware of real world distortions before they espouse

conclusions that may apply to a perfect "free trade" world.
The problems in international steel trade can best be analyzed through an

examination of the distortions created when international trade is not con-
ducted in a "free market" environment. World steel trade occurs within the
context of a mixed system made up of both "free-enterprise" and "government
owned and/or subsidized" companies. If the theory's basic assumptions are not
valid, then we can hardly expect the theory's conclusions to be true.

Size of U.S. steel trade deficit
Table I shows the balance of-,steel trade for the years 1971 to '1976 and the

first eight months of 1977. Import penetration (imports as a percentage of
apparent consumption) was 14.9% for the first six months of 1977 and reached
19.4% for the month of August. If theory's basic assumptions as outlined above
were true for the steel sector, one might tend to draw certain conclusions from
the U.S.'s large and increasing steel trade deficit. Some observers have even
claimed that comparative advantage in steelmaking-now lies outside the United
States borders and that the -U.S. balance -of steel trade is -an illustration of
this fact.

(89)
25-582-78---7
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TABLE 1.-BALANCE OF STEEL TRADE

First 8
mo 1977 1976 1975 1974 1973 1972 1971

Imports-all steel mill products:
In millions of net tons -11.5 14.3 12.0 16.0 15.1 17.7 18.3Dollar value in millions -3, 321 4, 000 4, 100 5,100 2, 800 2, 800 2, 600Exports-all steel mill products:

Imports-all steel mill products:
In millionsof nettons -1.4 2.7 3.0 5.8 4.1 2.9 2.8Dollar value in millionss707 1, 255 1, 862 2,118 1,004 604 576Balance of steel trade: dollar value inmillions -(2, 614) (2, 745) (2, 238) (2, 982) (1, 796) (2,196) (2, 024)

( )=negative net balance.
Source: AISI.

Foreign steel makers can maintain investment despite losses
Such assertions would only be true if market share were determined byprices covering the full costs of production through the longer term andinvestment decisions were based on corporate profitability. Such is not thecase in today's "mixed" world of public and private financing in the steelsector. In many instances, foreign steelmakers have preferential access to capitalthrough governmental loans, grants, interest subsidies, and target industryprograms. This means that foreign producers can operate at a loss and stillmaintain investment programs. They can set prices unprofitably low in orderto maintain operating rates (and employment) or to capture a large marketshare. U.S. companies do not enjoy this financial latitude. They must submit toa profit "discipline." Their investment plans are often cut back during downturns of the market. For example, the Japanese steel industry benefits from aunique financial framework which provides target industries with financialassistance and preferential access to capital. Here are some examples excerptedfrom Asia's New Giant, a joint study by Japanese and American scholars onhow the Japanese economy works released by the Brookings Institution in 1976."A significant role for the government as financial intermediary to ensurethat adequate amounts of both personal and governmental savings flowed to thefavored kinds of investment." Page 161-Ackley and Ishi."In a number of relevent ways Japan's government has underwritten-or atleast has given its major industrial and financial corporations the feeling thatit underwrites-the risks assumed by large firms whose investments support thenation's economic objectives: through its administration of government loansand foreign exchange; the approval or even encouragement of recession cartelsand of mergers to avoid what is considered destructive competition; and amultitude of other special arrangements made for the protection and growth oflarge firms in important industries." Pages 165-166-Ackley and Ishi."In Japan financial risk, which is largely private risk, has been controlledand manipulated by public and private action to a high degree. As a result,risk exposures that are almost inconceivable elsewhere have prevailed inJapanese business finance without adverse consequences so far, except withrespect to inflation losses accompanied by what looks like extreme risk aversionon the part of household savers." Pages 252-Wallich.

"Comparison with U.S. corporate data provides striking insights into thedifference between the Japanese and the U.S. growth potential. Corporatedepreciation allowances in Japan have exceeded those in the United States byone-half, measured in relation to GNP. This has occurred despite the fact thatrapid growth and the relative newness of much of the capital stock wouldprobably hold down depreciation in relation to other corporate magnitudes wereit not for the effects of rapid depreciation schedules in Japan."Corporate profits before taxes in Japan likewise have exceeded those in theUnited States by approximately one-half, again measured in relation to GNP.Corporate profits after taxes have been somewhat less than twice their U.S..counterpart in relation to GNP. Dividends have been only half those in theUnited States; retained profits have been about three times as large. Theseresults were attained, it must be remembered, despite an interest burden farheavier than that of U.S. corporations. In short, Japan has offered its corpora-
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tions a high return on capital, has taxed them more lightly while nevertheless
obtaining more revenue, and has experienced high rates of saving, investment,
and growth in the corporate sector and the entire economy." Page 263-Wallich.

"Governmentally sponsored allocation largely achieved its objective of
increasing the supply of funds to the designated sector during most of the
postwar period." Page 267-Wallich.

"Finally, there is the government. Japan is largely free from the belief that
business failures constitute a desirable process because they eliminate the
inefficient, at least among large firms. In Japan a large firm is regarded as a
national asset. Page 274-Wallich.

"Japanese structural policy is oriented toward particular concrete objectives
rather than toward achieving maximum competition and leaving the results
to the workings of the free market. Page 293-Wallich.

"The manipulation and control of risk plays an important role in the system.
Risk appears high, but in fact it is held Within acceptable limits by a variety
of private and public techniques."

"First, no one can study the Japanese experience without being struck by
the close cooperation between government and business-especially big business.
Page 921-Patrick and Rosovsky.

The Japanese government has provided its domestic steel industry with
massive indirect financial assistance over the past 25 years. Any attempt to
accurately access the competitive position of the American steel industry versus
its Japanese counterpart must not fail to take into account the benefits
Japanese steelmakers derive from their country's financial structures.

U.S. Steelmakers are cost competitive
Since profits do not determine investment, and total production costs are not

reflected in the prices charged by foreign producers, economic theory does not
describe international steel trade flows. The U.S. steel trade deficit is not an
indication of lack of cost competitiveness on the part of domestic producers.
Economics of International Steel Trade by Putnam, Hayes and Bartlett
demonstrates that the U.S. Steel industry is favorably positioned to compete
in the U.S. market. Once importation costs (freight, duty, and insurance) are
added to production cost, the Japanese employment cost advantage is not large
enough to cover costs and still undersell U.S. producers in domestic markets.
European producers are less efficient than the Japanese and yet they have been
quoting even lower prices on U.S. markets'. Moreover, the Council on Wage and
Price Stability's report has reconfirmed that any U.S. competitive disadvantage
does not result from a wide gap in efficiency relative to other nations. The
report indicates that the Japanese have no more than a 5% cost advantage in
U.S. markets, which is insufficient to cover average discounts of 10% to 20%
offered by foreign producers on the U.S. market. The CWPS report states that
steel production costs in Europe are at least as high as U.S. costs, and that
importation costs raise full costs "substantially above those of domestic
producers," therefore, European producers are "discounting" in the U.S. market.
The report points out that in the long run, neither the Japanese nor the
Europeans can continue their aggressive "discounting," and that they will
raise their prices when steel demand revives.

Marqinal enchanye rate changes will not fully correct the Steel trade imbalance
According to theory, exchange rate changes can readjust the balance of trade

by making domestic producers more competitive. However, foreign producers'
preferential access to capital can effectively offset the effect of any marginal
exchange rate changes. We can not rely on a floating exchange rate to rectify
our steel trade imbalance while other countries continue to employ predatory
pricing policies which bear little relation to costs of production. Moreover there
is not a full pass through in steel of a rise in the value of the yen against the
dollar because raw materials purchases of the Japanese steel industry are
generally denominated in dollars.

Long-run perspectives
Recent studies on worldwide steel demand and supply clearly demonstrate

that our disproportionately large and growing steel trade deficits will not
disappear in the, near future. Various studies (Economics of International
Steel Trade by Putnam, Hayes, and Bartlett; World Steel Market, Continued
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Trouble Ahead-a Central Intelligence Agency paper, and The Steel Industry:An American Tragedy by Joseph C. Wyman) have all pointed out that world-wide net import demand for steel will fall considerably short of exportablecapacity through 1980. As competition intensifies on global steel markets, boththe Japanese and the Western Europeans will be subject to increased pressuresto improve export performance in order to shore-up profits and employment inthe face of slack domestic demand. The U.S., a net importer with only modesttariffs, will be a major target. The CIA paper states that the U.S. and possiblyCanada are the only potential major outlets for surplus Japanese steel. Theimplications of a continued worldwide surplus of steel capacity are clear. Unlessthere is a change in U.S. trade policies and/or a viable multilateral initiativeto deal with the problems of international steel trade flows, we can expect anincreasing U.S. steel trade deficit at least through 1985.

STATEMENT OF JACK CARLSON, VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EcoNoMIST,
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

As the largest business federation in the country with 70,000 members,including individual firms, trade and professional associations and American.chambers of commerce both here and abroad, the National Chamber is concernedabout and appreciates the opportunity to state its views on the nation's growingtrade deficit, its causes, and the likelihood of reducing it.

ORIGINS OF THE TRADE DEFICIT

Expert witnesses at this hearing have agreed that the huge increase in energyprices precipitated by the 1973 oil embargo has sent a shock wave through the-economies of both the industrialized and non-industrialized world, drasticallychanging relative costs of production, national wealth positions, internationalinvestment and income flows. These witnesses also agreed on certain points'regarding the surge of U.S. imports: the negative swing of $37 billion in the-U.S. trade balance since 1975 has been caused about equally by increasedmineral fuel imports and by increases in other imports; and the volume of'imported oil may decrease slightly in 1978, because of Alaskan oil, but higher'prices will offset this decrease.
The consensus regarding U.S. exports is that they have risen more slowly-than the nation's imports mainly for three reasons: bountiful world-wide grainharvests have hurt our agricultural exports; a cyclically low rate of real fixedinvestment abroad has depressed our capital goods exports; and efforts ofdeveloping countries (such as Brazil and Mexico) have restrained their imports'to protect their currencies and conserve foreign exchange.
None of the experts expects our large trade deficit to disappear within the-next few years because of the unfavorable factors mentioned above which, inthe short run, stem mainly from a stronger recovery here than abroad and,in the longer term, from the persistent and heavy oil "tax". So there is a'broad area of agreement on the source of the trade deficit.
But there is also a crucial disagreement on whether United States manufac-turers have become less competitive in world markets. One authority has madea good case that this may be so.' In fact, he estimates that fully one-third of"our recent trade balance deterioration is traceable to this cause, with the-remaining two-thirds being caused by oil and the business cycle. Althoughprecise empirical evaluation of this argument is impossible, he cites persuasiveevidence: the smaller rise of our manufactured exports relative to the combined-imports of the other six industrial countries-only 6.9% compared to 15.6% sofar in 1977. If the U.S. share had been constant, its exports presumably wouldhave risen by 15.6% also. A factor undoubtedly at work has been the rapid'industrialization of certain countries such as Taiwan and Korea. Among-competitive factors working against this country have been sluggish productivitygrowth, a low rate of business fixed investment, an artificially high internationalvalue of the dollar and government-mandated cost-increasing regulations onU.S. business.

i Lawrence B. Krause. Senior Fellow, The Brookings Institution, In testimony before-this committee, Octoher 11, 1977, p. 2.
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SLUGGISH PRODUCTIVITY AND INVESTMENT GROWTH

'The 1977 International Economic Report of the President notes that, in the

1970-75 period, fixed capital formation in this country-at 17.4% of GNP-was
ithe lowest of the seven leading industrial nations. Low productivity correlates
-closely with low fixed investment at a 1.9% annual average rate, the U.S. had
the lowest productivity gain of these seven countries over the same time span.

Factors peculiar to the United States have curtailed productivity improve-

:ment. Government-imposed safety standards have sharply reduced productivity
in our mines, arresting the progress previously made because of increased
:mechanization. Stringent environmental rules have also slowed down produc-
tivity gains. Investment in anti-pollution equipment has not contributed to
measured productivity gains. Our tax laws have- required slow write-off of

obsolete facilities, hampering productivity increases. Paradoxically, business is

'reluctant to invest in new, more efficient plants when much of its present

capacity is unused, probably because it is obsolete at present energy cost levels;

'but increased capital investment is essential to a higher level of employment
and income.

Congress should break this stalemate by moving quickly to approve business
tax cuts and other investment incentives, thereby putting the economy on a
higher growth path.

Over the long run the higher costs of energy and restrictive government
regulations on business will continue to affect adversely our terms of trade,
unless our competitiveness can be increased through policies that promote
rather than hamper productivity. The real cost of our imports, as measured by
exports and the trade balance, has increased steeply during the current business
recovery.

INTERNATIONAL VALUE OF THE DOLLAR

'Ordinarily a trade balance deterioration of the magnitude the United States
is experiencing would have turned flexible exchange rates against the dollar
.and, in fact, the dollar has depreciated against the German Mark and the Yen.
But the trade-weighted depreciation has been principally against these tvo

currencies and practically non-existent against other currencies. Three reasons
'have been advanced to explain this fact: Governments have intervened to

support the dollar in the foreign exchange market; many other countries still
-operate on a dollar exchange standard and peg their currencies to the dollar;
.and a greater preference for dollars for both short- and long-term investment
purposes has increased the foreign demand for dollars. In consequence, it has

been said that the dollar is overvalued vis-a-vis exports but not with respect
ito capital flows.

POLICY OPTIONS

Several policy options were suggested during the committee hearings on the

-trade deficit, all of which have been considered highly desirable: moving toward
'less dependence on cartel-controlled oil imports, urging foreign governments,
,especially Germany and Japan, to stimulate their economies to increase the
demand for U.S. exports; stimulating exports by removing the extraterritorial
application of U.S. antitrust laws and by providing equitable tax treatment
for U.S. foreign investors.

\Valuable as these suggestions are, they will be difficult to implement and
implementation will take considerable time. This is especially true with respect
-to eliminating the many federal laws or regulations that inhibit our economy's
competitiveness. Hendrik Houthakker's list of some 40 government impediments
-to competition ranges over the whole economy, from agriculture, banking,
energy and foreign trade to general business, government operations, labor and

-taxation.2

Not only have none of these deterrents to competition been removed in the
-three years since his list was compiled, but the list has grown with passage
recently of the increased minimum wage. Moreover, the Administration's energy

-proposals contain strong anti-competitive elements, as does the labor law
-reform bill supported by the Administration, not to mention Social Security
tax proposals.

2 In his article, "A Positive Way to Fight Inflation", Wall Street Journal, July 30,
A1974, p. 12.
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The highest policy priority should be attached to preventing government fromadding more competition-hindering burdens on an economy whose recentproductivity growth record has been so dismal.
We have testified on numerous occasions during this session of Congressabout the adverse economic effects of enacting an energy law that does noteven-handedly increase supply of energy as well as limiting energy consumption.The Administration's plan to conserve energy by imposing the largest taxincreases in our history would cause: 21/2% to 3% higher prices; a loss of1.7 million jobs by 198.5; $1,300 lower family disposable incomes than withexisting energy policies; a 21/22% lower real GNP; and 4% lower business fixedinvestment.
If, on the other hand, Congress were to modify the Administration's energyplan and require no new taxes or regulations but instead allow real crude oilprices to increase by only 6% per year and gradual deregulation of natural gasprices, the gains from conservation and production would total more than theimprovement expected from the President's plan. In the case of natural gasderegulation, the increased availability of natural gas would be equivalent toreducing 3.4 million barrels of crude oil imports each day or reducing importsexpenditures by at least $17 billion dollars (see Attachment 1).It is unfortunate that the strong possibility of our nation's reducedcompetitiveness in manufacturing has not received more attention, especiallyin the context of pervasive and growing government interference with com-petition. Undoubtedly the other factors bearing on our poor trade performance.if corrected, would diminish the dollar drain but it is unlikely that an apparentloss of competitiveness in manufacturing would be corrected.If the Administration and Congress are truly concerned about the interna-tional position of the dollar, they should consider carefully the adverse effectson that position of bills, such as those mentioned above, now being consideredwith Administration support. Otherwise, we are in danger, as a nation, offalling even further behind in the growing struggle for world markets.Attachment.

ENERGY AND ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE NATURAL GAS PLANS

(By JACK CARLSON)

The Congress is considering two bills to change the Federal price controls onnatural gas. The Senate Bill (S. 2104), referred to as the Bentsen-Pearson Bill.would phase out price controls on new natural gas discovered on land withintwo years and new natural gas discovered on offshore Federal lands within5 years. No controls would be imposed on natural gas produced and consumedwithin the same state (intrastate).
The House Bill (H.R. 8444). which is similar to that proposed by theAdministration, would impose more stringent price controls on interstate naturalgas and impose price controls on intrastate natural gas for the first time.

PRICES

Existing natural gas regulations can be expected to allow real average naturalgas prices at the wellhead to increase to $1.75 per 1.000 cubic feet (MCF) or1 million BTU's by 1985. The Senate Bill would allow average prices to risefaster, to $2.08 by 1985. The House Bill would slow-down the increase to $1.35by rolling back intrastate prices and slowing the increase in interstate prices;however, lower capacity utilization of existing pipelines would add costs tonatural gas users.
PRODUCTION AND CONSERVATION

The magnitude of these price changes will determine both changes in produc-tion and conservation of natural gas. Based on past experience, the Senate Billwould cause producers to increase supply of new natural gas by 2.2 trillioncubic feet (TCF) by 1985 because of a 18% higher price than would occurunder existing laws. As a result, natural gas supply would be prevented fromfalling as low as would otherwise occur. Household, commercial and industrialusers would conserve 1.7 TCF of natural gas because of the 18% higher priceby 1985. Both the gains from production and conservation will improve theU.S. energy situation by 3.9 TCF or one-fifth of U.S. supply by 1985, orequivalent to 2 million barrels of imported crude oil per day (MBPD).
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In contrast, the 23% reduction in wellhead prices caused by the House Bill
would lo'wer naturhl kas production by 1.6 TCF and lower conservation by
1.2 TCF, causing deterioration of the U.S. natural gas availability by 2.8 TCO
-or equivalent to 1.4 MBPD of imported crude oil. Also, the resulting lower
capacity utilization of existing pipelines would add to the unit cost of natural
gas when transported to users and would offset the reduction in price and cause
an increase in the delivered price to consumers.

In comparison with the Senate plan, the House plan would cause 3.8 TCF less
supply of new natural gas and 2.9 TCF less conservation or decrease available
natural gas by 6.7 TCF by 1985-which is equivalent to importing 3.4 MBPD
(see Graph 1).

COSTS

By 1985 the Senate Bill would increase natural gas costs by $9.9 billion, the
House Bill would increase energy costs by $4.1 billion. The higher energy cost
caused by the House Bill occurs because natural gas users who suffer loss of
supply under the House Bill must find substitutes from much higher-priced
foreign natural gas, electricity, imported oil and coal.

Also, the shortage created by the House Bill would cause natural gas pipe-
lines to operate even further below built-in capacity with resulting higher unit
cost of transportation and storage of natural gas until the pipelines are replaced'
with smaller capacity. For example, as estimated by Professor Edward W.
Erickson of North Carolina State University, lower capacity utilization of the'
pipeline serving North Carolina has already caused the delivered-price to.
North Carolina consumers to increase by more than the price of natural gas at
the wellhead. If this actual experience were applied to other pipelines and were:
based on the reduced supply and conservation caused by the House Bill,
transportation costs would increase by $0.85 per MOCF or $13.9 billion by 1985.

INVESTMENT, JOBS AND INCOME

The House Bill would cause the economy to grow more slowly by 1985 by
discouraging investment. Job-creating business fixed investment would decline-
by $11.5 billion. Consequently, the average American family of four would earn
$165 less real disposable income, income after adjusting for inflation and income
taxes (see Graph 2). Employment would be 200,000 less.

In contrast, the Senate Bill encourages both production and conservation
investment. Business fixed investment would increase by $7.4 billion. The'
average family would earn $115 more income. Job losses would be one-fifth as
mueh or 40,000; and, most importantly, the Senate Bill, by increasing natural
ga8su8er prices by only one-8iath, would provide 46% or 6.7 TCF more natural'
gas than would the House Bill-which could reduce imported crude oil by'
S.4 MBPD.

STATES

Each state would experience somewhat similar results. For example, by 1985,
as indicated in the Table, Alabama families would experience a $38 increase ink
annual residential gas charges (Column 1) in contrast to $21 (Column 2)
under the House Plan, or $17 less. Both commercial and industrial business in
Alabama would expect to pay $112 million (Column 3) under the Senate Plan.
and $63 million' (Column 4) under the House version, or $59 million less.

However, even though both residential and business consumers would pay
modestly higher amounts under the Senate Bill, the Senate Bill would provide-
80 more days of natural gas consumption (Column 5) for the average Alabama
family and 77 days for business (Column 7). In sharp contrast, the House Bnlr
would cause 22 days less natural gas (Column 6) for the average family and'
25 days less natural gas for the average business each year (Column 8).

Alabama employment would decline by only 476 under the Senate Bill
(Column 9) but employment would decline by 2,382 under the House Bill
(Column 10). Income for the average family of four, after adjusting for'
inflation and paying income taxes, would increase by $148 under the Senate Bill
(Column 11) but would decrease by $102 under the House Bill (Column 12), a,
difference of $251 in favor of the Senate Bill.

CONCLUSION

Each state would be far better off with the Senate Bill. If the Senate Bill
is not enacted, the nation would be better off with existing law.



CHANGES IN NATURAL GAS BILLS, AVAILABILITY AND FAMILY INCOME FROM PASSAGE OF THE SENATE OR HOUSE NATURAL GAS BILLS BY 1985

Additional days of natural gas consumption eachIncrease in the average natural gas user's bill year

Residential (in 1977 Business (million 1977 Employment changes income for a family of 4dollars, per family of 4) dollars) Residential (days) Business (days) (jobs) (in 1977 dollars)
States Senate House Senate House Senate House Senate House Senate House Senate House co

adl
United States 57
Alabama -38
Alaska _ … _ 39
Arizona 38
Arkansas 56
California 68
Colorado -86
ConnecticuL 25
Delaware 31
District of Columbia _ …___- _- 51
Florida 4
Georgia … 42
Hawaii - 3
Idaho -30
Illinois 103
Indiana 7--------------------- 73
Iowa…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 81
Kansas _ 98
Kentucky 57
Louisiana 50
Maine ---…-- I
Maryland … 42
Massachusetts 36

30 6,483 3, 590 80 -24 101 -25 -40,000 -200,000 115 -16521 112 63 80 -22 77 -25 -476 -2, 382 148 -10322 15 9 79 -22 80 -25 -142 -712 190 -13221 71 40 80 -22 76 -25 -287 -1, 434 153 -10732 108 60 79 -22 78 -25 -480 -2, 402 245 -17138 674 377 77 -23 79 -26 -3, 454 -17, 271 178 -12548 112 63 79 -22 78 -25 -614 -3,068 244 -17014 22 12 80 -22 76 -25 -134 -669 49 -3418 8 4 80 -22 76 -25 -40 -200 77 -5429 9 5 80 -22 76 -25 -55 -274 96 -672 63 36 60 -22 77 -25 -249 -1, 242 28 -1924 119 67 80 -22 76 -25 -538 -2 688 127 -891 2 1 80 -22 76 -25 -7 -37 10 -717 26 15 80 -22 76 -25 -99 -497 146 -10258 426 239 80 -22 76 -25 -2, 306 -11, 528 232 -16241 191 107 80 -22 76 -25 -922 -4, 612 195 -13646 128 72 80 -22 76 -25 -583 -2, 914 244 -17055 202 112 74 -24 93 -26 -1, 216 -6, 078 423 -29532 65 37 80 -22 76 -25 -397 -1, 985 123 -8626 255 135 48 -36 235 -29 -4, 445 -22, 225 301 -2101 1 1 80 -22 76 -25 -4 -20 5 -324 49 27 80 -22 76 -25 -300 -1,500 82 -5720 47 26 80 -22 76 -25 -325 -1,624 63 -44



Michigan -95 53 370 207 79 -22 77 -25 -1, 936 -9,678 235 -164

Minesontana64 36 112 63 80 -22 76 -25 -555 -2,777 164 -1,

MiNsesvsa -3-46 16 70 - -39 80 -22 78 -25 -313 -1, 565 144 -100

Misseuw i…75 42 120 67 80 -22 76 -25 -672 -3, 361

Moitsna… 456°72 231 0 17 3 80 -22 77 -25 -165 -826 233 -163

Nebraskad86 48 75 42 80 -22 76 -25 -340 -7 266 -185

Nevada-se 246 26 31 18 80 -22 76 -25 -119 -593 232 -162

New Hampshire…------------ 12 7 3 1 80 -22 76 -25 -18822 -57~

New Jersey --------------- 47 26 76 43 80 -22 76 -25 -539 -2, 693 815 -527

New Mexico-~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~64 36 81 45 72 -26 105 -26 -926 -4, 692 35 -2

New Yeiork-46--26-170--96-80---22-76 
-25 -1, 235 -6, 175 78 -54

North Carolina…13 7 43 24 80 -22 76 -25 -194 -970 41 -29

North Dakota-40 22 9 5 80 -22 76 -25 -64 -321 92 -64

Ohio------------------ 97 54 347 195 79 -22 76 -25 -2, 014 -10, 071 26 -4

Oklahoma…--------------- 68 37 240 133 69 -27 118 -26 -1, 751 -8,756 391 '--273

Oregon-~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~23 13 43 24 80 -22 76 -2 15 -7 1'5 :-94

Pennsylvania-------------- 62 35 251 141 79 -2 6 -25 -1441 -7205 15 -940

Rhode Island-~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~33 19 7 4 80 -22 76 -294 -4 8 -6

ShodethsCarlnda…------------ 18 10 61 34 80 -22 76 -25 -229 -1, 146 985-68

South Dakolia ------------- 43 24 12 7 80 -22 76 -25 -60 -301 107 -76~

Sotennessee…------------- 26 15 102 57 80 -22 76 -25 -408 -2,037 109 -6

Tennass… -------------- 51 27 1, 106 585 48 -36 255 -28 -7, 502 -37, 512 382 -267

Utah------------------ 91 51 46 26 80 -22 77 '-25 -26 -1,29 229 ~-130
Vermbnt-~~~~~~~~~~7 4 1 1 80 -22 76 -2 7

Vimrginia-24----13---48---27---80 
-22 76 -25 -253 -1,266 57 . -40 'C

Washington…~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~26 14 81 .45 80 -22 76 -25 -31 -,0209. -7641

Westhirgionia-77----43----62----35 
79 -22 78 -25 -381 -1,904 23 -4

Wisconsin-~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~68 38 -153 86 80 -22 76 -2 -77 3,4 1813

Wyonjing---------------- 88 49 27 15 78 -23 83 -25 -7 139-4

I
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Graph I
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METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS

1. The profile for natural gas production under current regulation was esti-
Inated at 18.5 trillion cubic feet (TCF) in 1978, 16.2 TCF in 1985, and 15.2 TCF
in 1990. This profile parallels estimates made by the Federal Energy Administra-
tion, the Bureau of Mines, the Federal Power Commission, and the American

-Gas Association. (See: Federal Energy Administration, National Energy Out-
look, March 1977; U.S. Department of Interior, United States Energy Through
the Year 2000 (revised), December 1975; Federal Power Commission, Bureau
-of Natural Gas, A Realistic View of U.S. Natural Gas Supply, December 1974;
American Gas Association, Ga8 Supply Review, April 1977, and Energy Analysis,
May 19, 1977.)

2. The profile for real wellhead prices (1977 dollars) under current regula-
tion were estimated to be $0.75 per million cubic feet (MCF) for interstate gas
in 1978. rising to $1.54/MCF in 1985, and $2.03/MCF in 1990. Real wellhead
prices for intrastate were estimated to average $1.03/MCF in 1978, increasing
to $2.08/MCF in 1985, and $2.51/MCF in 1990. These estimates are similar to
those made by Foster Associates. (See: Foster Associates, "Natural Gas Pricing
Alternatives", September 1977.)

3. Sensitivity to price changes for production (supply elasticities) were
estimated to be .10 in 1978. .45 in 1985, and .70 in 1990. These estimates are
within the range used by the Department of Interior, and those measured by
Erickson and Spann. (See: U.S. Department of Interior, Office of the Assistant
Secretary, Program Development and Budget Office of Economic Analysis,
Final Environmental Impact Statement: Proposed Deregulation of Natural Gas
Prices. July 1974; Erickson, Edward W. and Spann, Robert M., "Supply
Response in a Regulated Industry: The Case of Natural Gas", Bell Journal of
Economics and Management Science, Spring, 1971.)

4. Conservation (demand) elasticities were estimated to be -. 12 in 1978,
-. 38 in 1985, and -.44 in 1990. These estimates are also consistent with those
used by the Department of Interior and the Federal Energy Administration.
(See: U.S. Department of Interior, ibid.; Federal Energy Administration, 1977
National Energy Outlook (Draft, January 15, 1977), Appendix D, tables D-3,
D-i, and D-5.)

5. Application of the supply and demand elasticities in (3) and (4) above to
the estimated price changes under the House and Senate Plans.

6. The quantities and revenues for each state were derived from the real
wellhead prices under each plan and the 1976 production and consumption of
natural gas for each state. These estimates are shown in columns 1-4 of the
Table and Graph 1. (See: American Gas Association, Gas Facts: 1976.)

7. Improvement in natural gas availability was disaggregated into residential
and business consumption days by comparing changes in production and
consumption with volumes under existing regulations. These estimates are shown
in columns 5-8 of the Table.

8. The resulting changes in the natural gas volumes, prices, and revenues
were applied to the DRI and Chase Econometrics U.S. Macroeconomic Models
to estimate the impact on investment, employment and income. The U.S.
estimates derived from these models were then disaggregated into state cate-
gories based upon the 1976 gas production and consumption data. These
estimates are shown in columns 8-12 of the Table.

9. Additional price increases caused by a shift to alternative energy sources
as natural gas supply declines (particularly from the House Plan) were
estimated to come from 25% of imported natural gas, 25% of electricity, and
50% of imported oil and domestic coal.

10. Contributors to this evaluation were George Tresnak, Forecasting Center,
Graciela Ortiz and Erina Wessels.

UNITED STATES-JAPAN TRADE COUNCIL,
Washington, D.C., October 26, 1977.

Hon. HENRY S. REuSS,
Cochairman, Subcommittee on International Economics, Joint Economic Commit-

tee, Congress of the United States, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CHAIRMAN REuss: During the course of the October 11, 1977 hearings

of the Joint Senate-House Subcommittee on International Economics on the
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U.S. Trade Deficit, several allegations were made by witnesses regarding-Japanese controls on imports and exchange transactions that are not borne-out by the facts.
JAPAN'S IMPORT CONTROLS

One such witness, for example, said in his prepared statement that:"The Japanese trade surplus may be partly the result of an inappropriate-exchange rate, but the more fundamental problem is the system of quotarestrictions and internal marketing arrangements that make foreign penetrationof Japanese markets very difficult. A long-run solution requires an attack onthis system, and the observation that the Japanese would find it very difficultto loosen import restrictions is hardly a sufficient argument for not pressing:forward."
The fact is that the Japanese government has already freed all but a handfulof imports from controls. Japan has progressively liberalized its importrestrictions since June 1960, when the government formulated its "GeneraLPrinciples on Foreign Trade Liberalization". Progress has been especially rapidand significant since October 1969, when 118 categories were under importrestrictions. In December 1974, for example, imports of integrated circuits were-freed, and a year later all remaining restrictions on imports of computers andrelated equipment were lifted.
Only 27 categories of imports (by CCCN 4-digit classification) are currentlysubject to control under the Import Trade Regulations, and 22 of these coveragricultural products (all the industrialized nations, including the UnitedStates and the EC, protect their agricultural sector to varying degrees). Leather-and leather products account for four of the non-liberalized industrial products;the fifth is coal. Only Italy of the major EC powers (with 20 items in allcategories under quota) is less restrictive than Japan. France restricts 74 items,West German 39 and Britain 25. In addition, these countries maintain dis-criminatory restrictions against certain imports from Japan (Italy on 40 suchitems, France 34, West Germany 10, Britain 4).
The Japanese government has stated its intention to expand its importquotas wherever possible. Quotas for many of these restricted items will be-increased up to 20 percent under the Japanese government's recently announcedprogram for expanding its imports.

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
A pervasive complaint is that the Japanese distribution system acts as abottleneck to foreign goods. It is true that the system is complicated, involvingmultiple levels of wholesaling, but there is unlimited room for creating newmarketing methods. Market penetration in any country requires strenuous efforts-by exporters to adapt to the distribution system as they find it. If their currentsales methods do not fit the conditions of the Japanese market, a change inmethods is indicated.
The view persists in some quarters that the Japanese market is closed toforeign goods because the ultimate retailer is sometimes controlled by the-manufacturer, but the relationship between large-scale retailers, specialtyshops and manufacturers is by no means exclusive. Foreign businesses mayfind an effective way to enter the Japanese market by arranging tie-ups withthese large shops, or by entering into relationships with Japan's trading housesand "superstores" in order to establish new marketing channels. Another-technique often successfully used by foreign firms is franchising. It is some-times easier to establish an entirely new distribution channel for foreignproducts outside the existing system by going directly to retailers. In anyevent, each exporter must determine for himself which distribution route isbest suited to his particular products.

JAPAN'S ExCirANGE CONTROLS
The witness quoted above also called for "at least a partial dismantling ofthe complex web of controls maintained over capital movements to and fromJapan." Such liberalization is, in fact, already well under way. Japaneseauthorities decided in May to ease or dismantle a range of foreign exchangecontrols, including the following relaxation of restrictions on short-term capitartransactions:
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Acquisition of foreign short-term securities (less than a year) by Japanese

residents, which at present is subject to individual licensing by the Ministry of

Finance, will be completely liberalized.
Until now, proceeds from redeemed principal and interest on Japanese

corporate bonds, government and other public sector bonds acquired by foreign

investors must be deposited in a special account with a foreign exchange bank,

.and only 30 percent of the total proceeds of such redemptions may be remitted

abroad six months after acquisition (to prevent speculative capital movements).

These restrictions will be progressively eliminated.
The limits on free yen accounts held by non-residents were eliminated,

effective June 8. Foreign banks are now able to convert more foreign currencies

into yen than before, providing they maintain adequate reserves against their

foreign currency deposits and other liabilities.
The intra-company current account system between head offices in Japan and

'branches abroad (applicable to most trading companies) will be further

simplified.
The flotation of yen-denomination bonds in Japan by foreign governments

.and international organizations will also be freed at the earliest possible date.

We ask that this letter be made part of the hearings, so that the record will

reflect the considerable progress made by Japan toward easing of controls on

trade and capital movements.
With all best wishes,

Sincerely yours, incerelyy ,NOEL HEMMENDINGER,
Direct or.

0


